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Since the inception of the ETC program in 1981, the MIT research team has developed
a wide range of new technologies to support this novel astronomical instrument. The
prototype unit was installed at ETC Site 1 on the summit of Kin Peak in October, 1984.
The first partially-automated observations were made in Spring, 1985. During CY1986,
major renovations were made to the ETC hardware.
During 1986-1989, the ETC was outfitted with new, thermoelectrically-cooled CCD
cameras and a sophisticated vacuum manifold, which, together, made the ETC a much
more reliable unit than the prototype. The ETC instrumentation and building were placed
under full computer control, allowing the ETC to operate as an automated, autonomous
instrument with virtually no human intervention necessary. The first fully-automated
operation of the ETC occurred in the spring and summer of 1987, during which time the
ETC monitored the error region of the repeating soft gamma-ray burster SGR1806-21. In
addition, the original Trigger Processors of the prototype were replaced with faster and
more efficient single-board computers, with which the ETC improved its time resolution by
100%.
During the same period, construction of new camera systems for the ETC proceeded at
MIT. By March, 1990, sixteen (16) of these "second generation" cameras were ready for
installation at ETC Site 1. At the same time, new, more efficient observing software was
prepared for installation and use at ETC Site 1. A list of the accomplishments of the ETC
program is given below.
Summary of Accomplishments of the ETC Program
1. Construction and installation at ETC Site 1 of a 1/2 steradian test unit. This unit
was capable of monitoring the night sky under computer control, with only
minimal human interaction.
2. Establishment of a new upper limit on the rate of celestial optical flashes of
magnitude V<10 during observations with the 1/2 steradian test unit. The new
upper limit is a full order of magnitude lower than the one determined using
standard astronomical methods.
3. Observations of the mysterious "Perseus Flasher" were made during tests of
automatic observations. The ETC monitored the error box of the Perseus Flasher
for -70 hours and saw no flash events. (The original source of the optical flashes
was later determined to have been sunlight reflected from a Soviet Cosmos-series
satellite).
4. Refurbishment of the original 1/2 steradian test unit with new, thermoelectrically-
cooled CCD cameras and a new vacuum manifold. The cameras, developed at
MIT, are significantly more efficient and reliable than the cameras used in the test
unit; the vacuum manifold allows up to eight cameras to be mounted on a single
telescope drive, and improves the integrity of the vacuum system as a whole.
5. Complete automation of the ETC hardware and environment. The ETC is
equipped with weather sensors and the ability to determine observing conditions:
its rule-based, Al-style software uses these capabilities to make decisions about
observing in the same manner as would a human observer.
6. Observations spanning ~150 hours of the error region of the soft gamma-ray
repeater SGR1806-21. Preliminary analysis has revealed no optical transients.
(The southern declination of this object, combined with its "observing season"
occurring during the summer Arizona monsoon, has severely limited the number
of useful ETC observing hours on SGR1806-21.)
7. Detailed modelling of the contamination of ETC observations by artificial Earth
satellites. This modelling has led to the development of a successful scheme,
based upon observing into the earth's shadow, to dramatically reduce the rate of
false events due to reflections of sunlight from artificial Earth satellites.
8. Upgrading of the original Trigger Processors to more sophisticated and flexible
single-board computers. The new Trigger Processors allow the full dynamic
range of the CCD electronics to be utilized.
9. Restructuring of the original ETC computer system architecture, introducing an
Intermediate-Level Processor (ILP) between the Overseer Computer and the
Trigger Processors. The use of the ILP, along with improvements in the real-
time data analysis code, allowed the time resolution of ETC observations to be
improved by 100%.
10. Construction of sixteen (16) "second generation" CCD cameras for use at Site 1.
11. Selection of 16 CCDs (TI4849) for use at Site 1. The installation of the last of
the CCDs in cameras occured in Fall 1990.
12. Replacement of the dome on the ETC building at Site 1 by AutoScope, Inc. A
computer-controllable replacement roof was installed in Spring, 1990.
13. Development of automated data post-processing software at MIT. The post-
processing supplemented the real-time analysis code by examining flash data for
subtle indications of a non-celestial origin, significantly improving the
background rejection capability of the ETC system. This work was completee in
Summer, 1990.
An important long-term, unexpected spin-off of the ETC Grant program
was the necessary technology development for reliable, compact, low noise,
thermpelectrically-cooled CCD cameras. This technology development was an
essential precursor for the MIT-developed X-ray CCD camera to be flown as
a US contribution to the Japaneese Astro-D mission in 1993, and for the UV
CCD camera to be flown on the USA/France/Japan High Energy Transient
(HETE) mission in 1994.
In 1989, one major stumbling block in the way of a completed ETC Site 1 was
removed: after over two years of searching, we found a competent vendor willing to
replace the dome on the ETC Site 1 building with a reliable, automated roll-off roof. The
original dome roof on the ETC building had a useful field-of-view of only -.5 steradians,
and thus prevented the ETC from performing true wide-field observations. AutoScope,
Inc, of Mesa, AZ, was selected to install a computer controllable roll-off roof at Site 1; the
work was completed in 1990. ETC Site 1 was ready for integration and testing in the
Summer of 1990, and was fully operational in time to carry out a 6 month "minisurvey"
prior to beginning simultaneous observations with the Gamma-Ray Observatory (GRO) in
May 1991.
The efforts of the ETC team in CY 1990 were concentrated on the completion and full
operation of ETC Site 1. By Winter 1990, ETC Site 1 was equipped with sixteen (16)
wide-field CCD cameras with a full complement of data generation and reduction hardware
and software, and that the site was operating in an automatic fashion. In addition, a SUN
4/60 workstation was installed at ETC Site 1 to act as a server for Internet communications
to MIT and to GSFC (joint support for the Rapidly-Moving Telescope (RMT)), as well as
to support the post-processing of ETC data.
A timetable of events for CY1990 is given below.
Schedule of events for 1990
March: Continued construction of CCD cameras. Construction of replacement roof
for ETC Site 1.
April: Final construction and checkout at MIT of the last of sixteen CCD cameras
intended for use at ETC Site 1. Completed development of new real-time
data analysis software at MIT using these cameras. Partially dismantled
ETC Site 1 in anticipation of the replacement of the roof structure. Returned
ETC cameras from Site 1 to MIT for cleaning and checking.
May: Constructed computer hardware for control of the new roof structure.
May/June: Installation of roll-off roof at Kitt Peak completed. Installation and
integration of roof-control hardware and software completed. Began
installation and on-site checkout of CCD cameras.
June/July Installation of new Trigger Processors and full checkout of the complete
ETC software system. Establishment of a data interface to the Rapidly
Moving Telescope (RMT). Full checkout of the ETC weather system,
including lightning detection during the Arizona monsoon season,
completed.
July/August: Completion of data post-processing software.
December Full wide-field, routine automatic ETC observations began; establishment of
an Internet node at ETC Site 1.
As appendices to this final report, we include a set of technical and scientific papers completed
under the sponsorship of this grant. These appendices are as follows: •
Appendix A A Dual Charge-Coupled Device (CCD), Astronomical Spectrometer and Direct
Imaging Camera I. Optical and Detector Systems, Meyer, S.S., and Ricker,
G.R., 1980, SPIE, 264, 38.
Appendix B A Dual Charge-Coupled Device (CCD), Astronomical Spectrometer and Direct
Imaging Camera II. Data Handling and Control Systems, Dewey, D., and
Ricker, G.R., 1980, SPIE, 264, 42.
Appendix C Optical Studies ofX-Ray Sources with the MASCOT - A Charge-Coupled
Device (CCD)-Based Astronomical Instrument, Ricker, G.R., Bautz, M.W.,
Dewey, D., Meyer, S.S., 1981, SPIE, 290, 190.
Appendix D The Explosive Transient Camera (ETC): An Instrument for the Detection of
Gamma-Ray Burst Optical Counterparts, Ricker, G.R., Doty, J. P., Vallerga,
J.V., and Vanderspek, R. K. 1983, in Instrumentation for Astronomy V. eds.
A. Boksenberg and D. Crawford (SPIE: Bellingham, Washington), 445, 370.
Appendix E Size of a Gamma Ray Burster Optical Emitting Region, Schaefer, B.E., Ricker,
G.R., 1983, Nature, 302, No. 5903, 43.
Appendix F A Search for High Proper Motion Objects in Two Gamma-Ray Burst Error
Regions, Ricker, G. R., Vanderspek, R. K., and Ajhar, E. A. 1986, Adv.
Space Res., 6, 75.
Appendix G A Search for Optical Flashes from the 'Perseus Flasher', 1986, Vanderspek,
R.K., Ricker, G.R., and Zachary, D.S., Adv. Space Res., 6, No.4, 69.
Appendix H Deep CCD Imaging of the Optical Flash Error Region Near GBS1810+31
Ricker, G.R., Ajhar, E., A., Luu, J. P., and Vanderspek, R. K., 1986 Ap. J.
(Letters).
Appendix I The Effect of Artificial Earth Satellites on ETC Observations, 1988,
Vanderspek, R.K.
Appendix J Deep Optical and Radio Searches for a Quiescent Counterpart to the Optical
Transient Source OTS 1809+31. 1989, Ricker, G.R., Mock, P.C., Ajhar,
E.A., and Vanderspek, R.K. Astrophys. J., 388, No. 2, 983.
Appendix K Three Faint Objects in the Optical Error Region ofGBS2251-02,1989,
Vanderspek, R.K., Ricker, G.R.
Appendix L Vanderspek, Roland K. Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Physics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1986. The Explosive Transient
Camera: A Wide Field Sky Monitor of Celestial Optical Flashes.
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In collaboration with other members of the MIT X-ray Astronomy Group,
Dr. Ricker has had a leading role in the:
• Discovery of the first of the slow X-ray pulsars, GX 1+4 (1970).
• Discovery of the size and shape of the hard X-ray emitting region of the Crab
Nebula (1974).
• Establishment of the pulsed character of the hard X-ray emission from the
transient source A0535+26 (1975).
• Establishment of a new class of X-ray galaxies typified by NGC5506 (1977)
• Discovery of the first "X-ray QSO," MR2251-178 (1977).
• Development of a highly efficient ground-based, solid state imager/ spectrometer
constructed using silicon charge-coupled devices (the MIT Astronomical
Spectrometer/Camera for Optical Telescopes, [MASCOT], first deployed at the
McGraw-Hill Telescope on Kitt Peak, 1980).
• Development of the first practical wide bandgap semiconductor detectors for use
in X-ray Astronomy (mercuric iodide detectors, flown by the MIT Balloon
Group, 1980).
• Conducting the first astronomical observations with adequate sensitivity to
directly image objects near the Galactic Center using the MASCOT CCD system
(1981).
• Development of an advanced X-ray imager/spectrometer using silicon charge-
coupled devices (CCDs) which were successfully tested at MIT in 1978 and
accepted for flight on the NASA Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility [AXAF]
(1984).
• Development of a novel, wide field instrument, the Explosive Transient Camera
(ETC), for surveying the entire sky for suspected flashes of light associated with
gamma ray bursts (deployed in its initial configuration at an AURA-approved
new observatory on Kitt Peak, 1984). The completed ETC became operational
in 1990.
• Conception of the first practical multiwavelength observatory for the dedicated
study of gamma-ray bursts - the High Energy Transient Experiment (HETE) - in
1987.
• Proposal and acceptance in 1987 of the first practical X-ray CCD imaging
spectrometer which will fly on a satellite (Astro-D, February 1993 launch).
Beginning in 1972, Dr. Ricker served as Project Scientist for the MIT Balloon
Group. In that role he was responsible for the development of four generations of balloon
gondolas and participated in twelve flight expeditions. At the present, Dr. Ricker directs
the efforts of the CCD Laboratory in the MIT Center for Space Research.
From 1987-1989, Dr. Ricker chaired the international Small Attached Payloads
Working Group for Space Station Freedom. From 1987-1990, Dr. Ricker served as a
member of NASA's High Energy Management Working Group. In 1990, he chaired a
NASA Panel Workshop on Space Borne Data Processing for the 21st Century. He has
served on numerous NASA advisory and mission review panels, including the adhoc
U.S.-U.S.S.R. High Energy Astrophysics Cooperative Programs Panel.
Since 1980, Dr. Ricker has served as Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program (UROP) Coordinator for the Center for Space Research. The CCD Laboratory
has provided research projects for more than 200 undergraduate students over the past
decade. Dr. Ricker has supervised more than 50 senior thesis students during his tenure at
MIT. Four graduate students have earned their Ph.D.'s in Physics in his group over the
past decade.
Currently, Dr. Ricker is P.I. for the Explosive Transient Camera (ETC), a NASA-
funded program, and is Deputy -P.I. for the AXAF CCD instrument, a core instrument for
the NASA orbiting observatory (launch 1998). Dr. Ricker is Director of the National
Transient Observatory (NTO), jointly operated by MIT and Goddard Space Flight Center at
Kitt Peak National Observatory. He is the lead U.S. Co-Investigator for the detector effort
on the Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS) on the European X-Ray Multi-Mirror
Mission (XMM; launch 1999), and an RGS Science Working Group member. He also is
the P.I. for the CCD Solid State Imaging Spectrometer on the Japan/USA ASTRO-D
mission (launch February 1993), as well as the P.I. for the International High Energy
Transient Experiment (HETE) - a dedicated small satellite incorporating instruments from
France, Japan, and the USA - scheduled for launch in July 1994. During 1991, he heads
(as P.I.) an international team utilizing the ROSAT orbiting observatory to study gamma-
ray burst positions. In addition to gamma-ray burst sources, his current astronomical
interests also include studies of active galactic nuclei.
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A dual charge-coupled device (CCD), astronomical spectrometer
and direct imaging camera
I. Optical and detector systems
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Abs t rac t
The MASCOT (MIT Astronomical Spectrometer/Camera for Optical Telescopes) is an in-
strument capable of simultaneously performing both direct imaging and spectrometry of
faint objects. The optical design is dictated by the characteristics of the charge
coupled device (CCD) detectors and the observational requirements for the instrument. The
mechanical configuration of the instrument allows maximum flexibility in the choice of
angular scales for the imager and resolution for the spectrometer. The sensitivity of the
device is limited by the sky brightness, 'the overall quantum efficiency, the resolution,
and the readout noise of the CCD. This is the first of two papers describing the MASCOT.
Introduction
The high quantum efficiency, linearity, and stability of charge coupled devices (CCDs)
allow an accurate measurement of the light of the night sky and its subsequent subtrac-
tion. This light often limits the precision of photometry and spectrophotometry of faint,
low-surface brightness astronomical objects.
Two CCCs are used in the instrument. Both are Texas Instruments 2**5x328 virtual phase
CCDs with square pixels 25 microns on a side. The detectors are mounted on a common
liquid nitrogen cooled block. The detector's operating temperature is at about 130 K.
One CCC is the spectrometer detector which receives light that passes through a slit and
is dispersed by a diffraction grating. The optics are arranged so that the monochromatic
slit image is exactly 25 microns wide at the CCD. The second CCD images the light
reflected from the jaws of the spectrometer entrance slit. It can function as an area
photometer through the use of a filter set and is also helpful in positioning faint
objects onto the slit. Figure 1 is a photograph of the MASCOT in the laboratory.
All the optics are mounted on optical benches so that different lenses can easily be
introduced into the system. This makes the instrument very flexible and capable of being
adapted to many different problems in astronomy.
Optics
Figure 2 is a schematic of the optical layout for the MASCOT. The light enters from
the upper left. The entrance slit, where the imager and spectrometer beams split, is at
the focal plane of the telescope. The instrument is designed to accept the beam from an
f/7.5 or slower telescope (specifically the 1.3m f/7.6 McGraw-Hill telescope at Kitt Peak,
Ari zona) .
The light which passes through the slit is collimated by an f/3.2 300 mm lens. This
lens can accept the beam from a 2 inch long slit. The parallel beam is then dispersed by
the grating and imaged by an f/0.95 50 mm camera lens onto the CCD. Since the camera lens
is the limiting optic in the spectrometer beam, the collimator is placed so that it images
the telescope entrance aperture onto the camera lens.
The slit jaws are mounted at a 15° angle to the incident beam so that the light is
reflected from the jaws at a right angle. This beam passes through a 317 mm f/«.8 field
lens, and is reflected by a folding mirror. It then passes through a filter to the 55 mm
f/1.2 transfer lens. The transfer lens reimages the telescope focal plane onto the imager
CCD. Transfer lenses of different focal lengths give different magnifications of the
telescope image at the CCD.
The den.agnification of the spectrometer beam is 1:6. The slit width is 150 microns, so
that it exactly images onto one row of pixels (25 microns wide). This corresponds to 3-1/2
arc seconds on the sky at the McGraw-Hill telescope. Various other slit widths can be
accomodated by the spectrometer. In the same way the pixel size of the imager is 3 arc
sec with the 55 mm transfer lens or 0.7 arc sec with an f/2.0 90mm lens.
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FIGURE 1. The MASCOT in the laboratory.
At the top are the slit holder
and folding mirror mount, both
at a 45° angle to the vertical.
On the left side is the spec-
trometer collimator lens, with
the grating mount at the bottom
left. The spectrometer camera
lens is at bottom center, next
to the grating. The imager
transfer lens is at right center.
The pentagonal structure at
lower right is the vacuum
housing which contains the two
CCD detectors.
FIGURE 2. A line drawing of the MASCOT op-
tics in the same orientation as
Figure 1. The components are
labeled as follows: A, entrance
slit/beam splitter; B, 300mm
f/3.2 spectrometer collimator
lens; C, diffraction grating;
D, 50mm f/0.95 spectrometer
camera lens; E, 317mm f/4.8
imager field lens; F, folding
mirror; C, 55mm f/1.2 imager
transfer lens; H, 130 K tempera-
ture controlled CCD mount.
Detector Mount
Because of the way the beams are folded, both CCDs can be mounted on the same
temperature regulated detector block. The block is cooled by a liquid nitrogen dewar
which is outside the optical instrument itself. The nitrogen dewar and the detector block
share a common vacuum system which is pumped by a molecular s ieve pump. Both the dewar
and the detector block are insulated with aluminized mylar to minimize the heat loss. The
dewar accomodates 4.5 liters of liquid nitrogen, and has a hold time of about 20 hours.
The detector block is maintained at about 130 K by a temperature control circuit. It
is connected to the nitrogen dewar through an adjustable heat resistor and a copper cold
finger. The temperature control circuit dissipates less than 5 watts and maintains
regulation to better than C.1 K.
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Signal to Noise
There are two sources of noise on the signal: 1) the CCD readout noise, which results
in a constant uncertainty in the number of electrons collected from each pixel; and 2) the
photon counting noise. The photon counting noise is the uncertainty in the estimate of a
flux which is proportional to N*, where M is the number of electrons arriving in the
measurement interval.
Figure 3 shows the signal to noise ratio for typical observing conditions at '•5^  reso-
lution on a 20th magnitude object for several values of CCC readout noise. The top line
applies to an ideal CCC with no readout noise. Note that the readout noise becomes less
important at higher signal to noise ratios.
Figure U shows the signal to noise ratio as a function of object magnitude for a one
hour integration for the spectrometer and for the imager. The two curves differ because
the bandwidth and focal plane scale of the spectrometer and imager are different. In this
example the bandwidth is assumed to be 1000A for the imager. Under these conditions the
readout noise is unimportant for the imager for integration times longer than M minutes
and so the signal to noise ratio scales as the square root of the integration time.
Reference 1 describes the signal to noise calculations in more detail.
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FIGURE 3. The signal to noise ratio as a func-
tion of integration time for a 20th
magnitude object observed with the
spectrometer at 45A resolution. E
is the system quantum efficiency.
The top curve is for an ideal pho-
ton counting detector with no read-
out noise and the lower curves are
for two values of readout noise.
For observations at high signal to
noise ratios the CCD photon counting
noise dominates the CCD readout noise.
FIGURE 4. The signal to noise ratio as
a function of object magnitude
for a one hour integration near
70003. The bottom curve is
for the spectrometer with 452
resolution and the top curve is
for the direct imager with a
1000% bandpass filter.
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Quantum Efficiency
The sensitivity of the instrument depends on the total quantum efficiency of the
system. The total quantum efficiency in turn depends on several factors: the CCD quantum
efficiency, the throughput of the optics, and the transparency of the atmosphere. The CCD
quantum efficiency as a function of wavelength is shown in Figure 5- This graph is taken
from data supplied by Texas Instruments. Losses in the telescope mirrors, the lenses, the
grating, and the vacuum window reduce the optical throughput to about 30J. The imager has
about the same throughput as the spectrometer, since the light loss of the filter is
comparable to that of the grating, and the other optical elements are similar. Good
atmospheric conditions result in about 85% transmission at 7000A although this can vary
greatly. Thus the total system efficiency is about 15%. Figures 3 and 4 were calculated
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FIGURE 5. The Texas Instruments virtual phase CCD quantum ef-
ficiency as a function of wavelength. After including
the losses from the atmosphere and the MASCOT optics,
the overall system quantum efficiency is about 15%
between 5000A and 8500A.
Summary
The MASCOT is designed to match the ability of CCD detectors to a wide variety of
astronomical problems. In conjunction with the MASCOT data handling 'system, the instru-
ment will make maximum use of telescope time through its high quantum efficiency, area
detection, and ease of use.
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A b s t r a c t
The data collection system for the MASCOT (MIT Astronomical Spectrometer/ Camera for
Optical Telescopes) is described. The system relies on an RCA 1802 microprocessor-based
controller, which serves to collect and format data, to present data to a scan converter,
and to operate a device communication bus. A NOVA minicomputer is used to record and
recall frame images and to perform refined image processing. The RCA 1802 also provides
instrument mode control for the MASCOT. Commands are issued using STOIC, a FORTK-like
language. Sufficient flexibility has been provided so that a variety of CCDs can be
accomodated. At present, Texas Instruments virtual phase CCDs are utilized. This is the
second of two papers describing the MASCOT.
Introduction
Various requirements and constraints have led to the adoption of the specific control
and data handling system for the MASCOT (MIT Astronomical Spectrometer/Camera for Optical
Telescopes). The following is a list of those that most influenced the present design:
1. The system must be able to handle the large volume of high speed data present when
a CC L is readout.
2. The many frames from an observing run must be stored in a convenient, retrievable
form.
3. Each frame should be labelled with time of day, CCC exposure time, CCC temperature
and other instrument status information, as well as operator comments (such as the
name of the source, right ascension, declination, etc.).
u. A hard copy log of the evening's observations should be produced.
5- Capability for real time picture processing should exist to aid in focusing and
alignment and assessing the quality of data taken.
fc. CCC dependent hardware and software should be kept to a minimum to allow for the
use of different CCCs as the technology improves.
7. The system should be easy to work with and transport.
With these ideas in mind the system of Figure 1 was chosen. The system is physically
separated into three assemblies: The "upstairs" electronics, attached to the instrument,
consisting of the necessary clock generators and analog processing circuitry to run the
CCC and produce digital data; the "downstairs" rack of electronics consisting of an RCA
1802 microprocessor with associated peripherals and a scan converter capable of storing
128K, 16 bit words of data; and finally a NOVA minicomputer system. In practice only the
first two assemblies are transported when an on-site NOVA system is available.
The single most important feature of the system is the division of tasks between the
two computers. V^hen observing, all commands to the instrumenc originate at the 1802
teletype keyboard. These commands are sent serially along a single cable to the clocking
unit of the "upstairs" electronics where they i n i t i a t e readouts, change desired
temperatures, control shutters, etc. L'ata snd status information from the CCCs are also
sent serially along a single cable and loaded into the scan converter under the 1802's
oversight. Again under 1802 control the NI.-VA can he called on to transfer frames from the
scan converter to magnetic tape. Ihus the 1t'C2 microcomputer handles the mechanics of
data collection and the N(JVA m inicomputer provides real time picture processing
capabilities and bulk storage.
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FIGURE 1. Overall block diagram of the MASCOT data handling and control system.
An RCA 1302 microcomputer, using the STOIC language, controls the in-
strument and collects and formats the data. A UOVA minicomputer pro-
vides data storage and real time data analysis capabilities.
"Upstairs" Electronics
The "upstairs" electronics consist of a single card cage mounted on the MASCOT.
Commands to and data from the unit are carr ied on two shielded two-conductor cables in
order to minimize cable clutter at the telescope. The circuit cards in the cage each
perform a specific function as shown in Figure 2. In particular, the clocking unit card,
which produces the required TTL clocking signals, and the regulator/driver card, which
converts the TTL signals to the proper CCD analog levels, are the only CCD dependent elec-
tronics in the whole system.




FIGURE 2. Block diagram of "upstairs" electronics. Mounted
in a card cage on the MASCOT, this system clocks
the CCDs and transmits digital video and status
information to the "downstairs" system. The
clocking unit and regulator/driver board are the
only CCD dependent components in the system.
To accomodate the two CCDs used in the MASCOT and keep hardware to a minimum, a single
CCD is readout at any one time. The CCDs are kept in an integrating mode until a readout
command is received by the clocking unit. This uait then clocks the selected CCD at a 100
K pixel/second rate and sends control signals to the processing board. This board uses an
FCCS (Filtered Correlated Double Sampler) circuit, shown in Figure 3, to achieve low noise
readout. When the frame is finished an additional line of data consisting of status
information is added. The data is transmitted with flags at the end of each line and at
the end of the frame, thus allowing for various sizes of CCDs and CCD operating modes.
"Downstairs" Electronics
The function of the "downstairs" electronics is to convert an operator's requests into
commands to the "upstairs" electronics and receive and channel the resulting data. At the
center of this electronics is an RCA 1802 microcomputer. This computer uses the STOIC
(Stack Oriented Interpretive Compiler) language which is much like FORTH in that pre-
viously defined commands are executed when entered and new commands can be easily defined
in terms of old commands. The system has 24K bytes of memory, a floppy disc unit, a
real-time clock and two programmable timers. These timers are used to keep track of each
CCD's integration time and generate interupts to the processor when a CCD should be
readout.
A scan converter is the second piece of essential equipment in the "downstairs" system.
Its 128K x 16 bit semiconductor memory, arranged into 311 lines of 381! pixels each, is
able to quickly store one frame of CCD data. The contents of the scan converter are
continuously displayed on a monitor allowing evaluation of the raw data.
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FIGURE 3. Filtered correlated double sampler (FCDS). Low readout noise is achieved by using
a one microsecond RC filter, which provides high frequency noise rejection and a
double sampling circuit, which attenuates low frequency noise. Pixel-to-pixel
memory is eliminated by resetting the RC filter after each pixel.
Finally, a communications bus is provided to allow data to be read from and written to
the scan converter. The 1802 computer, limited in storage capacity, can examine 32x32
subarrays of the frame and perform some data analysis. More importantly, after a frame
has been loaded into the scan converter from the CCD, the 1802 can write on an unused line
the time-of-day, the integration time, and user comments. This, together with the status
information, provides efficient, permanent marking of the data. The communications bus is
also critical in transferring the frames to the NOVA where they are stored on tape and
processed. The bus is bidirectional so that processed pictures can be loaded into the
scan converter for real time examination.
The NOVA System
The NOVA system provides data storage and reduction capabilities for both realtime and
post-observation analyses. To analyze the data a large FORTRAN program has been devel-
oped. This program accepts user commands, which call subroutines to manipulate frames of
data on disc and tape. Many internal variables specify parameters such as CCC size,
electrons per A/D unit, windows of interest, etc. and allow the passing of results from
one routine to another.
During observations a subset of this software is resident on the NOVA system and,
except for occasional requests by the 1802 system to store new data on tape, on-line data
analysis is continuous. A sample of the commands available is given below:
1. Input/Output: Transfer data between scan converter or magnetic tape and the
program's work file.
2. Type: Type out the pixel values in a selected window of the array.
3- Picture Arithmetic: Pixel-by-pixel arithmetic operations used for dark frame
subtraction, field flattening, etc.
y. Spectrum; Produce a background-subtracted spectrum from a spectrometer picture.
5. Plot: Plot on CRT: spectra, surface brightness distributions, etc.
Operating Modes
The system just discussed can be operated in various data-taking modes. The MASCOT
uses two CCCs, a direct imager and a spectrometer, which are given equal treatment by the
hardware. Thus the data taking sequence and the assignment of CCD priorities are left up
to the 1802 software. This software is stored on the 1802's floppy disc drive and is
readily available and easily changed.
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9/23 17:41)12 t 101 DINT
9/21 17:43:21 t OSIHtLE
9/33 17:43:13 I
9/21 17:43)04 ««• DIRECT IOAIED >•«
9 / 2 3 17:43:12 I II 52 UN( 23 39 SCRIll ITPf
31. 23 I 197 171 183 116 11 tO 781 181 I7» 114 18]
32. 23 i 183 177 17? 187 1071 182 17? 181 180 113
9/23 17:44)03 I I DINT
9/23 17:46)14 * DICOIT
9/23 17:46)23 •
FIGURE 4. Example of controller printout
during stand-alone operation.
A 100 second integration time
for the direct CCD is specified
(100 DINT). An exposure is re-
quested and the resulting frame
loaded into the scan converter
(DSINGLE). Some pixels are
examined on the teletype. A
one second integration time is
chosen (1 DINT) and the direct
CCD output will be continuously
loaded into the scan converter
after each integration (DLCONT).
For tes t ing, aligning and debugging, the sys tem can be operated without the NOVA
computer . In this stand-alone mode the 1802 sys tem can type out pixel values and perform
frame subt rac t ions and pulse height ana lyses on 3 2 x 3 2 subar rays of the da ta . In this way
quant i ta t ive data on dark current , sys tem noise and alignment can be obtained. Figure 4
shows an example of commands in this mode. The direct integration timer is set to 100
seconds , a single frame is readout and loaded into the scan conver ter and a group of
p i xe l s is examined . The CCC is then put into a 1 second integration mode and continuously
readout and loaded into the scan conve r te r . This now allows the operator to see the
e f f e c t s of adjust ing lenses, moving the te lescope , e t c .
When the NOVA sys tem is present and observat ions are being made, the 1802 sys tem exe-
cutes more complex commands designed to col lect speci f ic se ts of da ta . Thus a
preprogrammed observat ion or calibration sequence can be initiated and carr ied out e f f ic -
iently. While other data is being taken, these frames can be examined by the NOVA sys tem
to prov ide quick feedback on instrument pe r fo rmance . In Figure 5 a sample 1802 output
during an observat ion is shown. A 500 second spectrometer integration is initiated and
9/24 23:17s43 • 30« SPECTRIM
9/24 23:17(32 I 40 FITRSET
9/24 23:18:01 E1POSURE STARTED
9/24 23:18)41 EXPOSURE COMPLETE, CURRENTS) FIITEI A, CKII SIAJ) 17
9/24 21)19)11 FRANE TRANSFERRED 10 NOVA. TAPE IECORD) I?
9/24 21:19)22 NEXT FILTER
9/24 21:19 42 EXPOSURE STIRTED
9/24 23:24:47 FRME TRINSFERIED TO NOVA. T1PE RECORI) 23
9/24 21:24:18 NEXT FILTER
9/24 23:24:11 «
»/24 23 :26)12 >•• SPECTROlETCR EXPOSURE COHPLETE ••>
COMEHTS: SOURCE 12, SiEIlG POOR
9 / 2 4 21 :24 )44 FRAME TRANSFERRED 10 IOV». TAPE RECOID: 21
9 / 2 4 21:26:34 I
FIGURE 5. Example of controller printout
during operation with NOVA
present. A 500 second spec-
trometer integration is re-
quested (500 SPECTRUM) and
during this integration a series
of 40 second exposures with the
direct CCD is taken (40 FLTRSET) .
The frames of data, including
user comments, are transferred
to HOVA tape storage. The fil-
ter sequence is terminated by
the operator and later the spec-
trometer CCD is automatically
readout and stored by the flOVA
on tape.
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then a series of 40 second exposures through a set of filters is taken with the direct
system. Here 20 seconds has been allotted to manually change the filters. Each frame is
subsequently transferred to the NOVA for storage. After 500 seconds the spectrometer is
also readout and stored. Note the possibility of the 1802 system being busy with one CCD
when the other should be readout. In this case the integration counter continues counting
until the CCD is finally readout. The actual integration time is thus always recorded.
By choosing appropriate interrupt software, no data need be lost.
Summary
The MASCOT control and data handling system combines the control capabilities of an
1802 microprocessor and the storage and processing capabilities of a NOVA minicomputer.
The separation of tasks allows efficient data collection and simultaneous data analysis.
The examples of the MASCOT software given above are meant to show the capabilities of the
system. Modifications and evolution are expected to follow as operating experience with
the MASCOT accumulates.
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Optical studies of x-ray sources with the MASCOT—a charge-coupled device
(CCD)-based astronomical instrument
G. R. Ricker, M. W. Bautz. O. Dewey, S. S. Meyer
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Department of Physics and Center for Space Research
Room 37-527, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
At s t r i c t
The first observing run with the VASCOT ('•!!! Astronomical Spectrometer/Camera for
Optical Telescopes) on the '.? •» telescope at the "cGraw-Hi11 Observatory in March 19?1
demonstrated that the spectrophotonetric sensitivity and stability of the instrument is
consistent with the estimates made by '-'ever =.r.d Picker (19?1) and Dewey and Ricker (19P0),
based on their calculations and Laboratory calibrations. A pair of Texas Instruments
virtual oh|se CCD's were used as the "ASCCT optical detectors. In the U band
("000.-.-~9CnA) , the '-'ASCOT achieved a sky-limited sensitivity of +2U.4 mag arc sec" in an
1P-OOs integration (1 arc sec pixel size; 5o level of significance). The ability to
"flatten" pictures to a level consistent with (sky + source) photon statistics and readout
noise was demonstrated. As an. example of the capabilities which the MASCOT has demon-
strated, we discuss our preliminary results from optical observations of four high
galactic latitude Einstein x-ray sources without optical counterparts (i.e. "empty field"
sources). For the four sources we observed, we established an optical counterpart for one
source ( 1" 1 "'4-1 7) , based on positional coincidence (better than 1.8 arc sec); detected four
possible candidates in the error bc,x of another source (1009+35); and established sensi-
tive upper limits (>22.3 mag; 1000 A - 7000 A, 5 upper limits) for optical counterparts
in the error boxes for the other two sources (C920+39 and 0931-11).
1 . Introduction
As astronomical detectors, charge-coupled devices (CCDs) hold forth the promise of high
quantum efficiency and broad dynamic ranse, coupled with excellent linearity and stabil-
ity. These properties should permit the accurate measurement of the light of the night
sky and its subsequent subtraction from an astronomical "picture" (e.g. narrow or broad-
band optical image, polarization map, spectrum, etc.). Ideally, the signal-to-noise in
such pictures should not suffer in the subtraction process. The VASCOT (MIT Astronomical
Spectrometer/Camera for Optical Telescopes) has been designed to facilitate the simulta-
neous acquisition of such "sky (photon noise)-1imited" spectral and spatial images with
CCD detectors.
The optical and mechanical details of the MASCOT have been described in some detail by
Meyer and Ricker (19C0), while Dewey and Ricker (1980) have described the manner in which
the MASCOT provides for image data acquisition and processing, as well as instrument
control. In this paper, we briefly review the instrument configuration, describe the
actual performance levels achieved by the MASCCT in its first observing run on the 1.3m
telescope at the '-'cGraw-Hi 11 Observatory, and present preliminary data obtained in
searches for optical counterparts to four "emoty-field" X-ray sources. Primary emphasis
will be placed on discussions of the "area photometer" MASCOT channel; the "spectrometer"
MASCOT channel will be discussed in a subsequent paper. A fairly detailed review of the
performance of the two Texas Instruments (TI) 490x328 "virtual phase" CCDs used in the
MASCOT will be given, as this application marks their first reported operational use in a
ground-based observatory instrument.
2. VASCOT Operational Characteristics
The MASCOT is designed to be a "standalone" instrument, capable of performing both
sky-limited area photometry and spectroscopy. It is optimized for use at the Cassegrain
focus of telescopes havinn focal ratios of f/7.5 or larger. Figure 1a shows the optical
and detector assemblies of the 'MASCOT in the laboratory. (The top cover has been re-
moved.) Figure 1b gives the XASCCT optical Layout in schematic form. Light from the
telescope secondary is shown entering from above, coming to a focus at A, the location of
the entrance slit/beam splitter. Light which passes through the slit (i.e. the left-hand
path ) is fed to the spectrometer channel (CCD detector following element D), while the
reflected light from the slit jaws is fed into the area photometer channel (CCD detector
following element G). In order to provide for a broad range of focal plane scales, the
various refractive elements are mounted on optical benches to facilitate rapid inter-
changes. Additional optical details ?.re given in ".ever and Ricker (1980). A photograph
of the "ASCOT being prepared for use on the 1.3m telescope at McGraw Hill Observatory is
shown in Figure 1c.
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FIGURE la. The "ASCOT in the laboratory.
At the tot: are the slit holder
and folding mirror mount, both
•.:; ^ ~o° angle to the vertical.
On r,he left side is the s~-ec-
tror^.etsr lollimaior lens, tilth
the grating vaunt at the bottom
left. The spectrometer camera
lens is at bottom center, next
to the Beating. The imager
transfer" lens is .:t right center.
The pentagonal structure at
lo'jer riiht is the I'acuum
housing :fnich contains the two
COD detectors.
FIGURE ID. .4 line drawing of the MASCOT op-
tics in the same orientation as
figure la. The components are
labelled as follows: A, entrance
slit/beam splitter; 3, 300mm
f/3.2 spectrometer collimator
lens; C, diffraction grating;
D, SJrsn f/0.95 spectrometer
cetera lens; E, 260nm f/5.2
imacer field lens; F, folding
•nirror; 0, 33mm f/1.8 imager
transfer lens; r., 100 K temp-
erature controlled CCD mount.
Ic. The MASCOT mounted at the
Cassearain focus of the i-'.cGroaJ-
•Hll j.o mezer telescope at
•iitt Peak. The upright cylinder
opposite zhe observer is the
liquid nitrogen dewar. A hori-
zontal cold finger extends
from the side of the dewar to
the MASCOT optics/CCD housing.
The protruding box affixed to
the bottom of the '-'ASCOT housing
(beneath the deuar bottom plate)
is the "on telescope" electronics
cackace.
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In Table 1, we present additional information concerning three MASCOT subsystems:
CCC's, area photometer, and spectrometer. In order to enhance the MASCOT near IR response
during the Mcr;raw Hill observing run (March 1921), the CCT cold block operatine tempera-
ture was deliberately chosen to be -100'C. At this temperature, t'^e virtual phase CCD's
still h=ve measurable dsrk current (-0.2? electrons s pixel ). Furthermore, the
noise for the two chips was quite high (-100 - 150 e rms) durins the observina
tf=r -he ccr.ol °t ic." of the run. laboratory studies revealed more optimum values for
the clockin? voltages (see discussion in section ?), resulting in lower noise levels (,;0




slso present performance levels actually achieved for the area photometer and
Table 1. Of particular note are the high system throughput (up-to 17')
for the area photometer in various stjndard pass bands frosi 4000 A. to 10COO A. The
limiting broad band sensitivity achieved (+2^.^ mag arc sec ^; 5 a level of significance)
was quite satisfying, being consistent with that expected from photon statistics and
readout noise (added in quadrature). The performance of the spectrometer will be dis-
cussed further in a Ister paper.
3. "oise Characterization of the CCD's
picture may be due to several contributions, in-The total CCC readout noise for
clud ing :
• Cn-chip f:.~ noise
• Off-chip preamplifier noise
• "oise on clock signals and TC voltages
• Shot noise due to source and sky photons, and dark current
• "'oise of poorly-understood origin ("excess noise", etc.)
To separate these contributions, the noise was measured in a variety of CCD configura-
tions :
1) ^uiesoent '!QJSP: With the reset clock on and all other clocks held at ~C
levels; we expect the first 3 noise sources to dominate.
2) Clock in P. ":oise:
?) Overclocked 'loise:




With the reset clock and the serial clock operating, but no
parallel transfers taking place; we presume that the
additional noise is due to the dynamics of clocking.
With the CCD° operating under normal conditions, the noise of
the "overclocked pixels" (i.e. those corresponding to column
numbers >335) is measured.
With no light illuminating the
noise of "real pixels" (i.e.
numbers 8-335) is measured.
CCC and frequent readouts, the
those corresponding to column
'•'! th lirht illuminating the CCD, the signal variance vs.
signal level is measured and plotted. From the y-intercept of
this plot, a zero signal variance is calculated. The square
root of this quantity is the real readout noise expected
while observing. The actual signal and variance values (in
A/D converter units) obtained in our testing procedure in
this configuration are shown in Figure 2.
Ideally, if the FFT and preamplifier noise dominated, then all five of these configura-
tions would give the same noise level. In reality, the readout noise uas actually
observed to increase as each of the above five configurations was considered successively.
In Table 2, we summarize the result of five such noise measurements* for each of two
t90x328 vertical ohase CCD's (residing in the area photometer and the spectrometer,
"These noise measurements were nade after ?. source of "excess charge" noise associated
with the serial clock amplitude and DC levels was eliminated. Janesick (private com-
munication) has accounted for this noise as arising from leakage charge collecting in the
CCD potential wells as a result of gate oxide breakdown when the negative level of a phase
clock goes below a certain critical level. The phenomenon is not fully understood.
Janesick, Hynecek, and Rlouke (1?P1) also discuss this problem.
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Table 2: Noise Characterization of Two Texas Instruments





Zero Signal Readout Noise
Extrapolated Zero Signal
Readout Noise (see Fig. 2)
Area Photometer CCD




























See text for description of measurement technique. The extrapolated zero
signal readout noise is the appropriate value to use in sensitivity
calculations, since it represents the value one measures under normal imaging
conditions (see Figure 2).
During the March 1981 observing run at the McGraw-Hill Observatory, the noise
levels for both CCDs were in the range -100-150 e'rms. The gain factors for
both were -50 e~/ADU. A r eopt itn i za t ion of the serial clocking levels in May
1981 resulted in the above improved values.
respectively). We do not fully understand the origin of the increases observed at each
configuration change, and are continuing to investigate the problem.
4. Photometric Calibrations
Calibration of the MASCOT area photometer channel was carried out using both individual
standard stars previously adopted (Strom 1977; Landolt 1973), as well as globular cluster
star fields recently suggested for this purpose (Christian 1981). Generally, "IIDS"
(Strom 1977) or "Landolt" standards were observed shortly after dusk, near midnite, and
shortly before dawn during each night's observing. In addition, two selected fields near
the globular cluster NGC2419 (Christian 1981) were observed extensively (through standard
B, V, R, and I filters, as well as through special broad and narrow band filters) and
reobserved each time the MASCOT optical configuration was changed in a major way (e.g.
substitution of a different transfer lens). A preliminary analysis of data from the IIDS
standards (including observations of Hiltner 600, Feige 98, and Kopff 27) resulted in the






































In these relations, S is the source counting rate (summed over the seeing disk) expressed
in analog-to-digital converter units per second (1 ADU/s -50 e-/s during the March '81
McGraw Hill run). The errors given are 1o values, calculated by repeated observations of
the same set of standards. Systematic errors are currently estimated to be -±0.1 magni-
tude. Atmospheric absorption (air mass) corrections have not yet been made in the above
relations. Currently, we are using the NGC2419 fields to extend the directly measured
MASCOT photometric sequences to > +20 magnitude.
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3 • Field r'lattening
Field flattening with the TI 190x328 virtual phase CCD has proved to be rather
straightforward, at least in our preliminary accessment. . We suspect that this is pri-
































































SIGNAL <CADU> SIGNAL <ADU>
FIGURE 2: Variance versus signal level for the tuo MASCOT CCDs. The measurements were made
in --lay 1981 ( followina the !-'cGraw-Hili observing run), after reoptimization of the
CCD serial cloak levels. The dashed line is a least squares fit to the data points
(represented as dots). The 4 short lines (labelled 1, 2, 3, 4) refer to the quies-
cent readout noise, the clocking readout noise, the overclocked readout noise, and
the zero signal readout noise, respectively (see text and Table 2 for details).
From this graph, we conclude that:
» Area Photometer CCD:
Gain is 31.3 e /ADU
- A/3 converter (12 bits) full scale value is 12S ke
zero signal readout noise is 92.2 e rms
» Spectrometer CCD:
- Gain is 25.2 e~/ADU
- A/D converter (12 bits) full scale value is 100 ke
Extrapolated zero signal readout noise is 57.6 e rms
flattening). In an attempt to achieve an even higher degree of field flattening, we used
the relation:
FF(1 ) . . _ -






Sky frame of interest (integration time T.)
Another sky frame (integration time T? ~ T.
sky frame (1))
Overclocked level (measured for each frame)
Dark frame (integration time I.' = T.)
Flattened sky frame
taken within a few hours of
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In the passhand 1000S-7000fl, this relation results in fields wh i ch are flat to 1 .IT,
consistent with (signal photon * sky) noise plus readout noise (added in quadratur"el~ for
the longest integration time we used (30 m. i n u t e s) i Thus", the degree of flattening
achieved is consistent with theoreticalli.e. Poisson noise) limitations. Of course, for
lower readout noise levels and longer integrations, this condition may no longer hold.
Further study of this important oroblen is planned in future observing runs.
In Figure 3, we demonstrate the (somewhat) subtle effect of our field flattening
procedure. We show a cross section along a single row of an i-nagp obtained of the optical
counterpart to the X-ray source 1113+13- (Further details regarding this object are given
in Section 5.) The left panel shows data from a raw (unflattened) image, while the right
















58 78 98 110 130 150 178
COLUMN NUMBER
198 210
E\:s i-i/es i cross sections through the image of the optical counterpart for
the X-ra-j source 2412 + 13. Each pixel value (in A/D converter units) along
row 152 of the CCD has been --lotted. (?1. 3. Suppressed zeros on both axes.)
The optical counterpart for 1413+15 is centered at (row 152, column 111)
and is indicated by a vertical line. (Field stars were also "sliced
through" at columns 35 and 132.) The "Unflattened Field" cross section
was taken from a raw CCD imaye (an 2800 s exposure taken through an HA-11
filter), from which the CCD overciocked level and an 1800 s dark frame
were subtracted. The "Flattened Fiel-d" cross section aas obtained by
dividing the "Unflattened Field" by a second exposure to another portion
of the sky taken 1.5 hours later on the same night. The degree of field
flattening achieved is particularly evident to the right of, 1413 + 13, and
is consistent with that expected from (sky + source) photon statistics
and detector readout noise. In this case, that limit was 1.4% of the
sky, but further reductions are anticipated for longer integrations and
lower readout noise (see Table 2).
5. MASCOT Studies of rour rinstein "^mpty Field" X-ray Sources
In studies of X-ray sources with the Einstein Observatory (Giacconi et al. 1979), there
have been several instances of X-ray objects discovered which do not have optical counter-
parts down to the limit of the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS). Such objects are of
great potential interest because of r.heir large values of I. /'_ (X-ray to optical
luminosity ratio), possibly implying that they Tiay comprise (or include) new classes of
astronomical objects.
In order to illustrate the caoahi1ities of an instrument like the MASCOT mounted on a
moderate-sized (1.1m) telescope, we will discuss our preliminary results on searches for
optical counterparts of four such X-ray objects at higher sensitivities than the POSS
plate limits. Figures 1, 5, f>, and 7 show the optical fields for the X-ray objects
OO^O + ^ Q, 0931-11, 'nn<) + -jr,
 antf im-ui;?, respectively. In each of the '" figures the left
hand panel ("a" in each figure) is a reproduction of the POSS "E" print, while the right
hand panel is a .".CD picture taken with the '-"A^COT. Additional -letails are ziven in the
figure captions.




FIGURE 4: Ovtical imaqes of the field near the object 0920+39 taken from: (a) A reproduction of
the Palomar Obse'rvatoru Sky Survey red print. The reproduction shewn is 750 arc seconds
N-S. The radio position is marked bu the crosshairs. (b) A MASCOT CCD image taken
through an HA-11 filter (4000&-7000& bandpass). The integration time was 2500 s on the
McGrdu-Hill 1.3m telescope. The reproduction shown is 250 arc seconds H-S. The radio
position is centered between fruo short diagonal lines.
0931-11
POSS
FIGURE &: Optical images of the field near the object 0931-21 taken from: (a) A reproduction of
the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey red print. The reproduction shown is 750 arc seconds
fl-S. The radio position is marked bu the crosshairs. fb) A MASCOT CCD image taken '
through an HA-11 filter (4000^-7000^ bandpass). The integration time uas 1200 seconds
on the McGraw-Hill 1.3m telescope. The reproduction shotsn is 250 arc seconds N-S. The
radio position is centered between two short diagonal lines.
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10091-35
poss
o" •. " •
Oi-tljai incites of the field ---.ear -he object 1009+35 taken from: (a) .4 reproduction of
t.-ie Palor-.ay Observatory S#:. 3urva\i red print. The reproduction shown is 630 arc seconds
.7-5. The '/.-ca'j source "cs'^tion is^ ~arked £v a circle. (b) A MASCOT CCD image taken
thro-.fjh .in 2 fi l ter (57JO A-7"00 A bandpass). The integration tirr.e was 1200 s on the
'•'c^faw-Hill l .Sn telescope. The reproduction shew, is 250 arc seconds ?1-S. Four of the
carj.idc.te :'o.jects are centered between pairs of short diaxnal lines. The hea;''j .V-S
blazk band •',•'. ;'':e la ft half of zhe -icture is the entrance slit to the spectrometer.
1413*13
POSS
FIGURE 7: Optical images of the field near the object 1413+13 taken from: (a) A reproduction of
the Palor-.ar Sky Survey red print. The reproduction 3noun is 750 arc seconds .V-S. The
radio position is Dirked with a crosshair, (b) A '-LASCOT CCD image taken through an
HA-11 filter (4000A-7000n bandpass). The integration tine was 1300 s on the ••IcCraa-
Hill l.Sn telescope. The reproduction shown is 2sO arc seconds :V-5. The optical
counterr>a'ft to the radio and X-ray object is centered cet^jesn two short diagonal dashes.
The hea-jy i'l-5 black band in the left half of the picture is the entrance slit to the
spectrometer.
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Table 3: Prel iminary Results frc'ip Opt ical ' -uservat io i 's of- rcur ':iraty f i - ' lo ' t!ln;tcM <-r j / '.c-jrco:
MASCOT on tnc HcCra>-nil I 1.3 "rler to l cscope r^jrmo V j ' - cn 19V.
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•Passband of MASCOT a*"ea pftototneter with no fi lter.
**Passband of MASCOT area photometer witl ^nrm riA-H fi:t:r (^000 A - 70C'J A).
Pass&and of MASCOT area photometer »itn <PNO fi lter -HU Kton/Cousins F. bond).
In the case where no optical objects were detected wi'Jti.. the radio error DUU, 5 siqna upv>cr l imits for A 3 pi«el by 3 pin
aperture ^re given,
ttlntegration tines in seconds.
Radio coordinates from Condon et al. I1979).
Radio coordinates from Condon M a_^. ( i^7/ l .
Supplementary Enpljn.itions
1. Selection criteria for optical candidates:
a. 1009' 35:
i) Canrti-Utt-s lie wi th in 40 arc scconls tf t'1'? c tntcr of l.'ic X- r j y frror circle.
ii) Candidates *cic oetectrn al a >rio love) i-f s tqn i f icai'.ce in at ivjst 2 einn.ures.
b. 1413'H:
i) C;ndidalo .MS within a TJ i-rr^i c i r c le r^i-JS of the inccisr r.v.l.'u pf.ition. '.i.-Vc ct ,<l . (l>!/9) luvc rcpor
infr.ifTd c-t>j--'.t nr-if thf f.i'tio r.f-si t :ifi . -tnrt Cntidrn '-I al. (1 ' J / / ) ".•|>0'*'r-r: ,1 cc !.'<•. I ' l . f . f ( j i f i t f JfJ" -itrl Ktr oljjocl dOitr l>
plate linit. ''il-.'ir wjs :.o object V ;MD!V n» tnu vi-t t . rVO^s pr in ts -..t-irs v.o u<.f.i, .0 I'M:. CO) pt.uloi.i-.-try 01 tht' radio
position ic-cnc'I *.a)-i .iric-1. )
ii) Ca-"!i.i.ll.-. ,.!•• U»l-. '.Cil ^t >'. . lrv,..i of T 1'.' ' ' •' ,"-CO in ,'t Ic.'.'.l ? I-.PO-.II...-S. Ill f ac t . tlii:. C.l'lOill.itf Ob.lflt
delected
 ;it '-irUj Uwl of sisni f i'.i- •• in ivoiii ttu '. ^n.i [£ c»po-.;n es} .
a. listo.'l Pid-jiti t.tj I.
b. ,M.u;ni tii1!'.1 :'t i u-s
Icvi-l :'. £.r-,rr. ill n..
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Three of the four X-ray objects are also flat spectrum radio sources
 < ( Condon et al .
1977, 1979), for which the radio error circles are very small (radius ~2"), while the
fourth object (1009+3S) has only an approximate (-"0" error radius) X-ray position. We
have searched these error circles for optical candidates down to the CCD "plate limit"
(somewhat arbitrarily taken as cor respond inn to a "o level of confidence for source
.Detection). In Table "> , we summarize the results of these searches. For 0920*39 and
3971-11, we fin-: no -anUdates within the '•" error circles, down to limiting magnitudes
(mOoA-7T}CJi ) of +22. M and +22.3, respectively. For 1009+35, there are 1 possible optical
candidates within the v-rav error circle, with ". magnitudes ranging from + 1 9 . 3 to +21.1.
In the case of 1 " 1 3 + 1 1 , we have found what w° believe to be the ootical counterpart at a
location 1'.'° from the radio position, which is within the 2o error circle radius given by
Con-ion et -VI . 1977. It is likely that this is the same object reported by Condon et al .
1°77 as a "faint red stellar object" near the POSS plate limit. (There was no object
visible on the set of ^OST, prints vie used, so that CCn ohotornetry of the radio position
seemed warranted.) Rieke et al . (1979) have also reported an IR object near the radio
posit ion .
7 . Conclusions
In the first run of the ''ASCOT on the 1.3m McGraw Hill telescope, the following
features of the instrument have b°»n demonstrated.
• High throughput (~15* over 500ol-70008 ) .
• Good Photometric stability (t^.O" mag, even for >20 mag objects, over periods
of several days) .
• Relatively "flat" unprocessed pictures (-2* uniformity).
• Additional field flattening is straightforward (A field uniformity of 1.U% of
the sky brightness has been .ichi°ved. This decree of flattening is consistent
with sky shot noise plus readout noise for integrations up to 30 minutes [i.e.,
the longest ones 3ttem.ot«»d so f =)-]).
• F.xcellent sensitivity (+2".-'J -nag arc sec ~ in an I'iOO s integration, over a
'nOoS-V^OO.? b?ndnass, at n "Jo level of significance).
The preliminary astronomical results attained with the MASCOT include the following
information concerning four "empty fi°ld" X-ray sources:
• 1U13+13: Identification of an optical counterpart ( IV 3 from the radio position).
• 1009*35: Isolation of " candidates for further study.
• 0920 + "°, ^31-11: Still empty to m, > 22.3 magnitude.
i.mons the areas of further study which w° have identified within the '-'ASCOT system are:
operation at the telescope with newly-reduced CCD readout noise (^3 times lower than
during March 19'1 run); .more sophisticated field flattening (if necessary); and a syste-
matic evaluation of the spectrometer channel performance.
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THE EXPLOSIVE TRANSIENT CAMERA (ETC):
An Instrument for Identification
of
Gamma Ray Burst Optical Counterparts
G.R. Sicker. J.P. Doty. J.V. Yallerga, and R.K. Vanderspek
M.I.T. Department of Physics and Center for Space Research
ABSTRACT
The Explosive Transient Camera (ETC) is a wide field (~3 sterad|ans) electronic camera array which can
detect coincident optical flashes with durations of ~10" to 10 seconds. It is anticipated (but not
yet conclusively demonstrated) that simultaneous optical flashes will be associated with certain classeo
of gamma ray bursts (GRBs). For the ETC, each array element is a 20° x 30° FOV, cooled CCD detector,
developed at MIT. An optical transient as faint as B = +11 (l second duration) can be detected with S/N
> 20, and its position determined to an accuracy of ± 10 arc seconds. Thus, candidate events ~10 times
fainter than the archived event (plate taken in 1928) reported for the 19 November 1978 gamma ray burst
(CRB) by Schaefer (l98l) should be detectable in real time. In addition to detecting GRBs, the ETC is
expected to catalog large numbers of flare stars, as well as potentially new classes of astronomical
transients.
The coordinates established by the ETC will be immediately transmitted (-1 second delay) to the
Rapidly Moving Telescope (RMT) under development at NASA/GSFC (Teegarden. Cline and von Rosenvinge
1982), which can further refine the position of a flash and follow its (presumed) subsequent decline.
Communications to other rapid response radio or IS instruments will also be provided for, as well as
time comparisons to gamma ray events detected by the International GRB Satellite Network (Hurley 198l).
A prototype camera element was first tested in April 1982 to establish sky background levels and
spurious event rejection schemes. A 1/2 steradian test version of the ETC is planned for operation in
early 198U. Expansion to the full 3 steradian complement of 16 detectors at each of two sites is
planned during the 198i*-1985 period.
1. Introduction
In the past two decades, our perception of the "violent universe" has resulted from the discovery of
quasars (1962), pulsars (1968), gamma-ray bursters (1970), and X-ray bursters (1973). For each of these
classes of objects, the initial discovery was made by non-optical means, and optical counterparts were
subsequently established. Curiously, the prototypical example for each class of optical counterpart has
turned out to be rather bright, at least at the peak of its time-variable emission (e.g. the quasar 3C273,
my =+13 (e.g., Hewitt and Burbidge 1980]; the pulsar NP0532+21, m = +15 (e.g., Smith 198ll; the gamma ray
burst source GRB 0116-289, m =+3 [Schaefer 19§l]; the X-ray burster MXB1636-53, m = +17 [Pedersen et al.
19o2|). Thus, one might reasonably ask the question: "Are there in fact biases agXinst the db initio
discovery of violent optical transients inherent to current optical instrumentation or observing methods
used by astronomers?" To such a question, the answer would appear to be: "fee: Current standard optical
survey methods rely on either long integrations < ~minutes to hours) and/or study rather limited areas of
the sky ( ~ 100 deg out of ~ 40,000 deg accessible)."
Hence, it is not surprising that standard optical surveys fail to detect short duration phenomena
occurring with low duty cycles. An instrument which circumvents those limitations is the Explosive
Transient Camera (ETC), described below, which integrates for short times (- 1 s) while imaging a very wide
field-of-view (- 10 deg ) with good source location accuracy (± 10 arc seconds). The ETC is well-suited to
discovering optical burst sources with time profiles and duty cycles of the type exhibited by gamma ray
bursters (in gamma rays) as well as "ultra rapid" flare stars. As such, it will explore a new "window" into
the parameter space of optical sources. Since, based on historical experience, the opening of such a new
"window" in astronomy often reveals entirely unexpected new phenomena, the prospects for serendipitous
discovery are very attractive.
In the following section, we discuss the sensitivity considerations relevant to the ETC, as well as the
importance of anticoincidence techniques in its design. The specific design we have chosen for the ETC is
described, along with the provisions for linking it to other rapid response detectors. Results from
prototype tests are presented. We also compare the particular approach we have chosen for the ETC with
other optical flash detection methods. Finally, we attempt to estimate the type and frequency of flashes
which we might detect, and discuss areas of further development for ETC-like instruments.
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2. Sensitivity Considerations in Vide Field Searches
In this section, we derive a set of general expressions for the sensitivity (i.e. minimum detectable
flux for a given S/N ratio) of an instrument for detecting brief bursts of optical radiation. Since these
expressions differ significantly from those traditionally used in evaluating sensitive "long integration"
astronomical detectors, it follows that the optical transient system design is quite different from a
standard telescope-detector arrangement.
The two principle assumptions which lead to the different^design constraints are:
• The briefness (~,-ls) and low duty cycle (~ 10 to 10 ) of burst events for typjcal survey
program durations (~ 10 - 10 s) < 2 I -1
• The low surface density of burst events on the sky (possibly- 10 events yr sterad ~).
To assess the effect of various limiting values of these two assumptions, we will evaluate a very
general form of the fundamental signal-to-noise relation for a "background limited" astronomical detector.






m = significance level of a detection, or signal-to-noise ratio
£ = number of source photons detected
3 = number of background ("sky") photons detected
* . = source flux which will result in a detection at a signal-to-noise
mm ., . . -2. -I. -I
of m; jnits of ph cm s A
e = system photon efficiency (or "throughput")
A = system geometric area; units of cm
t = burst duration; units of seconds
AX = system passband; units of A
<1> = sky brightness; units of ph cm s A sr
T = system integration time; units of seconds
Q = solid angle subtended by a single pixel of a multielement system;
units of sr.
Equation (2) can be solved for 4>mJn, the "minimum detectable flux", for a signal-to-noise ratio of m
obtained for a burst of duration t during an integration time T:
, 4.TQ 1/2
*mln<»,t,,) = "T(^  (3)
In the "steady source" limit (t=t), equation (3) reduces to the more familiar form:
<J> Q 1/2
The total number of bursts, £, detectable at a level of significance of "m slgma" expected for a total
observing time T is given by:
where :
N(><J> . ) = occurence rate for bursts brighter than $ .
mln
 over the entire sky; units of s"1 mln
QS = system solid angle; units of steradians
T = observing time; units of seconds
Our present knowledge of "(**_!„) for gamma ray bursts is quite uncertain. However, we can bound the
plausible range of N(>$ . ) for anticipated optical bursts by using L
 t/^Y assumptions derived from the
burst observation of ScSaefer (1982) and the "LogN - LogS" calculation! of Jennings (1982). There are three
interesting special cases for Eq. (5). These are:
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Case 1 "Distance Limited Population"
corresponding to the situation in which all sources in the Galaxy are detectable at S/N > m. For this case,
Y is the total number of such sources in the Galaxy.
Case 2 "Infinite-Disk Population"
1/2
tts ,,,
corresponding to "(J^ )^ = Y *min •
Case 3 "Infinite-Halo Population"
3/2 3/1* Q
3 /2
corresponding to N(*>mi_) =y <t>mi
For each of these three limiting expressions for £ , it is clear that both large solid angle coverage
and a Ion;; observing time are extremely important for maximizing the number of detected bursts, since £ is
linear in both. On the other hand, large detecting area and small pixel solid angle-are less j,mportant
since ?, varies more slowly as they are changed. For burst gamma fluences SQ t < 10 ergs cm , the Log N
Log S relations considered by Jennings (1982) indicate that Case 1 ("Distance Limited Population") will
result in the smallest number of total bursts. Therefore, we will be conservative and adopt Eq. 6 for the
remaining discussion. Furthermore, recent measurements of faint gamma ray bursts by Fishjaan (private
communication) indicate that the Galaxy nopulation may very well be cutoff below S ~ 10" ergs cm , with
~ 10 . Hence, if we adopt SQ t/S ~ 10 , (Schaefer 198l), then Eq. (6) predicts':
,,_3 events., ,2.7 sterad, ,
= 20 events detected,
where we have assumed a 2.7 sterad instrument operating for a year with a duty cycle of 10% (i.e. observing
onlg when it is dark (0.5x1, clear [0.5x1,, and there is no moon (0.5x1). The optical fluence of 10 ergs
corresponds to a visual magnitude m = +9-5, for 1 second flash durations.
3. ETC Configuration and Characteristic
In Section 2 we estimated the level of sensitivity needed by the ETC to detect optical flashes from
gamma ray burst counterparts. A number of questions then arise: namely, given such an instrumental
sensitivity, hov should the instrument be configured to provide the solid angle coverag^ and to reject
non-astronomical light flashes? Also, is it possible to obtain sufficiently accurate (~ 10 arc sec) burst
positions to permit detailed study of a quiescent object? In this section, we present a configuration which
appears to satisfy these needs.
The ETC configuration we have chosen consists of two independent, "flys eye" arrays of short focal
length CCD optical cameras, operated in coincidence. Figure 1 shows such a configuration as it will appear
when deployed at Kitt Peak, Arizona. As shown, one array (and the control center) is located on the
southwest ridge of the mountain, while the other is located near the summit. By requiring that a candidate
flash be recorded simultaneously (± 0.5 sec) at both sites and that its arrival direction appear the same (±
2 arc minutes) at both sites, we can distinguish flashes of astronomical origin (type "A", see Figure 1)
from those of local origin (type "B" or "C"; see Figure 1).
A detailed listing of instrument characteristics is shown in Table 1. The parameters given include
both specifications, as well as previously measured values, indicated by an asterisk (see Section 6). All
of the above-mentioned requirements for the ETC will be satisfied by such an instrument.
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U. Camera Module Design
As listed in Table 1, the ETC will eventually consist of an array of 16 CCD cameras at each of 2 sites.
At each site, the 16 cameras will be organized into I* modules, each bearing k CCD cameras. The U cameras on
each nodule will be mounted on a sidereal drive and arranged to view adjacent 20 x 30 patches of sky, as
shown in Figure 2. By adjusting a system of mounting brackets on each module mount, the cameras on
neighboring nodules will be directed to distinct 2ltOO deg areas of sky. (Because of the well-known
difficulty of mapping rectangles onto the surface of a sphere, a small amount of overlapping and a few str2.ll
gaps in coverage are unavoidable.) In all, ~9000 deg will be viewed, with the sky coverage extending from
the zenith down to an elevation angle of ~35 .
Each CCD is mounted within a tragnesium cryostat, and is cooled to -60 C. A 25 mm f/0.85 lens is
Table I
Characteristics of An
EXPLOSIVE TRANSIENT CAMERA (ETC)
Array To Search For Gamma Ray



















Readout Noise (per pixel):






2.7 Sterad (i.e. 1*3% of sky)
*»
S/N=20 for B=+ll magnitude event
(1 s duration, ^ 000 A BW)
tlO arc-seconds (for a
S/N=UO burst)








25 mm f/0.85 CCTV lenses
TI 58Ux390 CCDs
~ 20 e~ rms
~ 20 e~ rms
-60 degrees Celsius
~ 70 kg
~ 60 cm x 60 cm x 60 cm
Estimated from actual values measured with an improvised prototype
array element at Mauna Kea Observatory on April 2, 1982.
If indeed B .. ~, = •'•9.5 mag, as would be implied from L
 t/L ~ 10 ,
(Schaefer 1983^ana a Log N(>S) - Log S rollover for the Cal&xy hear S ~ 10"°
ergs cm" Irishman 1982] , then we expect S/N ~ 80 for every detected Y flash.
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FIGURE 1. Explosive Transient Camera shown deployed at Kitt Peak, Arizona.
threaded directly into the cryostat face. Filters are mounted directly over the first element of each 25 mm
lens, while a rotary shutter (not shovn) in front of each 25 nun lens determines integration times.
The German equatorial mount (with its U CCD cameras) will track at the sidereal rate from 7.5 degrees
East of the meridian to 7.5 degrees West of the meridian, and then slew back under the control of an
Overseer Computer (see below). The slewing motion requires about 30 seconds to complete.
The analog electronics for the ETC are derivatives of systems previously constructed for the MIT
"MASCOT" observatory instrument (Bicker ejt al. 198l). In Fig. 3, we show an overall block diagram of the
ETC control and data handling electronics. As indicated in the figure, each CCD camera will be connected to
its own trigger processor through a 3 Mb/sec serial link. The trigger processor is based on a Motorola
68000 microprocessor and 1.0 Mbyte of random access memory. Its function is to detect changes in the
optical images by subtracting two successive CCD frames. This operation will be performed continuously as
the newest frames will overwrite the earliest in the memory until a difference greater than a preprogrammed
value (an "event") occurs in any pixel location. (Further details on event processing are given in Section
5.)
Events detected by the trigger processors will be passed to the Overseer Computer (Figure U). The
Overseer Computer controls the sidereal drive, heaters, shutters, and all the CCD cameras (through the 1802
microprocessor), as well as servicing the trigger processors. This computer is also based on a Multibus
compatible Motorola 68000 microprocessor board, and operates under UNIX. A similar design has been
successfully used in the X-ray CCD development program at M.I.T. for image acquisition and processing. The
Overseer Computer is extremely cost effective, as it achieves "VAX-level" speeds in integer operations on
CCD image data, yet can be purchased and assembled for only 1/10 the cost of a VAX/780 minicomputer system.
5. Event Processing and Links to Other Rapid Response Detectors
The ETC will be sensitive to an optical flash with a fluence equal to or greater than that of an ~ llth
magnitude star. Because of the large number of anticipated spurious sources of optical flashes of at least
this brightness, the ETC software has been designed to recognize most terrestrial sources and further
analyze only those flashes which might possibly have cosmic origins. In Table 2, ve categorize the
successive event sifting which is to be carried out by the CCD Trigger Processors and the ETC Overseer
Computer, working in tandem to reject terrestrial flashes while retaining cosmic flashes. After a CCD image
is loaded into a Trigger Processor, the sifting proceeds by the asking of a series of questions concerning
the magnitude and clustering of high amplitude pixels (First, Second, and Third level sifting; see table).
Based on data obtained in an ETC prototype test carried out at Mauna Kea Observatory in April 1982 (see
Section 6), we have established approximate "passthrough fractions" for the first two levels of sifting. To
estimate the passthrough fraction for the third sieve, we have used CCD cosmetic characterization data
obtained in the laboratory and in long term studies with the MASCOT system (Picker et jil. 198l). If a
cluster of high pixels passes these sieves, the 32x32 subarray in which it is contained is sent from the
Trigger Processor to the Overseer Computer. Two further, more elaborate sifting operations occur in the
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FIGURE 2. ETC Module (1 of •) per site)
r ~1 i r i r ~~~i
(2)
.Jr^ j , I
(16)
i
FIGURE 3. ETC Electronics Block Diagram
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Overseer Computer, based on profile fitting and statistical testing, respectively. We estimate that ~ 2
"candidate triggers" per minute from a single 3 sterad ETC site will successfully pass these 5 tests. The
vast majority of these successful candidate triggers vill be cosmic rays or local optical events, and vill
be rejected as a result of the coincidence check vith the second ETC site. Of those which pass the
coincidence checjc and are cosmic in origin, we estimate that ~ 10 to 10 will be due to flare stars,
while only ~ 10" may correspond to gamma ray burst-related optical flashes (see Sections 7 and 8).
For^each "single ETC site event," a location centroid can be calculated to an accuracy of ~ pixel angle
x !S/N) , based on our experience with the MASCOT software autoguider (Ricker ^ t aj.. 1981). Calibration
difficulties limit the achievable accuracy to ~ 0.02 pixels. Thus, for an m. = +10 flash, a realizable
positioning accuracy of ilO arc seconds can be expected. The excellent centroiding capability of each ETC
site on its own will also permit rejection of flashes due to near earth phenomena in all but the highest
satellite orbits (> 10,000 km).
Although the ±10 arc second error boxes expected from the ETC will be sufficient for many types of
follow-up observations, even smaller error boxes may prove necessary if the quiescent counterparts turn out
to be extremely faint. Tyson and Jarvis (1979) find that the density of nu ~ +23 objects (galaxies plus
stars) is ~ 7 x 10 per square arc second near the North Galactic pole. For such faint objects, ~ 1" error
boxes would be required for identification based strictly on positional grounds.
Such a factor of ~ 10 reduction in error box area from the ETC results can in principal be achieved
with an instrument called the Rapidly Moving Telescope (RMT), operating in tandem with the ETC. The RMT has
been discussed by Teegarden, Cline, and von Rosenvinge (1982). It will consist of a single 17 cui aperture
telescope with the capability of slewing to any region of the sky in 1 second or less and remaining stable
thereafter to ±2 arc seconds for a period of at least several minutes. A CCD focal plane detector (with ~
1" - 2" pixels) can read out selected subarrays of its ~ 0.2 degree FOV every ~ 0.1 second.
Table 2
ETC EVENT SIFTING PROCESSES* (PER SITE)
Fraction Of Entering Number Of Events
Events Exiting Remaining Per
Sifting Process Process Per Second Second
CCD readout into 1.0 UxlO pixels (58Ux390
trigger .memory CCDs; 16 required)








Third level sifting: .1 accepted U events
No known defects in
CCD at event site?
(Table look up)
Fourth level sifting: .1 accepted .U events
Does image have a
PSF-Uke profile?
Fifth level sifting: ll accepted .OU events
Statistical significance




These processes are a sieve to determine the onset of an optical burst. Once a burst has been determined
to be in progress, a separate list of selection criteria will be followed.
»•
For this and the following levels, an "event" is a selected cluster of
pixels.
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TABLE 3. ETC/RMT Interface Timing Diagram
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FIGURE 3. Image obtained in a 2 second exposure
taken 1/2 April 19S2 at i-!auna tea
Observatory aith an MIT aide-field
CCD camera (ETC prototype). The
f/0.95 lens used had a SO nm focal
length, giving the 3?5 r 3?6 FOV
indicated. The optical detector aas
a Texas Instruments virtual phase CCD






FIGURE 7. Plot of SAO catalog stars (epoch 1932.0)
for the ground-based ETC prototype test
conducted at Mauna Kea Observatory on
1/2 April 1982. Stars ranging in visual
brightness from magnitude 5.5 to 3.5 are
The time line for the interaction between the ETC and the RMT is shown in Table 3. As indicated, it
will require that the ETC test an event for validity as quickly as possible, and transmit the sky
coordinates of the event to the RMT (via a modem link). By utilizing parallellism as much as possible the
notification delay can be reduced to a most probable value of 1.2 seconds, and can range from 0.2 seconds to
2.3 seconds, depending upon where in the ETC field of viev the event occurs and when it occurs with respect
to the ETC shuttering cycle.
In addition to facilitating a ready exchange between the ETC and the RMT, an attempt will be made to
link the ETC (via modem) to other "rapid response" facilities capable of utilizing positions and times of
occurrence of optical bursts detected by it. Such other facilities might include, among others, IR and
radio instruments.
6. Prototype Tests
During the April 1982 observing run with the MASCOT CCD system (Ricker et al., 1981) at Mauna Kea
Observatory (MKO), we carried out a trial experiment to measure the optical burst sensitivity of a Texas
Instruments virtual phase CCD detector (Meyer and Ricker 1980). In this experiment, a 50 mm f/0.95 TV
camera lens was used to image a 6?5 x 8.6 field onto one-half of the CCD. With this lens, a single pixel
subtended a solid angle of 117 x 117. Figure 5 is a photo of the test apparatus, shown mounted on the back
plate of the 6l cm Air Force telescope at MKO. (The telescope was used only as a sidereal drive for the
test apparatus, with the TV lens actually viewing the sky at right angles to the telescope viewing
direction). The TV lens and CCD mounting head are at the left edge of the photo, about one-third of the way
up from the bottom edge. During the observing period, we obtained unfiltered exposures, each of 2 seconds
duration, of two fields near the North Galactic Pole. The image from one of these 2 second exposures is
shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 (adjoining) is a plot of the SAO catalog stars for the same field. There are
221 SAO stars plotted in Figure 7, while the number of stars detected in the 2 second CCD exposure is > 300.
The contour plot threshold in Figure 6 was set at a statistical S/N level of 10:1. This level
corresponds to a brightness of ~ +12 magnitude (B) per pixel. Because the lens was used without a filter,
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chromatic aberration (and to a lesser extent, the lens/CCD point spread function) blurred all of the stellar
images so that only ~ 25* of their total energy was within a single pixel. Thus, if we add together the
energy dispersed in neighboring pixels, the detection criterion can be re-expressed as S/N ~ 20 for 3 =
+11.5 - -1 magnitude objects. For the lens which we plan to use with the operational ETC, the limiting
magnitude will be reduced to B = +11 for S/N = 20, given in Table 1. From the Mauna Kea tests, we also
established values for sky noise contributions and optical throughput for CCTV lenses of the generic type ve
will use with the ETC. These values are also given in Table 1.
The issue of an optimum filter choice for the ETC optical system is a complex one. There are
theoretical arguments for choosing a U or B band for the optical burst searches with the ETC, since the
optical radiation is expected to lie on the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of reprocessedy-, X-, or hard UV radiation
(Schaefer and Ricker 1982). Of course, whether one should prejudice an initial survey by such a choice is a
debatable point! Our inclination at this time would be to strive for optimum sensitivity, so that we plan
to use as broad a passband as possible. Limitations on filter bandwidths will arise from chromatic
aberration in the camera lens, from ozone absorption in the UV, and from excessive sky brightness
principally due to OH.band emission in the near IR.
7. Comparison with Other Optical Flash Detection Methods
In Section 2, we discussed the design considerations for an optimally sensitive flash detector for
optical phenomena with characteristic durations of ~ 1 second. An additional consideration is the rejection
of non cosmic flash phenomena. (For the ETC, such non cosmic flashes are rejected by an anticoincidence
method. ) A third consideration relates to contributions expected from various non-GRB cosmic phenomena.
Schaefer (1983) has estimated the contributions of various cosmic optical flash phenomena to a number
of different survey instruments, including the ETC. In Figure 8, we show these estimates in the form of
expected flash rates, R [events hr' sterad" ], versus apparent magnitude, m, of the flash. Of the four
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FIGURE 8. Expected background rate, R, as a
function of apparent magnitude, m,
'for 4 different optical flash search
techniques (Schaefer, 1983). For
the panel labeled "ETC", a dashed
line gives the upper limit on R (3ff
level of confidence) which would
be deduced from a one-year search
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Upper limits (3o- level of confidence)
on the optical background flash rate
deduced from the null results repor-
ted from various searches (Schaefer,
1983). The rate, R, is plotted as a
function of B magnitude for the
results of: (1) a search using tuo
Schmidt telescopes (Ricker, et al.,
1982; Schaefer, et_ al.j 1983); (2)
Harvard archival plate searches
(Schaefer, 1983); (3) Variable star
searches (J. Graham, M. Liller (un-
published)); (4) "Problicom" searches
(amateur groups); (5) Stationary
meteor records (amateur groups); (6)
Galactic Center flash search (Byrne
and 'dayman, 1975); (?) Silicon Inten-
sified Target TV searches (Hurley,
1983). The dashed line marked "ETC"
gives the upper limit on R (3<r level
of confidence) which would be deduced




CALCULATED NUMBER OF OPTICAL BURST EVENTS
DETECTABLE WITH THE FXPLOSIVE TRANSIENT CAMERA (ETC)
AND WITH A PAIR+ OF 1 f-ETER-CLASS SCHMIDT TELESCOPES (PST)
FOR THREE SIMPLIFIED SOURCE DISTRIBUTION MODELS
Model for Source T (sec) £, (Ho; Detectable
Distributions Instrument ° Events Expected)
Distance-Limited ETC: 1 Year 3 x 106 20
Population
(e.g., cutoff S~~. PST: 1 Year 3 x 1C6 0.065
or cutoff S'-5' )
Infinite Disk ETC: 1 Year 3 x 106 65.8
(S"1) PST: 1 Year 3 x 106 2.0
Infinite Halo ETC: I Year 3 x 106 95.1
(S"3/2) PST: 1 Year 3 x 106 9-3
NB: Two such 1 meter Schmidt Telescopes at two sites are required for an optical flash
search. Just as there are tvo sites for the ETC system.
Detected at S/N > 20.
**
Assumes ~ 105 duty cycle for observations (i.e., nighttime, clear, moon less than half
full).
techniques considered (l visual, 2 photographic, and 1 electronic), the ETC should be effected the least by
known non-GRB phenomena. Nonetheless, it is apparent fronuFigure 8 that the ETC, with a coverage factor of
~ 30 hr-sterad per night of observing, should discover ~ 10 flare stars per night with peak brightnesses of
~ +11 magnitude. An extensive catalog of new flare stars with ~ 10 to 10 entries (depending on the
recurrence rate; Gurzadyan I960) will thus be a byproduct of a 1 year ETC survey. In addition, there is
also the important promise of serendipitious discovery of new classes of astronomical phenomena.
From the point of view of comparison with alternative search methods, it is interesting to consider the
relative advantages of the ETC and the "Tvo Schmidt" Search method. The later method relies upon a "matched
pair" of widely-separated Schmidt telescopes simultaneously observing the same patch of sky. It was first
attempted by our group at MIT in 1982 (Ricker £t aj.. 1982; Schaefer e_t al. 1983), using the Burrell Schmidt
at Kitt Peak, Arizona, and the Curtis Schmidt at Cerro Tololo, Chile. Although no bursts were detected in a
short (9 night) observing period, interesting upper limits to burst rates were obtained, and it is
interesting to consider how well a dedicated pair of such telescopes would perform over an extended period.
In Table b, we have compared the ETC and the Schmidt Pair, in terms of the number of expected GRB-related
flashes which might be detectable in a year's observing. A comparison for each of the three different
source distribution models discussed in Section 1 is given. For each source distributon, the ETC expected
rate exceeds that of the Schmidt Pair by a wide margin, ranging from- 10:1 to ~ 300:1. Thus, for the
"distance-limited" population model which the current gamma ray evidence seems to favor (Fishman 1983), more
than 100 years of Schmidt Pair operation might be required to detect the same number of bursts which the ETC
might detect in a single year.
To further evaluate the potential of the ETC as a means of investigating unexplored regions of
astronomical "parameter space," it is interesting to consider the sensitivities of previously reported
searches for optical flashes. In Figure 9, we display a compilation of previous work from Schaefer (1983)-
Since none of the searches to date have reported positive detections, only "30" upper limits for detected
rates, R, are shown from the seven surveys as a function of apparent blue magnitude, m^ (a code number for
each of the seven is given in the caption to the figure; search 2 refers to the "non GRB error box" field
areas which Schaefer examined). For comparison, the rate sensitivity of a "null result" ETC search (i.e.,
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FIGURE 10. Explosive Transient Camera (ETC): Space Shuttle Borne Version
3a upper limit) is also shovn (dashed line). Compared to the previous most sensitive search at faint
magnitudes (Ricker et al. 19&2; Schaefer et al. 1983), a one year survey with the ETC should be ~ 10 times
more sensitive.
3. Future Developments
Given the necessary resources, it should be possible to deploy a "full up" version of the ETC in 1985.
Thus, it should be possible to obtain 1-2 years of observations prior to the launch of the Gamma Ray
Observatory (GRO; scheduled in 1988). Positive detections of gamma-ray burst related optical flashes could
well bear upon the scheduling of pointings for GRO.
Recently, attention has been dravn to the possible detectability of extragalactic gamma ray bursts from
M31 by Jennings (1983), based on the contention that the sources in our Galaxy might have a characteristic
halo distribution with a radius of ~ 100 kpc. If we assume that the M31 halo sources have comparable
L
 fc/L ratios to those in the Milky Way, then they should .jagpear to be ~ b.2 magnitudes dimmer. Since for
tne ETC, the burst detecting sensitivity scales as A Q (A = collecting area, Q = pixel solid angle),
we could achieve the increased sensitivity by equipping each of its CCD cameras with a 75 mm f/1 lens,
rather than with the 25 mm f/0.85 lenses currently used. Of course, this would reduce its field-of-view by
a factor of 9, which would be inappropriate for "all sky" studies. Nonetheless, for dedicated studies of
M31, only U such CCD cameras would provide coverage of the entire galaxy. Using the scaling relations
developed in Section 1, we estimate that ~ 10 flashes might be detected in a *» month observing period. The
promise of this observation is such that we are contemplating a devoted ETC observation in late 198U or
1985.
On a longer time scale, it is interesting to consider the prospect of operating an ETC optical array
and a gamma-ray burst detector on the same space-borne platform. We first proposed such a combined
instrument in 19^ 2, with the form shown schematically in Figure 10. The major advantage of such a
configuration is that a combined instrument would permit investigation of detailed relations in time between
the rise and fall of the gamma-ray and optical light for the very same burst. The wealth of physical
information which can be obtained by such means has been amply demonstrated in simultaneous optical/X-ray
observations of X-ray bursters (see e.g., Pedersen et_ aa. 19&2). For example, should an optical flash arise
from the fluorescing of a companion object by the" gamma ray burst, then the separation (in light-seconds) of
the two objects is directly measured by the time delay from the GRB to the optical flash. Furthermore,
"cross triggering" of the two instruments can be used to study gamma bursts which emit no optical light, and
vice versa, at much lower thresholds than are practical for disconnected instruments. Finally, the optical
array can provide much more accurate (±10 arc second) positions than can a single gamma ray instrument. In
the future, such an optical transient detector might be appropriate for inclusion in an Explorer-class
mission dedicated to studies of gamma ray bursts (such as the High Energy Transient Explorer |HETE]).
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ost models of ,,-ray bursters require the formation of a thermal 
lasma, whose properties are relatively insensitive to its mode 
f formation. Radiation at lower photon energies or during 
uiescence may be more diagnostic of the underlying cause of 
he ,,-ray bursters. Searches for quiescent ,,-ray bursters at 
ow photon energies require an accurate position. Recently, 
hree such accurate positions have been pubUshed
l
-
3 which have 
llowed X_ray3-5, optical-, (R10 and radioll searches for the 
RB counterpart. We present here new limits on the quiescent 
ptical and IR flux of the 19 November 1978 burster
3
• We shall 
se the measurement of the optical flux during outburst' to 
lace a lnwer limit on the size of the optical emitting region. 
This measurement of the optical flux during outburst was 
ade from a blue emulsion archival photographic plate exposed 
in 1928 8 • On this plate was an image that was presumably 
formed by optica} radiation during a burst by the 19 November 
1978 y-ray burster. The small (8 by 18 arcs) error box for the 
1928 image allows for very deep searches for the quiescent 
optical counterpart. 
We observed the region around the 1928 optical error box 
with the MASCOT CCD camera12 on the McGraw-Hill 1.3-m 
telescope on the first two nights of November 1981. The band-
pass used was defined by the UV cutoff of the CCD (- 3,700 A) 
and by an HA-11 filter ( - 6,250 A) which is similar to a B + V 
magnitude system. The pixel size was 1.2 arc s which was smaller 
than the seeing disk due to the relatively large zenith angle for 
the observations. We obtained a total of 305 min of exposure. 
The telescope was shifted slightly between each exposure, and 
each frame was independently dark field subtracted and 
flattened. When the 21 frames were co-added, no image was 
visible above the 2 u confidence level in or near the 1928 optical 
error box. This limit corresponds to 6.7 mag fainter than star 
number 11 of Fishman et al.6 (my = 17.13 mag, ma - my = 1.64 
mag) in the 3,700-6,250 A bandpass. The exact magnitude 
limit is uncertain due to a lack of measured comparison stars 
in the passband. Our procedure flattened a starless area of the 
sky to 0.3% (r,m.s.) of the background, (A -23 mag object 
appears in a position which is consistent with the polarized 
radio source 'B' which was reported by Hjellming and Ewald 11,) 
For a reasonable upper limit on the distance of 1 kpc (ref, 13) 
(the burster is at high galactic latitude), the absolute magnitude 
of the system is fainter than roughly .. t 15 in the bandpass useq, __ ._._ 
With this limit, it is hard to see how any non-degenerate star 
can be in the burster system 14. 
M, H. Liller obtained deep B and V plates on the CTIO 
4-m telescope on 1 October 1981, both of which appear to 
show a faint object at the same location within the 1928 optical 
error box8• These images were measured with a PDS micro-
densitometer; detections were at confidence levels of 3.2u and 
4.9u above the grain noise for the B and V plates respectively, 
We have re-examined both of these plates after it was learned 
that they were exposed with a Racine wedge, which creates a 
secondary image for each star which is 6.8 mag fainter than 
the primary image. No star is positioned such that its secondary 
image will appear near the 1928 optical error box. The secon-
dary images allow the magnitude sequence of Fishman et ai.
6 
to be extended to the plate limiting magnitude. The image on 
the B plate has an apparent magnitude of 22.9:!:: 0.3 mag, while 
the apparent magnitude on the V plate is 21,5 :!:: 0,4 mag, which 
would indicate a red object. If the object on Liller's plate is 
real, then it must be highly variable (~m "" 2). This variability 
would be strong evidence that the object is the true counterpart 
and not just a background star, However, when viewed by eye, 
these images do not inspire confidence in their reality. Hence, 
despite the low probability of two significant grain enhance-
ments occurring in the same place (within 1 arc s) in a small 
error box, we prefer to think of the images on Liller's plates 
as possible detections. 
On the night of 1-2 December 1981, C. Telesco and one of 
us (G.R.R.) examined the 19 November 1978 error region in 
the IR at 2.2 J.l.m. The InSb photometer on the Infrared Tele-
scope Facility (IRTF) 3.0-m telescope was used. They searched 
to a K magnitude of 18.8 mag and found no object in the 1928 
optical error box to the 3 u level of confidence. Once again, 
for a reasonable upper limit on the distance of 1 kpc, we find 
MK ;;.8.8 mag; a faintness achieved by few stars15 , 
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Fig. 1 Spectrum during outburst and quiescence of the 19
November 1978 y-ray burster. 'V indicates an upper limit, while
'?' indicates a possible detection. The outburst data have been
collected from refs 8, 16, 17. The data for the quiescent y-ray
burster have been collected from refs 6, 8, 9, 11, 18 and this work.
From a variety of sources6'8'9'11'16"18, we have collected
observations of the 19 November 1978 burster during both
outburst and quiescence. For each observation, the measured
flux has been plotted versus frequency in Fig. 1. Unfortunately,
most of the observations are either upper limits or questionable
detections.
If the 7-ray bursters have a high space density, then they
would contribute significantly to the local invisible mass density.
However, the y-ray burster density cannot exceed Oort's upper
limit on the local invisible mass density19. This fact can be used
to limit the scale of distances to y-ray bursters, or equivalently,






The mass of an individual y-ray burster is m. DO is the average
distance to a y-ray burster which is observed with a fluence of
So- W is the total number of y-ray bursters inside a volume of
radius DO- N will be greater than the total number of observed
y-ray bursters with a fluence greater than So (this statement
can be confirmed for any luminosity function and any reason-
able distribution in space). With So equalling 2 x \Q~* erg cm"2,
a literature search10"24 reveals 17 bursts with a greater or
equal y-ray fluence. It is thought that the y-ray burster
phenomenon is related to neutron stars23'26, so that most prob-
ably m^l .4 MQ (ref. 27). The mean y-ray burster luminosity,
LQ, is 4irP0Sc>. The distance D to a y- ray burster with observed
fluence S is given by
r^ r% r ^D =DO\ — (2)
where L is the luminosity of that y- ray burster in units of LQ.
From equations (1) and (2) and the limits on N and m, the
distance to the 19 November 1978 y-ray burster is constrained
by
(3)
Similarly, the average y-ray burster luminosity is constrained
to be >4xl035erg.
With the assumption that the optical radiation from the 1928
flash is the result of a thermal process, we can derive a lower
limit on the size of the optical emitting region. The observed
optical fluence (/) from the 1928 flash can be related to the
emittance (F) on the surface of the optical emitting region by
(4)R)^ = F
In equation (4), AA is the bandpass (9.8 x 10"* cm) and R is
the radius of the optical emitting region. The optical flux / is
observed8 to be (4.2 x 10~7 erg cnT2)/r, where r is the duration
of the optical flash. We do not know the value of F; however,
we know that it cannot exceed the Rayleigh-Jeans emittance
provided that the optical light is being emitted by a thermal
process;
A is 4.4xlO"5cm and
?A
equals 2.60 x 10"5ergcms"'K"1.
T is the temperature of the optical emitting region, which must
be equal to or less than the temperature of the y-ray emitting
region. For the 1978 burst, Teegarden and Cline28 found a
y-ray temperature of 500 keV (5.8 x 109 K). The equality sign
in equation (5) is valid when the optical light comes from a hot,
optically -hick region. With the limit on T, equation (5) becomes
F s 4.0xl022 erg s" (6)
From equations (3), (4) and (6), we can place a lower limit on
R of
R ^ 100 km(L/r)"2 (7)
Equation (7) is based on the conservative distance limit from
equation (3). If instead, a reasonable13 distance of 100 pc is
adopted, then the radius of the optical emitting region must be
> 3,000 km rm.
In a physical situation which may be similar to y- ray bursters,
the duration of optical flashes from X-ray bursters nearly equals
the X-ray duration29. This leads us to believe that the y-ray
burster optical and y-ray durations are similar30 (the 1978 burst
had a FWHM duration of 3 s in y- ray energies). By further
making the assumption that L — l, we deduce that the size of
the optical emitting region is more than an order of magnitude
larger than that of a neutron star. This is a conservative lower-
limit, because for the equality in equation (7) to hold, the entire
local invisible mass must be composed of y-ray bursters and
kT of the optical emitting region must be -500 keV. Another
way of stating this result is that the y-ray emitting region is
evidently too small to emit the observed optical flux. This
suggests that the optical flux comes from elsewhere in the
system, perhaps from an accretion disk or a companion star.
Any such system component must satisfy the severe optical and
IR limits on the absolute magnitude which were reported above.
The presence of an accretion disk or a companion star would
suggest that the energy source for the 19 November 1978
burster is not inside the neutron star.
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First detection of radio
emission from a dwarf nova
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The dwarf novae represent a class of cataclysmic variable stars
that typically exhibit random optical outbursts of 2-6 mag with
mean outburst periods of 10-150 days. Dwarf novae are close
binary systems composed of a late-type star which fills its critical
Roche lobe and a white dwarf companion. The white dwarf is
surrounded by a luminous accretion disk sustained by mass
transfer from the late-type star. The disk is the seat of the
eruptions. Although radiation has been detected from dwarf
novae from IR through X-ray energies, radio emission has
never been reported from these objects. We describe here a
search for radio emission at 4.75 GHz from dwarf novae that
has been carried out with the 100-m telescope at Efielsberg,
West Germany. We have searched for radio emission from six
dwarf novae and a source was discovered at the position of SU
UMa. The source could only be detected during optical out-
bursts and was below the threshold during quiescence. We
suggest here that the radio emission arises from a non-thermal
process.
SU UMa was observed with a double horn receiver system.
System parameters and times of observation are listed in Table
1. The observations consist of scans in elevation, ISarcmin
long, that are centred on the optical position of SU UMa, with
the offset horn situated 8 arc min east. In fair weather condi-
tions, effects of clouds are mostly cancelled out with the double
horn system, but the scans suffer from source confusion by
neighbouring sources. At the galactic lattitude of SU UMa
(+30°) most confusion sources can be expected to be of
extragalactic origin. Source counts' near 5 GHz suggest a proba-
bility of 16±9% for finding a source stronger than 1 mJy in
the Effelsberg beam. To smooth the effects of source confusion
we scanned the optical position with different parallactic angles.
Due to the siderial time periods available for observation, the
directions of the scans varied by ±35 ° with respect to the
celestial meridian. After rejecting poor scans obtained in unac-
ceptable weather, 123 scans of SU UMa were found to be
suitable for further analysis.
Each scan consists cf thirty-one 3-s integrations separated
by 30arcs. A linear baseline was subtracted from all scans by
using a mean of eleven data points at both ends of the scans.
This subtraction would be expected to fail if strong confusion
sources exist; however, inspections of the individual scans do
not show such sources around SU UMa. The scans were then
combined by averaging data points as a function of distance
from the optical position, thus minimizing source confusion.
The average flux per beam position as a function of distance
from SU UMa is shown in Fig. 1. For comparison the measured
antenna response of a point source is also given. A source was
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Fig. 1 Radio flux plotted against distance from optical source
SU UMa. The antenna response of a point source i'3C84i is shown
for comparison.



















about 6 s.d. of the background noise at distance 3 arc min from
SU UMa. The noise is close to the expected level from the
receiver. Background sources seem to be weak and effectively
smoothed out. The field is apparently not rich in extragalactic
sources. The half power width of the detected source is close
to the actual beam size. No corresponding peak in the polarized
intensity could be detected, suggesting that linear polarization
is <30%.
In a second analyfis we divided the observations according
to the optical activity of SU MUa. The first two observing
periods were obtained 1 or 2 days after the peak of optical
brightness as determined from the visual light curve of SU UMa
supplied by the American Association of Variable Star Ob-
servers (AAVSO). Similar to Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows two radial
intensity profiles of SU UMa corresponding to the outburst and
quiescence observations. Although the noise properties at dis-
tance! beyond 2 arc min are comparable during the two states,
a peak flux of 1.3 mJy is found at the position of SU MUa only
during outburst. The probability of a chance coincidence with
a source of 1.3 mJy or more is about 10%. However, the radio
flux dependence on optical activity suggested by Fig. 2 strongly
supports the idea that the detected emission during peak optical
brightness can be attributed to SU UMa.
X-ray observations of SU UMa in quiescence2 yield an
emission measure of 7.6 x 10" cm"3 in the 0.1-4.5 keV band
assuming a temperature of 10s K and a distance of 220 pc (ref.
3). Independently of whether this hot plasma is optically thick
or thin to radio waves, the estimated free-free emission turns
out to be more than 3 orders of magnitude lower than the
observed flux. Alternatively, the mass loss observed in UV lines
of dwarf novae in outburst may be expected to emit free-free
emission at a temperature of a few 104 K. The radio flux was
calculated following the derivation of ref. 4. For an outflow
velocity of 3,000 km s"1 and a mass loss rate of 10"" M^yr'*
observed in similar systems5, the calculated flux is 7 orders of
magnitude below the observed value. It is therefore more
reasonable to propose suprathermal electrons as the origin of
the radio emission of SU UMa.
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ABSTRACT
Deep optical images of small f-ny burst error regions have generally resulted in the detection of several faint (m, = 22) sources
in each error region. It may be possible to identify the neutron star source of a GRB on the basil of a high transverse peculiar
velocity if the source is at moderate distance f 100 pc). We report the results of searches for high proper motion objects in the
error regions of GBS1412+78 (13 June 1979 /1.14/) and CBS2251-02 (5 November 1979 /2/).
INTRODUCTION
The identification of a quiescent counterpart to most y-ray bunts (GRBs) is difficult because of their large error regions (typically
measured in square degrees). Deep optical surveys of * 10 small GRB error regions have generally revealed several objects of my
= 20 - 23 in each error region /3,4,5,6,7,8/. Further measurements of the color and variability of the detected objects have failed
[0 resolve the ambiguity in the identification of the quiescent GRB source.
In the work discussed here, we pursue an alternative method of identifying possible candidates for the optical counterpart of a
quiescent GRB source. Because (1) GRBs are widely believed to originate at or near the surface of a neutron star 191, and (2)
neutron stars have been seen to have high peculiar velocities (100 - 300 km/s), it may be possible to locate a quiescent GRB
source by detecting its proper motion if the source is nearby. A neutron star at a distance of 100 pc with a transverse velocity of
300 km/s will have a proper motion of ~0.6"/year. Such large proper motions should be measureable using images taken at
epochs separated by just a few yean.
The high proper motion \i of an object suggests the following about the source's distance d and burst energy £:
where v is the transverse velocity of the source and/ is the fluence of the burst.
We report here the results of a search for objects with high proper motions in the error regions of two GRBs •- GBS1412+78 and
GBS22S1-02. The error region of GBS1412+78 was chosen because of its bunt duration, which was one of (he shortest ever
detected ('48 ms /3/); its fast rise and fall time* f2 ms); and the small size of its error region f 0.5 arcmin2 - the second smal-
lest error box known). The error region of GBS2251-02 was selected because it is one of the three archival optical Bash sources
reported /13/ and because its error circle would only extend to about * 90* radius with a proper motion of' I'/year. Based on the
work reported here, no objects in the error region of CBS 1412+78 over a baseline of 2.4 years show a proper motion greater than
O.'6/year. Similarly, our search of the error box associated with the optical transient detected in the error region of GBS22M-02
reveals no objects with a proper motion of greater than O.'9/year.
OBSERVATIONS
Deep images of the error regions of GBS1412+78 and GBS2251-02 were made with MTTs MASCOT instrument /10.1U2S in
September 1983 on the 4m telescope at Kin Peak and in October 1985 and February 1986 on the 1.3m telescope at the McGraw-
Hill. Observatory, located on Kilt Peak and operated jointly by the University of Michigan, Dartmouth College, and the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. Observations were made through Mould R filters at bxxh epochs. The error regions of both
GRBs are displayed in Figures 1 and 2.
The entire area shown in Figure 1 surrounding the error region of GBS1412+78 was searched for objects with high proper motion.
In Figure 2, pan of the GRB error region of GBS2251-02 is shown. Since the 99% tevel-of-confidence error region of
GBS2251-02 was too large for a reasonable search, only die region surrounding the error box associated with the optical transient
75
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discovered by Schaefer ei ai. /13/ was analyzed for high proper motion objects. As shown in Figure 2, the area searched includes
the optical error box and most of a circular region 84" in radius. This circular region delimits the area in which the source of the
optical transient discovered by Schaefer would be found if it had a proper motion of I'/year.
PROCEDURE
Each CCD image was bias-subtracted and flattened in a standard fashion. The magnitude limit for the detection of an object at a
3a level-of-confidence was m,, s 22.5 in 1983 and n^ = 22.5 in 1985 and 1986.
The boundaries of the error regions of the two GRBs were determined from the coordinates cited in the discovery papers 11,2,141.
The astrometry of each CCD image was calibrated by calculating the coordinates of the 20 to 40 stars in the CCD image which
are also visible on the Palomar Sky Survey plate of the region. A least-squares fit of a linear mapping of the coordinates of these
stars to their' positions on the CCD image allowed the calculation of the coordinates of any location on the CCD image to a preci-
sion of ~0."5 (la). The position of the comers of the error region were calculated from this linear mapping on the CCD image.
The CCD images of each error region were scanned for objects above the detection threshold. Two CCD images of the same
error region from two different epochs were then analyzed for proper motion by calculating the difference in relative positions of
the detected objects between the two epochs. The positions (*A.yA) in epoch A of each detected object was mapped onto a qua-
dratic function of the position (Xg,yB) of the object in epoch B.
V* (3)
>x = "2 + V. + V. + <<
This mapping takes into account most standard sources of distortion (e.g., field rotation, differential precession, optical distortion,
Fig. 1. The quadrilateral indicates theerrorboxof GBS1412+78/1A The entire area
shown was searched for high proper motion objects. This image was taken in February
of 1986.
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etc.). The parameters of the mapping were calculated from the positions of the detected objects using a least-squares fit. Any
object showing a high residual to the 6t was considered a candidate for having high proper motion. The candidate was (hen
removed from the fit, and the fit and the rms error of the fit were recalculated, (f the candidate's predicted position (based on the
recalculated parameters) then differed from its measured position by more that three times the rms error of the fit and the image
of the candidate object had a profile consistent with a single point source, it was considered to have high proper motion.
DISCUSSION
The ORB error region of GBS1412V78 and the optical error region of GBS2251-02 were searched for objects with high proper
motion using ihe procedure described above. A significant area surrounding each error region was also searched since an object
with high proper motion may have moved out of the error region in the time since the ORB (or optical flash). The entire area
surrounding the error region of CBS 1412+78 shown in Figure 1 was searched, and the positions and R magnitudes of the objects
found within the box are reported in Table 1. The area around the optical error box of GBS2231-02 which was searched is indi-
cated by the large rectangle in Figure 2. The positions and R magnitudes of the objects checked for proper motion are given in
Table 2.
No objects in either GRB field were detected to have a proper motion higher than the 3d limit described above. The lower limit
on the proper motion of any detected object in the region surrounding GBS1412+78 is 0."6Vyear; near the optical error box in
GBS2251-02, the lower limit is 0."9/year.
The absence of a detection of an object with high proper motion does not introduce constraints on any models of GRB source
localization or distribution since the source of the GRB is not required a priori to have any transverse velocity. However, if we
assume that one of the detected sources in each error region is a neutron star with a transverse velocity of 300 km/s, minimum
source distances of 105 pc and 70 pc can be calculated for GBS1412+78 and GBS2251-02, respectively.
Fig. 2. The small rectangle is the error region given by Schaefer/13/ for the archival optical
transient of GBS2251 -02. The large rectangle is (he region searched for high proper
motion objects. The circle delimits the area in which an object found in Schaefer's
error region with a proper motion of I'/year would have moved since the archival plate
was taken. The remaining lines, which extend below the figure shown, represent
a portion of the 90% level-of-confidence error region. This image was taken in October
of 19S5.
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TABLE 2 Objects Analyzed for High Proper Motion near
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A SEARCH FOR OPTICAL FLASHES
FROM THE "PERSEUS FLASHER"
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Institute of Technology. MA, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
We report the results of an extended search for short-timescale optical flashes from a four square-degree area centered on the
coordinates of the Perseus Flasher, a phenomenon photographed by Katz, et al. III. The photographed optical flash was of bright-
ness m_ - -1.7 and had a duration of roughly 0.5 s. In 70 hours of observation with the Explosive Transient Camera /2,3,4/ no
celestial optical flashes were detected in the region of the Perseus Flasher to a limiting magnitude of 7.1 for a one-second flash.
On 5 February 1986, simultaneous observations with the ETC and the EXOSAT satellite I\6I were carried out Neither X-ray nor
optical Sashes were seen. A survey of archived photographic images of the Perseus Flasher revealed no optical transients in over
700 hours of total exposure time to a limiting magnitude of m^ = 4-5 for a one-second flash IIS/. Based on the ETC data base,
we discuss possible terrestrial sources of optical flashes which might account for the phenomenon reported by Katz et al.
INTRODUCTION
In 1985, a group of Canadian amateur astronomers reported visual sightings of 13 short (duration = Is) optical flashes from a
small region of the sky near the Perseus-Aries border /5/. The subsequent publication of a photograph of an optical flash in the
constellation of Perseus later that year generated considerable interest 161. The photograph showed an optical transient of peak
magnitude nig - -1.7 and a duration less than 13 seconds; visual detection of the flash by the photographer indicated a duration
<0.5 seconds. A posteriori calculations show that the coordinates of the photographed flash lie within the error circles of 17 of 20
optical flashes detected by the Canadian group since October, 1984; 7 flashes have mv s 2. The significance of these detections
by experienced observers merits serious consideration of these evens.
The discovery of Schaefer HI of transient optical radiation in a gamma-ray burst (GRB) error region has made clear that short
(duration < 1 s), bright (my « 10) optical flashes could be associated with GRBs (see 19,91). Pedersen, et aL /10/ have reported
the detection of three optical transients of mv • +6 to +8 and duration < 0.5 seconds in 910 hours of photoelectric monitoring of a
GRB error region. The coordinates of the photographed flash lie in the error region of three known gamma-ray bursts
(GB781006b, GB721218, GB730721; /11,12/). However, as the error regions of these three GRBs are rather large (2400, 300 and
4400 square degrees, respectively), the overlap is probably coincidental. If (he numerous recurrances of the Perseus Flasher were
associated with GRBs and they were to satisfy the relation for the ratio of y-ray to optical fluence of SJS ,^ = 103 from Schaefer,
et al. /20/, then the GRB associated with the photographed flash should have had S.= 10'2 erg cm/ Such GRBs could have
been detected by such network spacecraft as PVO and ISEE-3 /13/. As both of these spacecraft would have detected bursts of
flux >10"6 erg cm'2 s'1, the fact that no associated GRB was detected /14/ yields estimates of SyS S IO'1.
Since the publication of the photograph of the Perseus Flasher 161, several investigations of the Perseus Rasher phenomenon have
been made. A. Zytltow /15/ has searched for optical flashes in archived photographic images of the Perseus Flasher error region.
In the roughly 1700 hours of total exposure time in this survey, no optical transients were discovered. The complete survey was
sensitive to a one-second flashes of m_ S -0.5; a subset of the survey covering about 700 hours of total exposure time was sensi-
tive to one-second flashes of nig S 4-5. The error region of the Perseus Flasher has been examined in two 10* second exposures
with EXOSAT /16V: no X-ray source of flux > 10"" erg cm'2 s'1 was detected. (The analysis of the EXOSAT data did not
account for the effects of interstellar absorption, so the actual flux limit may be higher). Deep optical images of the Perseus
Flasher taken at the McGraw-Hill Observatory, which is located on Kitt Peak and is operated jointly by the University of Michi-
gan. Dartmouth College, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, reveal more than 30 optical images of my 2 17 in the
error box of the photographed flash.
We report here the results of a real-time search for optical flashes from the Perseus Flasher with the Explosive Transient Camera
/2,3,4/. No positive detections of optical flashes of m¥ < 7.1 (for one-second optical bunts) were made in 69.9 hours of observa-
tion of a four square degree area centered on the Perseus Flasher error region. The resulting 3o Poisson upper limit (estimated
according to the method of Gehrels (1986) /17/) on the rate of flashes from the Perseus Flasher region of 0.09 hr'1 is barely con-
sistent with the rate of flashes detected visually flashes by Katz, et aL (0.07 hr'1). We discuss the possibility that the observed
flashes in Perseus are due to a near-Earth phenomenon, such as a satellite (or other orbiting debris) or meteor.
OBSERVATIONS
Observations of the Perseus Flasher error region were made with die Explosive Transient Camera (ETC) on Kin Peak in October
and November, 1985 and February, 1986. For the observations of the Perseus Flasher, the ETC's CCD cameras were outfitted
with 75 mm lenses (in October) or 50 mm lenses (in November and February), giving each camera a field-of-view of 5° x 7" or
7° x 10°, respectively. P-arh lens was fitted with a standard Mould V filter. The exposure time was set at 5.0 seconds, resulting
in a lOo sensitivity to image detection of mr s 9.5. During observations, the fields-of-view of both cameras were roughly cen-
tered on the coordinates of the photographed" flash in Perseus. In October, a 2° x 2° region centered on the photographed flash's
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coordinates woe monitored; in November and February, 35 square degrees were covered, including the four square degree* cen-
tered on the Perseus Flasher.
A total of 69.9 hours of observations of the Perseus Flasher were made, including 39.7 hours in October, 29.4 hours in November
and 0.8 hours in February. (The 0.8 hours of observations in February were made during one of two 104 second exposures of the
Perseus Flasher region by EXOSAT). The observations resulted in no positive detections of an optical flash from the location of
the photographed flash. No visual detections of an optical flash from (he Perseus Flasher region were reported during the ETC
observations.
Because of a saturation-related effect in the CCD amplification and digitization electronics, it is possible mat extremely bright
flashes may not be detected by the ETC. The CCD signal processing electronics can return a value of zero, instead of the stan-
dard maximum value of 4095, if a pixel has been exposed to a very high light level. This effect is significant for 0.5 second
Sashes of my = 0-1. In such cases, the stellar image would have a valley where its peak should be, and the brightest pan of the
image would be the wings of die image. Although the center of the image would not trigger a flash, the wings would, and so the
flash would still be detected as an event in a single camera. However, because of asymmetries in image profiles in the two cam-
eras, it is possible that the brightest points in the two images could not be recognized as coming from the same celestial coordi-
nates, and the event would not be recognized.
DISCUSSION
The observations of the Perseus Flasher error region with the ETC do not confirm the existence of optical flashes from the Per-
seus Flasher. This null result implies a 3d Poisson upper limit on the rate of optical flashes from the Perseus Flasher error region
of 0.09 per hour of observations at a sensitivity of my = 8 for a one-second flash. This upper limit is included, along with flash
rates taken from Katz, et at. /!/, in a plot of the rate of flashes of m S my versus my in Figure 1. The sensitivity of the ETC to
one-second flashes is indicated by the cutoff in the upper limit curve at my = 8. The" magnitude at which a one-second flash will












Figure 1: The rate of optical flashes from the Perseus Flasher, from Katz, et al. (1986)
and this paper. Plotted are the rates of optical flashes of magnitude < m
versus m^ The points are the rates of flash detections taken from Katz, & al.
The dashed line is an extrapolation of these data points to higher magnitudes.
The solid horizontal line indicates the three-sigma Poisson upper limit on the
rate of optical flashes reported here. The cutoff at faint magnitudes occurs at the
detection limit of the ETC; the high-brightness cutoff indicates the magnitude
at which a one-second flash would saturate the CCD.
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The upper limit presented here is barely consistent with the rate of optical flashes reported by Katz, et aL (Katz. et al. have
reported an average of optical flashes of 0.07 nr'1, based on 7 detections in 95 hours of observations by two members of the
group). However, as is shown in Figure 1, the rate of flashes of m S m^ reported by Katz. et al. is an increasing function of my.
The upper limit established here is below the rate of optical flashes implied by an extrapolation of the data points from Katz, et
al. Our results are consistent with the results of Katz, et aL only if the log RfmSm^ - m, relation for the Perseus Flasher flattens
out near m, = 2.
A flattening of the log R(mSmv) - m, curve for a single source implies that there is a minimum brightness for all flashes coming
from the source. Such a situation could arise if the mechanism for the Sash requires that certain minimum conditions be met
before a flash can occur (as in, e.g.. the thermonuclear flash model for X-ray and Y-ray bursts of Wallace. Woosley and Weaver
/18/ and Fryxsell and Woosley /19/). A flattening of the log RfmSm,) - my curve for the Perseus Flasher at m = 2 would mean
that all flashes from the Perseus Flasher will have m < 2-3. The observations of the Perseus Flasher with the ETC do not aUow
us to reject this scenario, as the upper limit is still consistent with the rate of flashes at the magnitude of the putative turnover.
THEORY
If the Perseus Flasher is a celestial phenomenon, observations made to date can be used to provide a partial description of the
source of the flashes. The typical risetime of about one second points to an emitting region with a typical size < 3 x 1010 cm.
The fact that the error region is empty to m, = 17 on the Pakunar Sky Survey III indicates that the source brightness increases by
15-18 magnitudes during outburst. No celestial objects are presently known to exhibit such an enormous brightening on a one-
second timescale. GRBs are though to be potential sources of large-amplitude brightenings (see /7,8,9,20/). However, there is no
clear evidence that the optical flashes associated with CRBs occur on a one-second timescale /21/. Flare stars have long been
known to increase their brightness by one to six magnitudes on timescales of tens of seconds /22,23/.
On the other hand, the flashes from the Perseus-Aries border may not be celestial in nature, but rather due to some near-Earth
source of optical flashes. A number of the optical flashes could be the result of meteor events with a small angular size. Katz, et
al., report that the Perseus Flasher event of 23 October 1984 was sighted by two observers at two sites separated by 8 km. The
difference in the coordinates reported by the two observers is consistent in magnitude and direction with the effect of parallax
between the two sites, if the source of the flash were at an altitude of roughly 80 km. Since 80-100 km is the typical range of
altitude for meteors, the Perseus Flasher event of 23 October 1984 could have been two sightings of a single meteor.
It is also possible that some of the optical flashes attributed to the Peneui Flasher could be due to the reflection of sunlight from
a tumbling satellite. The reflected light would have a roughly solar spectrum, so the glints would tend to have the same color as
the Sun (4 of the 7 flashes of m, S 2 were described as yellow or orange). A simple calculation, modelling a satellite as a plane
mirror with an albedo of 1%, shows that sunlight reflected from a i m 2 surface 1000 km from an observer would be perceived as
light from a star of magnitude -1. The brief duration of the Bash can be accounted for by the tumbling motion of the satellite.
The absence of repetitions of the flash could be explained by the motion of the satellite across the sky or a chaotic tumbling
motion.
If the single flash photographed by Katz, et aL was produced by a satellite glint, the coordinates and time of the flash can be
used to constrain the location and orbit of the satellite. At the time of the photograph, the Sun was 3h west and 30° south of the
apparent coordinates of the flash. The flash was seen 21" over the western horizon a few hours after sunset The lower limit on
the satellite altitude is given by the height of the Earth's shadow at the point where the line-of-sight to the Perseus Flasher inter-
sects the edge of the shadow: a rough calculation puts this altitude at 600 km. The upper limit on die satellite altitude is deter-
mined by the satellite size and distance: a 1 m2 surface of 1% albedo would look like a star of my - -1.5 at an altitude of 700
km; a 10 m2 surface would have m, - -1.5 at an altitude of 1200 km. The lower limit on the inclination of the orbit can be cal-
culated from the upper limit on the satellite altitude and the apparent declination of the Sash (see Figure 2). An upper limit of
3000 km yields a lower limit on the orbital inclination of 40 °. According to the Satellite Situation Report of December 31, 1985
/24/, roughly half of the approximately 6000 objects in orbit at that time had an inclination > 40° and a perigee > 700 km. It is
therefore possible that the photographed flash was caused by a glint from an orbiting satellite. More detailed calculations would
require compilations of exact orbital elements for all satellites with inclinations > 40° and perigees > 700 km.
CONCLUSION
We have detected no optical flashes from the Perseus Flasher error region in 70 hours of observations with the ETC. The sensi-
tivity of this survey to one-second flashes extends over the brightness range my - +2 to +7.1. The upper limit on the rate of
flashes we have determined is marginally consistent with the rate of flashes reported by Katz. et aL Although we are unable to
definitively prove or disprove the existence of the Perseus Flasher, we can state that the Perseus Flasher most likely does not pro-
duce optical flashes of m > 3, based on the extrapolation of die log R(m S mv) - m, curve taken from Katz, et aL
The question of the nature of the Perseus Flasher remains open, as we were unable to confirm it to be a celestial object with a
detection by the ETC at Kitt Peak. A confirming photographic or electronic detection of an optical flash from Perseus an impor-
tant step toward resolving this question. A second flash at the same celestial coordinates would confirm the celestial nature of the
Perseus Flasher, especially if detected at a site removed from the one at which the first photograph was taken. A second flash at
a different celestial location would indicate that the source of the flashes in Perseus is near-Earth in origin (either a head-on
meteor or satellite).
Finally, we urge that a thorough set of visual observations be conducted of some other pan of the night sky. Such a control
experiment would improve our knowledge of the rate of background flashes due to satellites and head-on meteors.

















Apparent declination of the flash
Minimum inclination of the satellite
Latitude of the observer
Figure 2: The geometry of a satellite glint. The lower limit on the latitude of a
satellite creating a glint is the apparent declination of the flash. The
upper limit is the latitude of the observer. More stringent constraints
can be calculated from the minimum and maximum possible satellite
altitude at the time of the flash.
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ABSTRACT
Hudec (1986) has reported the detection of three bright transient op-
tical images (4 < mg < 7) from the same celestial location on archival
photographic plates taken in 1946 and 1954. The reported location of the
object is a1950 = 18h 9m 27s ± 3s and £1950 = +31° 23.0' ± 0.5'; this lo-
cation is empty on the POSS "O" prints (B >~ 20). The proximity of the
celestial coordinates of this bright object to the error region of the 7-ray
burster GBS 1810+31 (Laros et al. 1985) may make it a candidate for the
7-ray burst source counterpart. We have used a CCD imager to search the
error region associated with the optical transients in the B and R bands.
We report the celestial coordinates and the B and R magnitudes of the
fourteen objects found in the optical error region. A possible flare star ori-
gin for the phenomena reported by Hudec is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of 7-ray burst sources has been, and continues to
be, an enduring astrophysical mystery. Since the initial 7-ray discoveries
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made with the Vela satellites in the late 1960's (Klebesadel et d. 1973),
no optical, X-ray, or radio counterparts have been established for a sin-
gle one of the more than 400 7-ray burst sources detected to date (Baity,
Hueter and Lingenfelter 1984; Laros 1987). Schaefer and co-workers have
reported interesting results on archival optical flash events associated with
three different 7-ray error boxes (Schaefer et al. 1984). However, none of
these three events has been confirmed either by recurrances or by other
observers. Recently, a report by Hudec (1986) of recurrent optical flash
events from the same location near (~ 6.5 arcminutes displacement) the 7-
ray burst source GBS 1810-1-31 (Laros et al. 1985) has appeared. All three
of these flashes occurred in the "pre-Sputnik" era (i.e., 2 flashes in 1946
and 1 in 1954), and thus are not subject to the problem of confusion with
"glints" caused by reflected sunlight from artificial satellites. This latter
problem was particularly highlighted by the "Perseus Flasher" episode,
in which an photographed optical flash of apparent astronomical origin
(Katz et al. 1986) was subsequently shown to be due to a tumbling arti-
ficial satellite (Maley 1987; Vanderspek, Zachary, and Ricker 1986). The
importance of attempting to refine the location of Hudec's event to study
the stellar and. galactic composition of the ~ 1 square arcminute error box
reported by Hudec (1986) led to the observations reported here.
II. OBSERVATIONS
Deep images of the optical error region were made with MIT's
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MASCOT CCD instrument (Meyer and Ricker 1980; Dewey and
Ricker 1980) on 1986 November 26 on the 2.4m telescope at the McGraw
Hill Observatory1. Five minute exposures were made through Mould B
and Mould R filters. The Landolt (1983) standard star 95-96 was observed
to calibrate the photometry. Sections of the CCD images in B and in R
with the optical error region indicated are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2,
respectively.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
The astrometry was performed in the following manner. The celestial
coordinates of 20 stars on the CCD image which were also visible on the
Palomar Survey "E" plate were calculated. A mapping (Podobed 1965)
between the celestial coordinates and positions of the 20 stars on the CCD
image was determined with a least-squares fit of the stars' coordinates to
their positions on the CCD image. From this mapping, the position of the
optical error region on the CCD image and the celestial coordinates of any
objects found inside the error region were calculated.
The photometry was performed on bias-subtracted, unflattened CCD
images. The pixel size was 0.58" by 0.58". An array size of 5 by 5 pixels
was used to measure the fluxes which determine the magnitudes of the ob-
1
 The McGraw Hill Observatory is located on Kitt Peak and is operated
jointly by the University of Michigan, Dartmouth College, and the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology.
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jects found. The first step was to measure the sky level on each image in
the area around the Landolt standard or in the area of the optical error
region. The standard deviation of the sky level (tfgw) and the flux of the
standard were used to determine the detection threshold (So^y) and the
magnitude limit. Finally, the optical error region was searched for all 5 by
5 arrays whose flux was above the detection threshold. The magnitudes
in B and in R for these arrays were then calculated.
IV. RESULTS
The deep B and R images of the optical error region revealed fourteen
objects whose positions and magnitudes are reported in Table 1. The 1<7
error in the celestial coordinates is 0.61 arcsec. The magnitude limits for a
99.9% detection probability are mj^ = 21.1 and mg = 22.0. The statistical
error in the B and R magnitudes is < 0.2. The B — R reported in Table 1 is
an instrumental magnitude difference, which is closely related to the mag-
nitude difference on the Mould system. For 4 objects, the value of B — R
is quite uncertain, due to the object's faintness of the blue CCD image and
its spectral type; these instances are designated by lower limits on B — R.
Bushouse (1985) gives empirical transformations of instrumental
to standard colors for an RCA CCD and Mould filters. As the spec-
tral response of the RCA CCD is similar to that of the Texas Instru-
ments virtual-phase CCD used in the MASCOT, the color corrections of
Bushouse (1985) apply to the magnitudes listed in Table 1. Calculations
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show that the color corrections to B, R, and B-R are small compared to
the uncertainty in B, R, and B-R; hence, the B-R quoted in Table 1 re-
flects a B-R in the standard system to the precision of the photometry.
V. DISCUSSION
One possible explanation of the source of the archival optical flashes is
that they are events from a single flare star. Isolated flare stars are typ-
ically M stars which can brighten considerably in the U- and B-bands,
with risetimes of up to a few minutes and durations of ~ 10-60 minutes
(Gurzadyan 1980). Empirical studies show the flare frequency / to be an
exponential function of the star's absolute magnitude My: / oc io^-^°^v
(Gurzadyan 1980). Thus, intrinsically fainter stars will tend to flare more
frequently. This calculated flare frequency is not a constant for a given
star: the frequency of events from a given flare star has been seen to vary
by factors of 2-5. Empirical studies also show that the probability of a
flare star brightening by an amount AB goes roughly as e~a ^°, where
a ~ 1 (Gurzadyan 1980). (N.B.: Although this relationship has been
shown to be roughly valid for AB < ~ 5, we will assume that it applies
for larger values of AB as well).
Using these empirical data, a rough scenario for a flare star creat-
ing the optical transients detected by Hudec (1986) can be constructed.
For example, an M5 dwarf of My = 15 at a distance of 100 pc would be
seen to have an apparent magnitude of B = 21.5. The archived optical
transients reported by Hudec (1986) would have had a peak brightness of
Bpeajc = 4-7 if the image was created by an optical flash of one-second
duration. Scaling directly from this estimate, if the image was, instead,
created by a flare star event of thirty-minute duration, the peak magni-
tude of the flare would be B = 12-15. A flare star would therefore have
to brighten by AB ~ 10 in order to create the transient image. From the
relations given in Gurzadyan (1980), the rate of flares from the M dwarf
is nominally ~ 2 flares/hour, and the probability of a AB = 10 flare is
~ e~10 = 4.5 x 10~5. The resultant rate of AB = 10 flare events from
an M dwarf of My = 15 is ~ 1 per year; the rate from an M dwarf of
My = 10 is ~ 1 per 7 years. Hudec has reported two flares detected ~ 5
months apart; given the random nature of flare events from any given flare
star, a flare star with a nominal rate of bright flares of ~ 1 per year could
be the source of the flares. In addition, as Hudec scanned archival plates
totalling over 1800 hours of cumulative exposure time, the probability of
his detecting a bright flare from a flare star with a nominal rate of bright
flares of 1 per year is ~ 20%.
The number density on the sky of potential flare star candidates
can be estimated from the constraints of the quiescent brightness
(mB quiescent > ~ ~^) an(* °^ estimates of the flare magnitude and du-
ration. Assuming the flare star is an M star and that ~ 50% of all M stars
exhibit flare activity (J. Linsky 1987), the number of flare star candidates
can be calculated from the number density of M stars in the local neigh-
borhood as a function of My (Allen 1976) and the limits on the distance
to the flare star as a function of My. The lower limit on the distance
of any M star of absolute magnitude My is calculated from the condi-
tion that m-Q quiescent > ~^; tne uPPer ^""t ls the distance at which a
flare of AB = 12 would be necessary to create the transient, or 300pc,
whichever is smaller. Simple calculations indicate one such flare star source
per ~ 80 square arcminutes. As Hudec (1986) evidently searched an area
of at least 100 square arcminutes, the probability of a flare star being in
the search field is not small. From these rough estimates of possible flare
star densities and rates, it is clear that a flare star origin of the optical
transients detected by Hudec cannot be excluded.
If a flare star is the source of the optical transients, the quiescent flare
star could be recognized from its large value of B-R. Typical values of B-R
for main sequence stars are 0.0 for an AO star, 1.1 for a GO star, 1.6 for a
KO star and 2.5 for an MO star (Allen 1976). Table I includes several can-
didates for stars of high B-R: the most plausible are B, D, I, and J (al-
though the R image of I could have been caused by a cosmic ray). Further
multi-band photometry and spectroscopy of these sources must be done in
order to be able to identify them as flare star candidates.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the observations reported here, a possible explanation for
the recurrent optical flash phenomena reported by Hudec (1986) as be-
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ing due to a flare star with an unusually large amplitude appears plau-
sible. Testing of this hypothesis by searches for small amplitude flares
among the fourteen objects catalogued here based on CCD imagery will be
time-consuming, but is possible in principal. Follow-up photometry of the
Hudec field at even fainter limiting magnitudes in at least 3 colors should
permit classification of the objects reported here. Spectroscopic examina-
tion of interesting color-excess objects should be attempted.
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* Error in right ascension is ±0.035S (Icr level of confidence).
** Error in declination is ±0.61" (la level of confidence),
f Instrumental B — R, not Johnson standard (see section IV).
J Possibly a cosmic ray.
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A B band CCD image of the error box for the optical flash source re-
ported by Hudec (1986). An integration time of 300 seconds through a
Mould B filter was utilized. Candidate objects are identified in Figure 2.
The rectangular box shown is 61 arcseconds N-S by 78 arcseconds E-W,
centered at the position given by Hudec (1986).
Figure 2:
An R band CCD image of the error box for the optical flash source
reported by Hudec (1986). An integration time of 300 seconds through a
Mould R filter was utilized. .Candidate objects are designated A-N (see
Table 1). The rectangular box shown is 61 arcseconds N-S by; 78 arcsec-
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The Effect of Artificial Earth Satellites on ETC
Observations
1. Motivation for concerns with Artificial Satellites.
Since the inception of the ETC program, it has been clear that artificial Earth satellites
(AES) might have a profound effect on ETC observations. If the rate of "false" events
from moving or "glinting" AES is too large, the ETC will spend a large fraction of its
operating time processing AES events, thereby reducing the effective observing time for
celestial optical flashes. A high event rate from AES will also reduce the effectiveness of
the RMT by increasing the probability that it is monitoring a flash from an AES when a real
celestial optical flash is detected by the ETC.
As originally proposed, the ETC was to be sited at two locations, separated by ~ 1.4
km, on Kitt Peak. The parallax associated with this baseline would be enough to recognize
an optical flash from an AES to an altitude of -1000 km. As seen in Figure C-l, a large
fraction of the AES population has an apogee larger than 1000 km. Because of this fact,
we have contemplated increasing the baseline between the sites in order to be able to reject
AES in higher orbits. A baseline of 100 km, for example, would enable the ETC to reject
AES at altitudes well beyond geosynchronous orbit.
In order to determine the real effects of AES on ETC observations, we have performed
rough analyses of the AES population in near-Earth orbit and calculated typical and worst-
case scenaria for the rate of contamination by sunlit AES. With these data, we can develop
a strategy of reducing the probability of a false event from an AES for use while the ETC is
still situated only at Site 1. This strategy includes pointing the ETC preferentially into the
Earth's shadow, to reduce the number of sunlit satellites in the ETCs field-of-view. Note
that these analyses concentrate on events occurring within 60° of the zenith, since the ETC
will not observe sources less than 30° from the horizon.
2. Satellite populations
Since the launch of Sputnik 1 in 1957, the number of satellites in Earth orbit has
increased steadily (Figure C-2). NORAD regularly tracks -6000 objects in Earth orbit
measuring larger than 10 cm (a dramatic view of the satellite population density, as tracked
by NORAD, is given in Figure C-3). Recent observations, theoretical models and direct
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Figure C-l: Number of satellites as a function of satellite altitude at apogee(compiled from Kessler (1985) and Sehnal (1985)). The solid curve
plots the number of NORAD—tracked objects (size > 10 cm); the dotted
and dashed curves plot the number of objects larger than 1 cm and
1 mm, respectively (from models of Kessler (1985) and Sehnal (1985)).
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Figure C-2:
A plot of the number of NORAD-tracked
objects (measuring larger than 10 on in size)
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Figure C-4:
The roughly linear relationship between the log
of the area of an orbiting object and the fraction
of all orbiting objects with larger areas (from
Sehnal (1985)). The curve is calibrated so that
the fraction of all objects with areas larger than
lOOsq. cm. is 1.0.
Figure C-3:
A snapshot of the Earth and some of its orbiting artificial satellites, taken from Maley (1987).
The sharp decrease in the number of satellites occurs at an altitude of -1000 km (cf. Figure C-l).
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may be an order-of-magnitude higher. Most of the objects smaller than 10 cm are the
results of explosions or collisions in Earth orbit indeed, roughly half of the NORAD-
tracked objects are the direct results of 27 known explosions in Earth orbit (Kessler 1985
and Table 3.4). Models of the distribution of debris in Earth orbit give estimates of ~40000
objects in space: plots of the density and number of AES versus limiting size and altitude
are given in Figure C-l (taken from Kessler 1985 and Sehnal 1985). Measurements of the
distribution of AES size versus frequency yield a roughly linear relationship between the
number of AES with area > AQ and log(Ao) (Figure C-4; Sehnal 1985 and Kessler 1985).
3. Types of Events from AES
For the purposes of this analysis, we have taken satellites to have one of three general
shapes: spherical, cylindrical, or flat. Surfaces are assumed to be smooth and mirror-like
for simplicity of calculation. Some satellites may consist of a combination of two or more
shapes (e.g. a cylindrical body with flat solar panels). A sunlit satellite in Earth orbit will
have a certain signature, based on its shape (see Figure C-5). A flat surface will act as a
plane mirror (with a certain albedo) and reflect the sunlight into a beam with a solid angle


































TOTAL 1629 4460 6089
Table 3.4: Distribution of payloads and debris in catalog of objects tracked by NORAD as
of September 10,1986 (from Aviation Space, Fall 1986).
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reflect sunlight into a hollow cone with half-angle equal to the angle of incidence of the
sunlight and thickness equal to the angular diameter of the Sun; a spherical surface will
reflect sunlight in all directions.
The first conclusion of this analysis is that onfy spherical surfaces will be constantly
visible: cylindrical and flat surfaces will create glints. Because the brightness of a satellite
is inversely proportional to the solid angle into which it reflects sunlight, flat surfaces are
brighter than cylindrical surfaces, which are brighter than spherical surfaces (for a constant
cross-sectional area). Calculations of this effect yield that, for a given cross-sectional area,
reflections from flat surfaces are 13 magnitudes brighter than from spherical surfaces;
reflections from cylindrical surfaces are 6 magnitudes brighter than from spherical surfaces.
4. Reflections from Spherical Satellites
Spherical AES will have a relatively constant brightness, varying somewhat as the
distance of the AES from the observer varies in its orbit Spherical AES can create false
events in the ETC when they move into a patch of sky that is normally empty: the ETC will
register the increase in brightness and indicate that the AES is a celestial optical flash.
Spherical AES with orbital altitudes less than -1000 km can be rejected on the basis of their
parallax. Spherical AES in general will have a streaked appearance, the length of which is
a function of exposure time and AES altitude (see Figure C-6). Spherical AES with orbital
altitudes greater than -1000 km may be rejected on the basis of this streaking, or by the fact
that they will create collinear events during later integrations. Note that spherical AES with
large attached flat surfaces will also have the capability of creating glints (see sections
below).
5. Glints from Flat or Cylindrical Satellites
Glints are created by AES with flat or cylindrical surfaces, as discussed above. A glint
from a flat surface is highly directional and depends very much on the orientation of the
surface; thus, the probability of a randomly-oriented flat surface producing a glint is equal
to the solid angle of the reflected beam divided by the solid angle of the entire sky. This
probability is equal to the solid angle of the Sun divided by 4rc, or 6.3x10" .^
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Figure C-5: Types of reflections from various satellite geometries. Assuming satellite
surfaces are mirror-like, spherical satellites reflect sunlight in all directions; cylindrical
satellites reflect sunlight into a hollow cone; flat satellites reflect sunlight into a narrow
beam.
A glint from a cylindrical surface is more probable, because of the larger solid angle
subtended by the reflected light. A rotating cylindrical surface, will, in general, produce
either zero, two or four glints per rotation, depending on the orientation of the rotation axis
to the plane including the Sun, AES, and observer. The probability of seeing a glint from a
cylindrical surface at any instant is the ratio of the solid angle subtended by the reflected
light to the solid angle of the entire sky; for a cylindrical surface, is 2rc(angular size of the
Sun)/4n, or 0.005.
6. Calculation of Event Rates
Our understanding of the effects of satellite geometry can be used to make a worst-case
estimate of the rate of detection of all satellites of a given geometry as a function of
magnitude. For flat and cylindrical satellites, we calculate the number of satellite glints per
steradian per hour for zenith angles less than 60°; for spherical satellites, we calculate the
number of satellites visible per steradian. For this analysis, we assume that all satellites are
sunlit; in Section H, we introduce a discussion of the effects of the Earth's shadow.
We make worst-case estimates for each of the three geometries, assuming in each case
that all known satellites are of one geometry. In the case of flat and cylindrical satellites,
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Figure C-6: Angular velocity of a satellite in a circular orbit as a function
of orbital altitude. The ETC pixel size with a 25 mm lens is
3.1 arc—minutes. The upper curve corresponds to a satellite in a
retrograde orbit; the lower curve is for a prograde orbit.
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(randomly) with an arbitrary (but plausible) period of one second; the rate of glints
decreases linearly with increasing rotation period. We are given the number of AES as a
function of altitude (Figure C-l) and the distribution of AES cross-sectional areas (Figure
C-4). In order to calculate the rate of detections, we have to make the following further
assumptions:
1) Satellite orbits are distributed evenly in geocentric latitude and longitude (from Shara
and Johnston 1985; the number density of satellites is well within a factor of two
of the average density for that altitude at most latitiudes).
2) All orbits are circular (from Shara and Johnston 1985; most AES in the Satellite
Situation Report have eccentricities < 0.2, and debris from the destruction of such a
satellite will have similar eccentricies).
3) All satellites have an albedo of 0.8.
4) Geometrical effects introduce a factor of 0.7 into the brightness of the glint for flat
and cylindrical satellites.
For each orbital altitude, the fraction of the full 4rc steradians of the satellites orbit with
a zenith angle less than 60° as seen from the Earth is calculated: that fraction times the
number of satellites in orbit at that altitude gives the number of satellites visible at any time.
The distribution of magnitudes from satellites at that altitude is calculated from the
distribution of satellite sizes in Figure C-4. Note that because the distribution of areas in
Figure C-4 has N(A>Ao) proportional to logio(Ao), and because the magnitude of the glint
is a linear function of logi^A^, the number of satellites with a magnitude nxmo is a
linear function of trio. This effect is visible in Figures C-7a and C-7b, which show the
number of satellites per steradian as a function of magnitude, and the number of satellites
per steradian brighter than a given magnitude as a function of magnitude.
The rate of glints from a cylindrical or flat surface is calculated in a similar manner. For
each orbital altitude, the fraction of satellites visible and the distribution of magnitudes from
those satellites are calculated. The rate of glints per hour is calculated by multiplying the
number-versus-magnitude distribution by the probability of a glint occurring. For a
randomly-tumbling satellite, the probability of a glint per second is the probability of a glint
occuring divided by the tumble period. The results of these calculations are shown in
Figures C-8 and C-9; the nimble period is assumed to be one second.
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G. Duration of Glints From AES
As mentioned above, the ETC will be able to reduce the number of false events due to
AES by recognizing the streak created by AES of steady brightness; the real contamination
problem comes from glints from AES which have a duration of the order of one second.
The duration of a satellite glint roughly equals the angular diameter of the Sun divided by
2rc/P, or .0016*P, where P is the rotation period of the satellite. For slowly-rotating
satellites, the glint duration can be long enough that it creates a noticeable streak on the
CCD (for satellites with a fixed orientation to the Sun, the glint duration is -10 seconds for
low-Earth-orbit satellites; see also Figure C-6).
H. Earth Shadow
In order to determine which times of year and which times of day are most likely to
yield illuminated AES, we have calculated the fraction of the night sky which is sunlit as a
function of orbital altitude for several dates and times during the year. As seen in Figure C-
10, which shows an observer at Kitt Peak at midnight at the vernal equinox, the solid angle
subtended by that part of an AES orbit that is in Earth shadow is a function of altitude: the
solid angle decreases asymptotically to the limit of the solid angle of the Sun. Figures C-
11, C-12, and C-13 plot, in zenith projection at Kitt Peak, the fraction of the night :ky in
Earth shadow as a function of orbital altitude at various times of the night at the vernal
equinox and the summer and winter solstices. Note that the part of the sky with a zenith
angle of less than 60° (indicated by a thick circle) is completely sunlit for AES with orbital
altitudes less than 2000 km near evening or morning twilight and mostly sunlit for most of
the summer's nights; the winter sky, on the other hand, is very dark for most of the night,
and therefore much free from AES contamination.
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(b) Number of Spherical Satellites Visible with Z<60
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Figure C—7: Upper limit on the number of satellites visible with z < 60°,
















(a) Rate of Satellite Events Assuming all Satellites are Cylindrical
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Figure C-8: Worst-case estimate of the rate of glints from satellites,
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(a) Rate of Satellite Events Assuming all Satellites are Flat
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Figure C-9: Worst-case estimate of the rate of glints from satellites,





Figure C-10: Effect of orbital altitude on fraction of a satellite's orbit in Earth shadow.
Note that as the orbital altitude increases, the solid angle including satellites in Earth
shadow decreases (see Figures C-ll, C-12, and C-13).
For the purposes of the calculations of the rate of satellite detections, the fraction of the
night during which orbital altitudes below 2000 km are in Earth shadow has been calculated
as a function of the day of the year (Figure C-14).
9. Interpretation of Results
The plots in Figures C-7, C-8, and C-9 are worst-case estimates of the probability of
detection of satellites of a certain geometry, assuming all known satellites are of the same
geometry. The plot in Figure C-7b of the number density of spherical satellites shows that
the total number of satellites in the cone of Z<60° at any site is, on average, -1000. The
visibility of these satellites depends on, among several things, the actual geometries of the
satellites and the fraction of the satellite in Earth shadow.
The rate of glints from cylindrical surfaces given in Figure C-8 is clearly improbable,
since it would predict naked-eye flashes at a rate of -100 per minute for z<60°. This
exaggerated number can be partially explained by 1) the fact that most satellites are not
cylindrical, but rather spherical or multi-faceted (King-Hele, 1966), and 2) the period of
tumbling of such satellites is not one second. Cylindrical bodies are generally associated
with larger satellites and rocket casings; the end-over-end tumbling of such bodies required
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AM Twilight - 4h
AM Twilight
Figure C—11: Zenith projection of the edge of the Earth's shadow for
various orbital altitudes and times at Kitt Peak on
March 21. The smallest enclosed curve corresponds to an
orbital altitude of 10000 km. The next circles correspond
to altitudes of 7000. 5000, 3000, 2500, 2000, 1500, 1000,
and 500 km, respectively (cf. Figure C-10).
PU Twilight
AM Twilight - 2h
PM Twilight + 3h
Twilight
Figure C—12: Zenith projection of the edge of the Earth's shadow for
various orbital altitudes and times at Kitt Peak on
June 21. The smallest enclosed curve corresponds to an
orbital altitude of 10000 km. The next circles correspond
to altitudes of 7000. 5000, 3000. 2500, 2000, 1500. 1000,
and 500 km, respectively (cf. Figure C-10).
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Figure C-13: Zenith projection of the edge of the Earth's shadow for
various orbital altitudes and times at Kitt Peak on
December 21. The smallest enclosed curve corresponds to an
orbital altitude of 10000 km. The next circles correspond
to altitudes of 7000, 5000, 3000, 2500, 2000. 1500, 1000,
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Figure C-14: Fraction of the night sky with zenith angle z < 60° which is in Earth
shadow for satellites with orbital altitudes under 2000 km. Fraction is
averaged over time between evening twi l ight and morning twilight.
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to create short glints is usually associated with the re-entry of the body into the Earth's
atmosphere. Because of the typical large moment of inertia associated with a large body,
such short rotation periods (P~l sec) are difficult to achieve. If the rotation period of a
cylindrical body is higher by a factor of 30-100, the glint rate will drop by a factor of 30-
100.
The rate of glints from flat satellites is probably fairly realistic. Most pieces of debris
produced by collisions or explosions in orbit will be relatively flat, and therefore capable of
creating glints (a slight curvature to a flat piece will tend to spread the reflected light out into
a wide beam; this will result in fainter glints, but a proportionally higher rate of glinting).
A large fraction of satellites are either equipped with attached solar panels or have multi-
faceted bodies (which are capable of creating a continuous stream of short, bright glints).
Figure C-9 implies that the completed ETC will detect up to -10 glints per hour; if the RMT
were to devote five minutes to the analysis of the "post-burst" brightness of an
unrecognized satellite glint, it would spend -80% of its observing time monitoring empty
space where a satellite glint recently occurred!
The difficulty created by glints from flat surfaces in orbit can be reduced somewhat by
observing into the Earth's shadow as much as possible (Figures C-ll, C-12, and C-13).
The plot in Figure C-14 indicates that the Earth's shadow is more favorably situated in
winter than in summer. Since most satellites have orbital altitudes <2000 km, Figure C-14
indicates that./r0m September-April, the bulk of Earth satellites would be in Earth shadow
for -70% of the available dark hours. The summer months (May-August) would,
however, have a high rate of satellite contamination.
10. Conclusion
The ETC will have to cope with the large number of objects in Earth orbit and the
optical signatures thereof: steady streaks of light, slowly-rising, slowly-fading glints, or
short, point-like glints. If the ETC were to be located only at Site 1 on Kitt Peak, it would
have to be able to recognize these optical signatures or operate in a manner as to reduce the
associated rate of events. Pointing into Earth shadow or observing only from September to
March are options in reducing event rates from satellites.
If the ETC were to be located at two sites separated by -1.4 km on Kitt Peak (see
Figure 1), it would be able to use parallax to reduce the rate of events from orbiting objects
by -50%. The imposition of the pointing and observing restrictions mentioned above
would help to reduce further the rate of false events.
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If the ETC were to be located on two peaks separated by-100 km, it would be able to
use parallax to recognize and reject optical events from gJl orbiting sources of optical
flashes. The ETC would be able to operate year-round, with no need for pointing or
observing restrictions.
Appendix J
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ABSTRACT
Hudec has reported the detection of three bright transient optical images from the same celestial location
on archival photographic plates taken in 1946 and 1954. The optical transient has been localized by Hudec to
a,930 = 18h9m26'29 ± 0*03, <51950 = + 3l°23'19r7 ± Q".6 and has been designated OTS 1809 + 31. This celestial
location is empty on the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey blue prints (B > ~20). Estimates of the duration
of the archived transients (< ~ 1 minute) place an upper limit on the peak burst magnitude of 8 < mg < 11,
indicating that the source of the transient brightened by over 10 mag. We have performed a deep CCD search
in four colors for the quiescent counterpart of the optical transients. We find no source at the location of the
optical transients to mfl = 24.5; however, we detected 18 objects in the vicinity of the quoted coordinates
which are consistent with the source having a proper motion n < 1" yr"1. A search at 6 cm with the VLA
revealed no source in the n < 1" yr"' circle to a 3 a limiting flux of 83 ^ Jy.
Subject headings: gamma-rays: bursts — stars: individual (OTS 1809 + 31) — stars: variables
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of the gamma-ray burster (GRB) con-
tinues to be an astrophysical mystery. Since the initial GRB
detections made with the Vela satellites in the late 1960s
(Klebesadel, Strong, and Olson 1973), no definitive optical,
X-ray or radio counterpart has been established for any of the
more that 400 GRBs detected to date (Hurley 1983 and refer-
ences therein; Baity, Hueter, and Lingenfelter 1984; Laros
1987). In a promising new approach to the GRB problem,
Schaefer and co-workers examined archived photographic
plates in a search for optical transients associated with GRBs.
They have reported the discovery of optical transient images in
three different GRB error regions (Schaefer 1981; Schaefer et
al. 1984); however, none of the three events has been confirmed
either by recurrences or by other observations. In 1984, Ped-
ersen et al. reported the photoelectric detection of three optical
transient events possibly associated with the GRB source GBS
790305.
Recently, Hudec (1987) reported the detection of recurrent
optical transients from the same location near the GRB error
region GBS 1810 + 31 (Laros et al. 1985). The proximity of the
optical transient to the GRB error region was responsible for
its discovery; however, its large distance (~5') from the 3 a
GRB error region makes it highly improbable that the optical
transient is associated with the GRB (Laros 1987, personal
communication). All three of. the flashes reported by Hudec
occurred in the pre-Sputnik era (i.e., two flashes in 1946 and
one in 1954) and thus are not subject to the problem of confu-
sion with glints caused by sunlight reflected from artificial
satellites.
The optical transients reported by Hudec have peak magni-
tude of 4 < mB < 7, when normalized to a 1 s burst duration.
Hudec also reports an upper limit on the duration of the tran-
sients of ~ 1 minute, which places an upper limit on the burst
magnitudes of 8 < mB < 11. As the error region of the tran-
sients is empty to mB ~ 20, the transient source must have
brightened by more than 10 mag. In an effort to identify a
possible quiescent counterpart to the optical transient, deep
CCD images of the error region were made in four colors in
1987 June. In order to explore the possibility that the source
might be close to the solar system (d < 20 pc), a region of the
sky corresponding to a proper motion u of <1" yr"1 since
1946 was examined. The results of the analysis of these obser-
vations, as well as of several hours of 6 cm observations with
the VLA, are presented below.
II. OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS
The OTS 1809 + 31 field was observed 1987 June 21-23 with
MITs MASCOT CCD instrument on the 2.4 m telescope at
the McGraw-Hill Observatory.1 The images were made
through Mould B, V, R, and / filters in a series of 10-60 minute
exposures. The total exposure time was 121 minutes in B, 80
minutes in V, 51 minutes in R, and 100 minutes in /. The
standard star Landolt 110-340 (Landolt 1983) was imaged
each night in all colors as a photometric calibration reference.
The observations were made under photometric conditions
with a typical seeing disk measuring 1?5 FWHM.
a) Data Reduction
The CCD images were reduced using procedures from the
YARP image-processing package (Tonry 1988). Each image
was bias subtracted, flattened, and cleaned. An image was flat-
tened by creating a normalized two-dimensional polynomial
representation of the sky level across the image and dividing
that normalized representation of the sky into the image. CCD
defects and cosmic rays were repaired by parabolic inter-
polation with an interactive clean program. The reduced
images were registered and a subarray centered near OTS
1809 + 31 was extracted. The subarrays were stacked for more
precise photometry.
A circle of radius 41" centered on OTS 1809 + 31 on the
stacked images, corresponding to a proper motion of u < I"
yr~ ' since the first flash, was searched for faint sources. Stellar
objects in the field were identified using FOCAS (Valdes 1987).
' The McGraw-Hill Observatory is located on Kill Peak and is operated
jointly by the University of Michigan, Dartmouth University, and the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.
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TABLE 1
CELESTIAL COORDINATES OF THE 18 SOURCES DETECTED NEAR OTS 1809 + 31









































































The threshold for detection was typically set to ~ 2 a. Eighteen
sources were detected in the searched area. All objects were
detected in all colors except for one which was below threshold
in the B band.
b) Astrometry
The celestial coordinates of the detected sources were calcu-
lated in a two-step procedure from the coordinates of SAO
stars near the error region. First, the positions of ~20 SAO
stars and of ~ 20 field stars visible in the CCD images were
measured on the POSS " E " plate. A linear least-squares fit of
the reduced coordinates of the SAO stars to their measured
positions was used to calculate the celestial coordinates of the
field stars to a 1 <r precision of 0.64" (Podobed 1965). Then, the
coordinates of the field stars were used in a similar procedure
to calculate the celestial coordinates of the sources in the error
circle from the positions on the CCD images of the field stars
and sources. The ultimate 1 a precision of the fit was 0"74. The
celestial coordinates of the detected sources and their distance
from the OTS 1809 + 31 coordinates are included in Table 1.
For OTS 1809 + 31, the coordinates of a,950 = 18h9m26'29,
(51950 = 31°23'19'.'7 were assumed (K. Hurley, private commu-
nication from R. Hudec).
c) Photometry
The magnitudes of the detected objects in the field were
measured in two steps. The magnitudes of the bright objects in
the fl, V, R, and / images from June 21 were calibrated with the
images of the Landolt standard star 110 — 340 taken that same
night. The images from all three nights were added to obtain a
set of B, V, R, and / stacked images, respectively. The magni-
tudes of the detected objects in the stacked images were calcu-
lated from the magnitudes of the bright objects in the images of
June 21. All photometric measurements were made with
FOCAS. A fixed, approximately circular aperture of 69 pixels
(radius = 3"3) was used for all images because it yielded the
best overall signal-to-noise ratio. Airmass corrections were cal-
culated from the standard Kitt Peak extinction coefficients
(Barnes and Hayes 1984). The instrumental magnitudes were
corrected to Mould BVRl magnitudes using the measured
MASCOT color-corrections (M. Bautz 1988, private
communication). The measured limiting magnitudes (3 a level
of confidence) are mB = 24.5, mv = 23.7, M „ = 22.8, and m, =
TABLE 2

















































































































































































FIG. 1.—A plot of B- V vs. V-R for the 18 sources detected near OTS 1809 + 31. The main sequence, taken from Allen (1976) is indicated by the line in the
figure. The reddening correction to the edge of the Galaxy was taken from Sandage (1972).
22.0. The color-corrected magnitudes are listed in Table 2 and
(B - V) versus (V - R) is plotted in Figure 1.
II. RADIO OBSERVATIONS
The OTS 1809+31 field was observed in 1987 April at the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory2 with the VLA in the
6 cm and 20 cm bands. The total observation times were 46
minutes at 6 cm and 21 minutes at 20 cm. The data were
reduced and mapped with the AIPS program (AIPS Cook-
book, NRAO 1986).
No significant sources were detected in the OTS 1809 + 31
field. The 6 cm map had an rms noise of 32 fJy, and the
maximum detected flux for a point source in the field was 83
fjy. The 20 cm map had an rms noise of 180 /Jy, and the
1
 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by Associated
Universities, Inc., under contract with the National Science Foundation.
maximum detected flux for a point source in the field was 460
nJy. There were no extended objects detected in the center of
either the 6 cm or 20 cm maps.
III. ANALYSIS
The colors and celestial coordinates of the detected sources
were analyzed for characteristics that might be associated with
the quiescent counterpart of Hudec's optical flashes. However,
as the nature, distance, and velocity of the quiescent source are
all unknown, such an association is difficult to make. We have
therefore examined the colors and coordinates of the detected
sources in an attempt to identify one which is significantly
different from the others, which are presumed to be field stars
or galaxies.
The color-corrected color-color diagram in Figure 1 shows
that the colors of objects within the 41" error circle are consis-
tent with those of field stars of type G-M (Allen 1976). If any of
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the sources were extragalactic, the interstellar reddening would
introduce a small color correction term (Sandage 1972) shown
in Figure 1. Even with the color correction due to reddening,
none of the sources have colors significantly different from
those of field stars.
Figures 2-4 shows that none of the detected sources is con-
sistent with the location of the optical transient (N.B.: There is
a discrepancy of ~13" in the localization of OTS 1809 + 31
between this paper and that of Hartmann et al 1989: in neither
case, however, is there a source at the reported location of the
optical transient). Therefore, either we have not detected the
quiescent counterpart to the optical transient or the source of
OTS 1809 + 31 has moved. If the source of OTS 1809 + 31 has
moved and is one of the detected sources, a program of deep
observations of the field in 1-2 yr will be sufficient to identify
any of the 18 detected sources as high proper-motion objects
(such "second epoch" observations of OTS 1809 + 31 have
already been made; Mock, Vanderspek, and Ricker 1989,
analysis in preparation). Hudec (1987) has reported an upper
limit on the proper motion of the source of OTS 1809 + 31 2'.'5
yr"1 EW and 5" yr"1 NS, which would be easily detectable
over a baseline of 1 yr using current observational techniques.
IV. DISCUSSION
As no candidate quiescent counterpart to OTS 1809 + 31 has
been established, the nature of the source of the optical tran-
sients remains a mystery. Assuming the optical transients had a
duration of 1 minute (the upper limit of Hudec et al. 1987). the
faintest of the three archived bursts had a peak magnitude of
mB — 11. If any of the 18 objects detected in the 1" yr"' error
circle is the quiescent counterpart, the burst amplitude was
AS > mag; if the source is in the error circle and has not been
detected, AB> 13.5 mag.
Thus OTS 1809 + 31 probably underwent three bursts of
FIG. 2.—A 3:5 x 3:5 Mould R finding chart for the field near the source OTS 1809 + 31. The circle is centered on the coordinates of 1809+ OTS(a1930 =
18b090126'29, <519J0 = 31°23'19!7) and has a radius of 41". The horizontal artifact crossing the circle is a diffraction spike from the nearby fifth magnitude star 104
Her.
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FIG. 3.—A 20 minute exposure in a Mould R filter of the field near OTS 1809 + 31. The circle is centered on the coordinates of 1809 + 31 OTS (a,9j0 =
lS'09-26'29,,5, 31°23'19"7) and has a radius of 41". The cross hairs are 676 in length. The identification numbers of the 18 sources for which color information
has been derived (Table 2 and Fig. I) are given.
AB > 10 mag of duration rfl < 60 s, two of which occurred
only months apart. Of all known sources of optical transients,
only gamma-ray bursts are capable of such explosive bursts.
Cataclysmic variables are known to produce large-amplitude
bursts (AB = 2-14 mag), but have much longer burst durations
(TB = months to years) (Robinson 1976). X-ray bursts
(Grindlay et al. 1978) produce short-duration optical bursts,
but the burst amplitude is only AB = 1-2 mag. Flare stars are
capable of large-amplitude (AB = 1-6 mag) bursts with dura-
tion TB = 10-60 s and are known to recur often (Gurzadyan
1980). Although no flare of AB = 10 mag has yet been record-
ed, the possibility of its occurring should not be excluded.
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are thought to produce large
(AB ~ 20 mag) optical transients on short time scales (TB <
300 s) (Schaefer 1981; Schaefer et al. 1984). Several published
models of GRBs explain optical radiation from a GRB source,
both during the GRB (London and Cominsky 1983; Woosley
1984; Rappaport and Joss 1985; Melia 1987; Hartmann,
Woosley, and Arons 1988) and independent of the GRB
(Tremaine and Zytkow 1986). Although OTS 1809 + 31 is not
thought to be associated with the nearby (~ 6' distant) gamma-
ray burst GRB 730325b (J. Laros, private communication), the
source of the optical transients could be an undiscovered GRB
source.
In addition to the above association, it is of course possible
that OTS 1809 + 31 may be the prototype of an entirely new
class of astrophysical phenomenon.
v. CONCLUSION
We have made deep BVRI observations of a 41" circle cen-
tered on the coordinates of OTS 1809 + 31. No source was
detected (3 a level of confidence) at the coordinates of OTS
1809 + 31 brighter than ms = 24.5, mv = 23.7, mR = 22.8, and
m, = 22.0 in the optical and F6 cm = 83 /Jy and F20 cra = 460
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FIG. 4.—A 120 minute exposure in a Mould B filter of the field near OTS 1809 + 31. The circle is centered on the coordinates of 1809 + 31 OTS(«i930 =
18h09™26129, <5,,50 = 31°23'19?7)and has a radius of 41". The cross hairs are 676 in length. The identification numbers of the 18 sources for which color information
has been derived (Table 2 and Fig. 1) are given.
/Jy in the radio. Eighteen sources were found to be within
~41" of the OTS 1809 + 31 coordinates, and none of the
sources could be distinguished from field stars. The quiescent
counterpart to OTS 1809 + 31 was not identified. If it is a
high-proper-motion object and brighter than the threshold
quoted above, observations in 1 or 2 yr should allow its motion
to be detected.
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Abstract
We report the detection of three faint objects in the error box associated with the archival optical
flash discovered in the error region of the gamma-ray burst GBS2251-02 (Schaefer, et al. 1984).
Magnitudes of these objects were determined in B and V bands; an R-band upper limit was also
determined. The values of B-V and V-R for these objects, designated a, b, and c, are consistent
with those of field stars. Further observations are recommended, especially in R-band, in a search
for variability (see, e.g., Schaefer, et al. 1984) and high proper motion (see Ricker, Vanderspek,
and Ajhar 1986).
I. Introduction
Since the first detection of a gamma-ray burst (GRB) in 1969 (Klebesadel, Strong, and Olson
1973), the nature of the source of GRBs has remained a mystery. Because the error region
associated with the typical gamma-ray burst is large (measuring tens of arc-minutes to degrees on a
side), deep searches for quiescent counterparts have been impractical. The few error regions that
are small enough for a practical deep search have been studied in several wavebands; these studies
have yielded no positive identification of a quiescent GRB source (see e.g. Chevalier, et al. 1981,
Fishman, Duthie, and Dufour 1981, Laros, et al. 1981, Apparao and Allen 1982, Pizzichini, et al.
1985, Ricker, Vanderspek, and Ajhar 1986).
The discovery by Schaefer (1981) and Schaefer, e: il. (1984), that transient optical radiation may
be associated with GRBs has drastically improved the chances of detection of a quiescent GRB
source, primarily because optical radiation can be localized much more accurately than gamma-rays.
The error regions of the three optical transients discovered in archived images of GRB error regions
are orders-of-magnitude smaller than the standard GRB error region, and so have lent themselves
perfectly to a focussed deep search for a quiescent counterpart in several wave bands (Hjellming
and Ewald 1981, Pizzichini, eial, 1982, Pedersen, era/. 1983, Schaefer, Seitzer, and Bradt 1983,
Schaefer and Ricker 1983). Deep optical searches of two such error regions (associated with
archived optical transients photographed in 1944 and 1928) have yielded several candidates for the
quiescent counterpart (Pedersen, etal. 1983, Schaefer, Seitzer, and Bradt 1983); as yet, however,
no positive identification has been made.
We report here the results of deep CCD observations of the error region of the archived optical
flash discovered in the error region of GBS2251-02 (the 1901 optical transient of Schaefer, et al.
1984). A total of 6.0 hours of integration in three colors have resulted in the detection of three faint
objects (designated a, b, and c) in this error region. Although these objects have colors consistent
with those of field stars, further observations, especially in R-band, is warranted.
n. Procedure
Data were taken during dark time on 30 September and 1 October 1986 with MTTs MASCOT
(references) on the McGraw-Hill 2.4m telescope on Kitt Peak. The MASCOTs sensors are
TI4849 virtual-phase CCDs, measuring 584x390 22.3 |im pixels; the plate scale for these
observations was 0."6/pixel. Data were taken through Mould B, Mould V, and Mould R filters; the
total integration times in these filters were 2.40 hours, 2.09 hours, and 1.51 hours, respectively.
Photometric and astrometric calibrations were made with exposures of the CCD photometry
standard NGC2264 (Christian, et al. 1985).
The data consist of a series of 600-second exposures of the area near the optical error region. The
telescope was offset by ~30" in random directions between exposures. The random offsets allow a
flat field to be created from the images themselves, using the technique of "median stacking." In
median-stacking N images, the value of a pixel in the median-stacked image is the median of the
values of that pixel in the N image frames. If the images are offset from one another, the
median-stacked image is a representation of the typical sky during the time the images were taken.
The CCD images of the field were all bias-subtracted and segregated by color. In each color, a
normalized copy of each image was used in the creation of a sky flat field via median stacking.
Each field was then flattened by the sky flat. The flattened images were then aligned by integral
pixel shifts and then stacked. The resultant B-band image is shown in Figures 1. The small
rectangle indicates the error region of the optical flash detected by Schaefer, et al. (1984).
The B-band image of the optical error region revealed three faint objects, designated a, b, and c.
Two of the objects were detected with FOCAS (reference); the third is faintly visible below the
first two. Inspection of the V-band image revealed faint objects at the site of the B-band detections;
FOCAS was able to detect the brightest of these objects (a). No distinct images were detectable on
the R-band image.
The celestial coordinates of the a, b, and c were calculated in the B-band image with respect to -10
nearby stars, whose celestial coordinates are given in Ricker, Vanderspek and Ajhar (1986). The
locations on the CCD image of the reference stars and a, b, and c were calculated by
cross-correlating their images with that of an artificial star of similar point-spread-function. A
linear least-squares fit of the locations of the reference stars to their celestial coordinates yielded the
celestial coordinates of a, b and c in the B-band image; the precision of the fit was 0."4. These
coordinates were used to calculate the locations of a, b, and c on the V-band and R-band images.
(This was necessary primarily because of the indistinctness of the R-band images of a, b, and c.
The centroids of the V-band images of a, b, and c, calculated both from the least-squares fit and
directly from the images, compared well).
The brightnesses of a, b, and c were measured using simple box photometry centered on the
measured or (in the case of the R-band images) calculated centroids of the sources. A curve of
growth (fraction of total starlight enclosed in the box versus box size) was calculated using field
stars. The measured brightnesses of a, b, and c were corrected for finite box size and atmospheric
effects.
The magnitudes of the sources were calibrated in B-, V- and R-bands using photometric reference
stars in the field of NGC2264 (Christian, et al. 1985). The brightnesses of several stars (numbers
239, 243, 245 and 252) in the field of NGC2264 were measured, corrected for atmospheric effects
and finite box size (as above) and used to calculate the relationship between measured brightness
and stellar magnitude. This relationship was seen to be accurate to ±0.1 magnitudes (???).
Results
Table 1 lists the coordinates, magnitudes, color differences, and associated uncertainties of the
three sources (a, b, and c) detected in the optical error region of GBS2251-02.
The B and V-band images of the optical error region show the three detected sources clearly; each
source has been detected with S/N > 3. In the R-band image, however, the three sources are
detected with S/N between 2.5 and 3.0; thus, the R-band magnitudes given in Table 1 are the
three-sigma upper limits on source detection.
A color-color plot of the error region, calculated from the stacked images using FOCAS, is shown
in Figure 2. Because of the rather large error bars associated with the values of B-V and V-R for a,
b, and c, the colors of a, b, and c cannot be distinguished from those of field stars.
IV. Conclusion
The present body of scientific knowledge on gamma-ray bursts does not exclude any of the three
detected objects from being the quiescent gamma-ray burst source. All three sources have colors
consistent with those of other stars in the field. Further observations of these sources, especially in
the red, are necessary for more conclusive results. In addition, deep exposures of this field at
future epochs should be used in a search for high proper motion in these or other nearby objects.
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23.810.2 23.5±0.3 >23.2±0.4 0.3±0.3 <0.4±0.5
24.1+0.3 23.6±0.3 >23.2±0.4 0.4±0.5 <0.4±0.5
24.010.3 23.5±0.3 >23.2±0.4 0.7±0.4 <0.3±0.5
Table 1: The celestial coordinates and B, V, and R magnitudes of the three
faint objects (a, b, and c) detected in the optical error region of
GBS2251-02, shown in Figure 1. The R magnitudes given are the
three-sigma upper limits on source detection; it should be noted,
however, that a,b, and c were all measured in the R-band with S/N >
2.5. The three-sigma upper limits in B- and V-bands are 24.1 and
23.8, respectively. The rms error in the celestial coordinates is 0."4.
Figure Captions
Figure 1: The stacked B-band image of the optical error region associated with GBS2251-02.
This image was made of a total of 8600 seconds of exposure with MTTs MASCOT
on the McGraw-Hill 2.4m telescope on Kitt Peak. The rectangle indicates the error
box associated with the optical transient discovered in this field by Schaefer, et al.
(1984). The three sources detected in this image are labelled a, b, and c. Measured
magnitudes and coordinates of these sources are given in Table 1.
Figure 2: A color-color diagram of thirteen field stars and the three sources a, b, and c detected
in the optical error region associated with GBS2251-02. The values of V-R of a, b,
and c are all upper limits.
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Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines plenary as
"complete in every aspect: absolute, unqualified."
Roget's International Thesaurus, Third Edition, adds:
(56.12)
full, filled, replete, ample, good, plump, plenary, pleny
[naut.], pregnant, flush, round; brimful, brimming; chock-
full, chuck-full, choke-full, chug-full [dial.], chock or
chuck [coll.], cram-full, topfull; jam-full, cramp-full,
cram-jam-full, jam-packed, pack-jammed, jam-up, full-up
[all slang]; stuffed, packed, crammed; bursting, ready to
bunt, fit to bust [slang]; as full as a tick, as full as a
vetch, as full as an egg is of meat, packed like sardines or
herrings; replete with, crawling or oozing with; saturated,
capacitated [coll.]; congested, overfull.
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ABSTRACT
The discovery in 1973 (Klebesadel, et al., 1973) of the phenomenon of gamma-ray
bursts (GRBs), seen as short (durations of 1-60 seconds), sudden (risetimes of less than a
second) outbursts of y-rays from deep space, has led to intense efforts to discover the source of
these mysterious emissions. Observations in the last ten years with a series of interplanetary
and terrestrial satellites have led have led to hundreds of detections of GRB events. Analyses
of observational data support the hypothesis of a highly-magnetized (1012~13 Gauss) neutron
star as the source of GRBs, yet the low precision of localization of most GRBs (tens of arc-
minutes to degrees) has hindered the a posteriori identification of a quiescent counterpart to a
GRB source in any energy band. To date, no convincing quiescent optical counterparts to
GRB sources have been established. The discovery by Schaefer (1981) of transient optical ra-
diation from a small GRB error region, recorded on an archived photographic plate in 1928,
led to the hope the precision of localization of GRB sources might be greatly improved
through the detection of optical radiation emitted during the GRB.
In 1982, the Explosive Transient Camera (ETC), a wide-field sky monitor sensitive to
celestial optical flashes with risetimes of the order of one second, was proposed as a ground-
based counterpart to gamma-ray satellites with the expressed intent of detecting optical radia-
tion from outbursting GRBs (Ricker, et al., 1983). In 1983, construction was begun of a sub-
unit of the plenary ETC, designed to test the feasibility of a full wide-field ETC. This thesis
discusses the motivation, design, construction and implementation of the ETC test unit. Calcu-
lations of estimated event rates from several known sources of celestial optical transients in
the plenary ETC are presented. In addition, this thesis includes the presentation and discussion
of results from observations made the test unit, which comprise the most complete wide-field
search for celestial optical flashes to date. The observations with the ETC test unit covered a
solid-angle-time product of 3.0 steradian-hours and included the error regions of GRB 1200+21
(24 November 1978), GRB1152+20 (1 January 1979) and GRB1140+20 (2 May 1979) (Baity,
et at, 1984) as well as the flare stars V475 Her, Ross 867 and Ross 868 (Gurzadyan, 1980).
The observations were expected, based on assumptions presented within, to have detected opti-
cal transient events from 1.5 flare stars and 0.008 GRBs. These observations resulted in the
determination of a new upper limit on the celestial optical flash rate of 2.2 optical flashes per
hour per steradian at 10th magnitude, lower by a factor of 10 than the previous best upper limit
determined by Schaefer, Vanderspek, Bradt and Ricker (1984).
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In 1969, orbiting y-ray satellites intended to detect y-rays from nuclear explosions in near-Earth
orbit detected unusual, sudden flashes of y-rays from deep space (Klebesadel, et al., 1973). Analysis of
the flashes showed that 1) the bursts were not created by the interaction of high-energy particles with
the y-ray detectors and 2) that the Earth or Sun were not the sources of the y-rays, and therefore that the
y-rays were cosmic in origin. Several hundred of these flashes, dubbed gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), have
been detected by balloon- and satellite-borne y-ray detectors since 1969. Despite the large number of
GRB detections, the source of GRBs has largely remained a mystery, primarily due to the low precision
of localization of most GRBs.
Many of the observed characteristics of GRBs provide clues to the source, location and mechan-
ism of GRB production. The short risetimes of many GRBs (typically 10-200 ms; one lower than 200
Us; Mazets, et al., 1981) point to a small y-ray emitting region (<60-1000 km). This fact, combined
with the detection in some GRB spectra of line features which can be interpreted as gravitationally-
redshifted e*-e" annihilation radiation (near 400 keV) and cyclotron resonance features (near 50 keV)
and the detection of pulsations in the tails of a few GRB light curves suggest that a GRB originates
near the surface of a highly-magnetized (1012 Gauss) neutron star. Due to the large error regions of
typical GRBs, this association has not been confirmed by observations of a quiescent GRB source.
In 1981, B. Schaefer of MIT discovered an optical flash on an archived photographic plate in the
atypically-small error region of a known GRB (Schaefer, 1981). This discovery made clear the possi-
bility that GRBs may emit optical radiation during outburst Schaefer's finding is very significant, since
the detection of optical radiation from an outbursting GRB would permit precise localization of the
burst source, thus leading to more meaningful follow-up observations in all energy bands. Since 1981,
two further archived optical flashes from GRB error regions have been found by Schaefer (Schaefer, et
al., 1984), further supporting the claim that GRB sources can emit bursts of optical radiation.
In 1983, a program was initiated at MIT to design and construct an instrument capable of detect-
ing and precisely locating optical flashes from GRBs in real time. This instrument, known as the
Explosive Transient Camera (ETC), was to be a wide-field sky monitor sensitive to tenth-magnitude
optical flashes with risetimes of the order of one second. The instrument would operate automatically,
and would be able to provide the location of an optical flash with sub-arc-minute precision within a
fraction of a second after its detection (Ricker, et al., 1984).
The design, construction and testing of the initial stage of the Explosive Transient Camera is the
subject of this thesis. The following four chapters will discuss the motivation and concept of the ETC,
as well as some of the possible mechanisms for the production of optical light from GRBs. Thereafter,
the ETC instrumentation will be presented in detail. Finally, estimates of event rates from known pos-
sible sources of optical flashes, both celestial and terrestrial, are presented, as well as the results of
observations made with the ETC test unit. These observations, made during March and May of 1985,
comprise the most sensitive wide-field search for optical flashes made to date. These observations have
defined an upper limit of 2.2 optical flashes per hour per steradian at a visual magnitude of n^ < 10, a





This chapter is intended to give the reader an overview of the history and morphology of detected
gamma-ray bursts. More detail on GRB morphology can be found in reviews by Mazets (1981), Cline
(1983), and Hurley (1983). Following the morphology, a review of observations at quiescence of GRB
sources at other energies is given, with an emphasis on follow-up work in the optical band. The
chapter concludes with a comparison of present methods of searching for optical flashes from GRBs,
indicating the pressing need for a dedicated all-sky monitor for optical flashes, such as the Explosive
Transient Camera.
2.1. Gamma-Ray Burst Morphology
Gamma-ray bursts were first discovered in 1973 by the Los Alamos Group from data taken with
Air Force Vela satellites to detect y-rays from nuclear explosions in space (Klebesadel, et al., 1973). In
the discovery paper from the Los Alamos group, a GRB was reported as generating an intense burst of
gamma-rays (fluence S > 10~s erg cm'2) with a risetime of a fraction of a second. Since 1969 a series
of interplanetary and terrestrial satellites, (including the Vela satellites, the Soviet Venera spacecraft, the
Pioneer Venus Orbiter, ISEE-3, Prognoz 7, Helios-B, IMP-6 and IMP-7) have detected more than 100
bursts (Cline, 1983; Baity, 1984).
2.1.1. Characteristics of Typical GRB
The characteristics of detected GRBs vary over a wide range: it is therefore difficult to present
information about a "typical" GRB. (See Baity, et al. (1984) and references within for a complete
review of GRB observations). GRBs as a group can be described by characteristics common to all
bursts and the range of values of these characteristics in detected bursts. The GRBs detected to date
are distributed roughly isotropically over the celestial sphere (Hurley, 1983). The peak fluxes of
detected GRBs range from 10"2 to 10'7 erg cm'V1. The fluences, S, of all GRBs detected to date are
between 10~3 and 10~8 erg cm'2. The number of burst sources N(>S) having a fluence greater than a
value S roughly follows a power law, N(>S)" S'a, where a = 3/2 for values of S > 10 erg cm"2 and
upper limits indicate a = 0.7 for S < 10"5 erg cm'2. A plot of log N(>S) vs. log S is shown in Figure
2.1.
The light curves of most GRBs are characterized by a fast rise (risetimes of "50-1000 ms) and an
exponential decay (decay times of 1-30 seconds). Total durations of typical GRBs range from less than
one second to minutes. A few GRB sources have shown periodic pulsations (periods of 4-10 seconds)
during the decay of the brightness of the GRB (Mazets, et al., 1979b; Wood, et al., 1981). A few "typi-
cal" GRB light curves are shown in Figure 2.2.
The spectra of GRBs can, in general, be fit by a power-law function, F(v) " v^e™'* , where
F(v) is the flux (in cnrV'erg"1) of y-rays of energy hv. Typical GRB temperatures (kT) fall in the
range of 100 to 500 keV. The spectra show substantial time variations, presumably due to changes in
the physical characteristics of the y-ray source (Mazets, et al., 1981). Some GRB spectra show line
features at energies in the range of 30-70 keV. Roughly 15% of all GRB spectra show an emission
feature near 400 keV (Cline, 1983). A few characteristic GRB spectra are shown in Figure 2.3.
These characteristics allow one to make a rough sketch of the source of the GRB. Many workers
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Figure 2.1: The log N(>S) - log S curve for detected GRBs, taken from Jennings
(1982). The solid lines indicate the results of disk models of GRBs
with an intrinsic luminosity distribution.
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Figure 2.2: Four GRB light curves. Figures (a) and (b), taken from Klebesadel (1982)
and Cline (1983) show the lightcurves with the slowest and second-fastest
rise to peak recorded to date. Figures (c) and (d) are two views of a GRB





















Figure 2.3: Four GRB spectra, taken from Teegarden (1982). The spectra show
the standard (1/E)exp(-E/kT) dependency, along with line features
present in -15% of all GRB spectra. The 30-70 keV feature is
interpreted as being due to cyclotron radiation in a high magnetic
field and the -400 keV feature as 511 keV positron-electron
annihilation line gravitationally-redshifted in the gravitational
field of a neutron star.
based on the following interpretations:
1) The short burst risetimes ("50 ms) point to a source size <109 cm.
2) The line features near 30-70 keV can be interpreted as the cyclotron resonance
features in a 1012-1013 Gauss magnetic field.
3) The emission features near 400 keV are consistent with the 511 keV e+-e~ annihila-
tion line gravitationally redshifted in the field of a neutron star.
4) The brief pulsations (with periods of 4-10 second) are reminiscent of a slow pul-
sar.
2.1.2. GRB0528-66: An Atypical GRB
On 5 March, 1979, nine interplanetary and terrestrial satellites detected an exceptionally strong
GRB from the direction of the Large Magellanic Cloud (Mazets, et al., 1979b). This burst, designated
GRB0528-66 from its celestial coordinates, has significantly added to the controversy surrounding GRBs
because of its many unique characteristics (Cline, 1982):
1) A very fast risetime (200 microsecond) - - shorter than any other burst
2) An extremely high peak flux (2xlO"3 erg/cm2/s) - - an order of magnitude higher
than the flux detected from any other GRB.
3) A very soft spectrum (kT^^ " 30 keV) - - softer than that of almost all other
GRBs.
4) Prolonged, repetitive afterpulses ("8 second period), lasting much longer than
those of any other detected GRB (see Figure 2.4).
5) The possible association of the GRB source with a known celestial object: the
error box of GRB0528-66, 20"x80" in size, contains part of the supernova rem-
nant N49 in the Large Magellanic Cloud.
6) The burst source has been seen to recur more than a dozen since the initial burst,
although none of the recurrences had a fluence greater than 10"3 of the original
burst (Golenetskii, et al., 1984). It is the only GRB source to recur more than a
few days after the original burst
The unique characteristics of GRB0528-66 have lent much support to the theory that a neutron
star is the source of a GRB. In particular, the short risetime (<0.2 ms, limited by instrument precision)
points to an emission source size of less than 60 km. In addition, the strong 8-second pulsations favor
a rotating neutron star as the source of the burst Finally, the association of the error region with the
supernova remnant N49 - - if it is true - - strongly favor the neutron star remnant of the supernova as
the source of the GRB.
It is this last point - - the possible association of the GRB with the LMC - - that has stirred the
most controversy. The probability of the GRB error region randomly overlapping the supernova rem-
nant is small. Yet if the association is correct, the total energy of the burst was prodigious: the total
energy would have been SxlO44 ergs, assuming isotropic emission, and the average luminosity during
the first 120 ms of the burst would have been "3xl043 ergs/second, or " 1012 Lsolar. The possible associ-
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Figure 2.4: The light curve of the peculiar GRB0528-66 (5 March 1979) as seen
by ISEE-3 (above) and Venera 12 (below; both taken from Cline
(1983)). Ncle the fast rise to peak, the high peak flux and the strong
8s pulsations.
distances of 50-500 kpc from the Earth: this idea is discussed further in section 2.4.
2.13. GRB source localization
The precision of localization of y-ray detectors used on balloon gondolas and y-ray satellites is
generally low. Consequently, a single y-ray satellite detecting a GRB cannot provide the precise coor-
dinates of the outbursting GRB. The celestial coordinates of an outbursting GRB can be determined
much more precisely by measuring the difference in arrival times of y-rays at three or more satellites
detecting the burst. The precision of the localization of the burst increases with the number of detect-
ing satellites (see Figure 2.5 and its caption). Typical error regions determined by this method have
dimensions ranging from tens of arc-minutes to degrees. Several (" 10) bursts have been detected by
many widely-separated satellites and have been localized to a precision of a few arc-minutes. Such
small error regions allow for reasonable searches for the quiescent GRB source. Despite this, no GRB
has yet been positively associated with any other celestial object (see section 2.2).
2.1.4. GRB Source Distances
Since no definite correlation exists between a GRB source and another celestial object, the dis-
tances to GRB sources are unknown. An estimate of source distance or the population as a whole can
be made by determining the spatial distribution of the GRB population: whether the GRBs we see are
generally local (d<300 pc), belong to a disk or halo population, or are extragalactic.
Some insight into the question of GRB source distances can be gained by examining the log
N(>S) - log S distribution of GRBs, shown in Figure 2.1. Jennings and White (1980) and Jennings
(1982) have attempted to reconcile models of GRB source distribution with the log N(>S) - log S curve.
An infinite spherical distribution of GRB sources around the Sun follows an N(>S) " S"3'2 function,
while a disk population follows N(>S) " S"1. The S"3'2 function is superimposed on Figure 2.2. The
actual logN-logS curve roughly follows N(>S)" Sa, with a=0.7 for S < 10"s erg cm"2. The monolumi-
nosity models of GRB distribution of Jennings and White (1980) could not account for this value of a.
Jennings (1982) has calculated a theoretical logN-logS distribution based on a galactic population of
GRB sources with an intrinsic luminosity function. His calculations show that the observed log N(>S)-
log S curve can be explained by varying parameters in his model: most notably, biassing the concen-
tration of the luminosity function of GRBs toward low-luminosity bursts permitted a good match to the
observed log N(>S)-log S curve. However, in a recent paper, Jennings (1985) questions the validity of
using GRB statistics in determining the distance scale to GRBs.
The nearly-isotropic distribution of GRB sources on the celestial sphere is an indication of the
nature of the GRB population (Jennings, 1982). This isotropy favors models that visible GRBs belong
to either a local population of GRB sources (d<"200 pc) or that place GRB sources in an extended halo
about the galaxy (d" 50-200 kpc). A disk population of visible GRBs is excluded by the lack of con-
centration of GRBs in the plane of the galaxy. Models of GRB source population in a halo of " 10 kpc
radius about the center of the galaxy are not considered because there is no concentration of GRBs in
the galactic hemisphere containing the galactic center. The validity of an extragalactic population of
GRBs is reduced by the absence of associations of GRBs with known extragalactic objects, as well as
by the unimaginable energetics involved in the creation of a GRB at extragalactic distances.
There is no definitive proof for either a local or extended halo distribution. The association of
the GRB0528-66 with the LMC may be considered in favor of an extended halo distribution, but 1) this
association is not definite and 2) GRB0528-66 is generally considered an anomalous event (because of
its many unique features) and its association with the LMC would not be considered contrary to the
concept of a local GRB population.
2.2. Observations of Known GRB Sources
The a posteriori observation of GRB source is difficult for two reasons:
1) GRBs do not repeat regularly or often (only two GRBs have been seen to recur
Direction of GRB
Figure 2.5: Gamma-ray Burst Arrival-Time Localization Method. The location
of a gamma-ray burst in space is determined from the differences in
the arrival times of the gamma-ray wavefront at several terrestrial and
interplanetary satellites. Detection of the GRB by two satellites allows
localization of the burst source to an annulus on the celestial sphere.
Detection by three satellites allows localization to two diametrically
opposite "diamonds" formed by crossings of two inclined annuli.
If the GRB is detected by at least four satellites, the localization is
unique.
GRB0528-66 (5 March 1979a) has rebursted more than a dozen times since the
initial outburst (Golenetskii, et al., 1984) and the source GRB1900+14 recurred
twice within four days of the initial event (Mazets, et al., 1981)).
2) The GRB error boxes are generally too large for a reasonable follow-up observa-
tion. Only a few (" 10) error boxes are small enough for sensible follow-up
work (Hurley, 1982).
Most of the follow-up observations of GRB sources are intended to detect the GRB source in
quiescence at various energies. Few attempts have been made, to date, to detect radiation from a GRB
source during outburst The error regions of GRB0528-66 and GRB0116-29 (19 November 1978) have
been most extensively searched: the former because of its unique features and the latter because of the
discovery of an archived optical transient in its error region (Schaefer, 1981). Cline (1983) provides an
excellent detailed review of the observations of these and other GRB sources. The results of observa-
tions of several error regions are briefly summarized below.
2.2.1. Radio Observations
Hjellming and Ewald (1981) searched the error region of GRB0116-29 for quiescent radio emis-
sion at 6 and 18 cm with the VLA. They found three point radio sources (designated B, C and Q)
inside the error region: one (Q) is also located inside the error circle of a weak X-ray source detected
by Einstein (Pizzichini, et al., 1985; see section 2.2.3). None, however, is consistent with the error box
of the associated archived optical transient (section 2.2.4.2).
2.2.2. Infrared Observations
Infrared observations of the error regions of GRB2312-50 (6 April 1979) and GRB0528-66 and of
the radio sources in the error region of GRB0116-29 were carried out by Apparao and Allen (1982) on
the 3.9m Anglo-Australian telescope. The error region of GRB2312-50 was seen to be empty to
J=17.5. Their observations of the point radio sources detected by Hjellming and Ewald (section 2.2.1)
revealed a J=18.4 magnitude object consistent with one of them (B), but no source consistent with the
error circle of a weak X-ray source in the field (Pizzichini, et al., 1985; section 2.2.3). The search of
the error region of GRB0528-66 was confusion-limited and resulted in no reliable detection.
Schaefer and Ricker (1983) searched the error box associated with the archived optical transient
in the error region of GRB0116-29 (section 2.2.4.1). They found no infra-red sources in the error box
to a limiting magnitude of K=18.8.
Recently, B. Schaefer searched the IRAS data base for infra-red sources in the 23 smallest known
GRB error regions. The sensitivity of the observations used in the search varied considerably: Schaefer
reports no infra-red sources detected with an estimated average 4cr sensitivity of "1 Jansky (B.
Schaefer, private communication).
2.23. X-ray Observations
Pizzichini, et al. (1985) report observations of five GRB error regions (those of GRB2008-22 (4
November 1978), GRB0116-29, GRB1704+01 (21 November 1978), GRB0528-66 and GRB2312-50)
with the Einstein Observatory. Although no overwhelming evidence for the existence of quiescent X-
ray counterparts in any of the regions was found, X-ray observations of the error regions of GRB0116-
29 and GRB0520-66 have yielded some positive results. The optical and y-ray error regions of
GRB0116-29 are consistent with the error circle of a weak ('10~13 erg/cm2/sec - - a 3a level-of-
confidence detection) X-ray source (Pizzichini, et al., 1981), which may be a quiescent X-ray counter-
part The supernova remnant N49, which is included in the error region of GRB0528-66, was also
detected by Einstein (Helfand and Long, 1979).
2.2.4. Optical Observations
Optical observations of GRBs have been carried out in a variety of ways. These optical searches
have looked for optical radiation from both quiescent and outbursting GRB sources.
2.2.4.1. Search for Quiescent Optical Counterparts
Deep searches of several small GRB error boxes with large telescopes have been carried out by
Chevalier, et al. (1981), Fishman, et al. (1981), Laros, et al. (1981), Pedersen, et al. (1983), Schaefer
and Ricker (1983), Schaefer, Seitzer and Bradt (1983), among others. The investigation of the error
region of GRB0116-29 has uncovered several faint (my = 22) sources, including an apparently highly-
variable (Am = 2) object (Schaefer, Seitzer and Bradt, 1983; Schaefer and Ricker, 1983; Pedersen, et
al., 1983). No definite quiescent optical counterpart to GRB0116-29 has yet been confirmed.
The error region of GRB2312-50 is empty to a limiting visual magnitude of 22.5 (Laros, 1981).
The error region of the GRB 1412+78 (13 June 1979) contains >5 faint (my = 22) objects (Vanderspek,
Ajhar and Ricker; work in progress). The error region of GRB0528-66 contains the supernova remnant
N49 (Cline, 1982).
2.2.4.2. Searches for Optical Light from an Outbursting GRB
Optical transient events have been noted in the literature for more than half a century. In addi-
tion to transient events of short timescales from known astrophysical objects, such as cataclysmic vari-
ables and flare stars, several unknown optical transient events have been reported. Klemola (1983)
reports two possible optical transient events, first recognized by Hertzsprung (1927) and Popovic (1982).
Although the Hertzsprung object has been recently recognized as a plate defect by Schaefer (1983), the
Popovic object, which was seen as a fifth-magnitude event with a duration of less than 20 minutes,
remains without explanation or verified quiescent counterpart In addition, recent analysis of SEC Vidi-
con meteor observations made in 1969 revealed that the 4th-magnitude double star p Cam underwent a
0.7 magnitude brightening in a period of 0.25 seconds (Wdiowiak and Clifton, 1985).
In 1981, B. Schaefer of MTT began a survey of historic photographic plates of three small GRB
error regions, in the hope of finding an optical transient which may have been associated with a GRB.
In the scanning of plates stored at the Harvard plate archives totalling roughly three years of exposure,
Schaefer discovered three transient images which are now generally accepted as being optical flashes
from historical GRBs (Schaefer, 1981; Schaefer, et al., 1984). The three events were of magnitude 3.0,
6.6 and 4.3, assuming the optical radiation was emitted in one second. Schaefer reported an upper limit
on the total duration of the optical bursts of t < 500s. The ratio of optical fluence in the three archived
optical transients, S , to the y-ny fluence, Sy of the associated GRB is roughly 10"3 for each of the
three bursts.
Schaefer's work initiated an entirely new approach to GRB research: it created the hope that the
location of GRB sources could be precisely determined by observing optical light emitted during a
GRB. His work has sparked a series of new, real-time searches for optical counterparts to outbursting
GRBs: some of these experiments are described below.
2.2.4.2.1. Pic du Midi SIT TV Flash Search
In the summer of 1982, Kevin Hurley and collaborators (Hurley, private communication) observed
the night sky at Pic du Midi with a wide-field lens on a SIT TV camera in an effort to measure the opt-
ical flash background rate and perhaps detect an optical counterpart to a GRB. The Pic du Midi system
records images of the night sky at video rates, which are viewed after the fact by a human worker. Its
time resolution was 0.04 seconds and its sensitivity m = 5.5. Because of its low angular resolution (one
degree), the Pic du Midi system cannot differentiate between head-on meteors and real celestial optical
flashes, thus making them reliant on simultaneous detection of a GRB by a y-ray satellite to confirm
any optical counterpart In over 100 hours of observations with a three-steradian field-of-view, no opti-
cal counterparts to GRBs have been reported.
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Figure 2.6: The archived optical transient in the field of GRB0116-29 (19 November
1978), discovered by Schaefer (1981). The upper plate shows the
transient event, found on a 45 minute exposure taken in 1928. The
lower plate was taken of the same field 45 minutes before the upper
plate. The lack of trailing of the burst image puts an upper limit of
500s on the burst duration. The ratio of 1928 optical fluence to the
1978 gamma-ray fluence is 0.001.
2.2.4.22. Two-Schmidt Sky Survey
In October, 1982, a unique set of observations designed to detect celestial optical flashes was car-
ried out (Schaefer, Vanderspek, Bradt and Ricker, 1984b). Simultaneous observations of several
patches of sky were made with identical 0.4m Schmidt telescopes located at the Cerro Tololo Inter-
American Observatory in Chile and at Kitt Peak National Observatory in Tucson, Arizona. Two tele-
scopes were used in order to confirm any optical flashes detected, thus eliminating local sources of opti-
cal flashes. In addition, the 6000 km baseline between the sites allowed the use of trigonometric paral-
lax to recognize sources of optical flashes within " 10 AU of the Earth. A total of 890 square-degree-
hours (0.27 sr-hrs) of observations were made, with a median one-second sensitivity of 13th magnitude.
No flashes were detected, resulting in a 3o upper limit on the celestial optical flash rate of 54
flashes/hr/sr at 13th magnitude and 22 flashes/hr/sr at 10th magnitude.
2.2.4.2.3. GRB0528-66 Monitoring
Holger Pedersen and co-workers at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) have recently mon-
itored the error box of the peculiar GRB0528-66 (5 March 1979) with a photometer mounted on a 50
cm telescope (Pedersen, et. ah, 1984). The aperture of the photometer matched the shape of the 3a
level-of-confidence error region of GRB0528-66. The output of the photometer was stored on magnetic
tape. The ESO team has published the detection of three significant optical flashes in 910 hours of
observation of the error region of GRB0528-66. No coincident gamma-ray events were detected by any
satellite operating at the time. Pedersen notes, however, that none of these bursts could have been
detected at y-ray energies by any of the satellites, based on the ratio L-/L = 103.
Pedersen's method, although quite sensitive, suffers from the inability to reject terrestrial sources
of optical flashes. The detector is a simple photometer without any anticoincidence detector, so that
any object moving quickly through the field of view, such as a satellite or meteor, could create a light
curve similar to that of an optical flash. Indeed, the three detections may be consistent with a meteor
or satellite crossing the detector field (see Chapter 11).
2.2.4.2.4. Conclusion
The discoveries by Schaefer (1981; Schaefer, et ah, 1984) of optical transients associated with
GRBs have demonstrated that bursts of optical radiation can be expected from GRB sources. The
detection and study of optical radiation from GRBs would lead to better understanding of the GRB
phenomenon. In addition, a comparison of the characteristics of the optical and y-radiation would pro-
vide greater insight into the mechanism of the production of y-rays and optical light in GRBs. Optical
detections of outbursting GRBs would lead to a more precise source localization than presently possible
with y-ray satellites, leading to more fruitful a posteriori observations of the GRB source.
The methods for searching for optical light from GRBs described in the preceding section are all
effective for searching for flashes from limited regions of the sky, yet are ineffective as general moni-
tors of optical flashes from GRBs. To be more specific:
(1) Hurley's Pic du Midi sky monitor has the advantage of a dedicated, wide-field instrument, yet the
data collected must be analyzed after the fact, in real time, by a human observer. This method is
time-consuming and fraught with human frailities. In addition, the low detector resolution and
the absence of a coincidence detector limit the effectiveness of the method in general.
(2) Schaefer's archived plate method leaves thousands of plates at the investigator's disposal, yet no
optical flash detected can ever be confirmed as coming from a GRB. In addition, the method is
very time-consuming, since each plate must be visually scanned by the investigator.
(3) The Two-Schmidt survey method combines large viewing solid angle with a moderately large
observing time, and with its use of coincidence is effective as a survey method. However, it
relies on the acquisition of observing time on two telescopes at the same time, and suffers from
the long analysis time of Schaefer's method.
(4) Pedersen's monitoring of GRB0528-66 has the advantage of a being done with a dedicated tele-
scope, but its small field-of-view limits the applicability of the method to a single object In
addition, its lack of anticoincidence detector significantly reduces its reliability as a detector of
optical flashes from a point source. (This limitation has been recognized by the ESO team, and
they are planning to incorporate a second, imaging instrument operating in coincidence with their
photomultiplier detector).
Ideally, it would be desirable to assemble an instrument which combines the positive features of
all methods: a dedicated, automated, wide-field detector of sudden optical flashes with coincidence
detectors to confirm any flashes. Such an instrument is the Explosive Transient Camera (ETC),
described in the following chapters.
CHAPTER 3
Theories of Radiation from GRBs
Introduction
Since the discovery of GRBs (Klebesadel, et al., 1973), many theories have been proposed to
explain the phenomenon of the ORB. It is only in the last ten years that the understanding of the GRB
has progressed to the point where the number of GRB detections has exceeded the number of models
attempting to explain GRBs. The increased number of detected GRBs has enabled workers in the field
to cull out implausible theories of the mechanism and space distribution of GRBs. Still, because of the
large number of unknown facts about GRBs, many theories can still explain the observed characteristics
of GRBs.
With the discovery in 1981 of transient optical radiation from a GRB error region (Schaefer,
1981), new data about GRB sources have become available. As a result, several new theories of the
production of optical radiation from GRB sources have been proposed since 1981. The discovery of
transient optical radiation from a GRB source has introduced new constraints on the theories of GRB
emission which would predict optical radiation from the same source. Only a few self-consistent
models of transient y-ray and optical radiation from a GRB source have emerged since 1981.
This chapter is designed to give the reader an overview of the most accepted theories of the pro-
duction of gamma-rays and of optical light during a gamma-ray burst. Space limitations dictate that the
discussion of these theories be in the form of short explanations: the reader should refer to the
appropriate reference for more detailed information about a specific model. Ventura (1983), Katz
(1984), and Lamb (1984) also provide excellent reviews of the physics and proposed theories of y-ray
emission from GRB sources.
3.1. Models of Gamma-Ray Production in GRBs
Any theory of GRB production and source location must be able to explain the most common
observed characteristics of GRBs:
1) Short risetimes (0.05 - 1 second).
2) Spectral shape (N(E)' E^e'0", with kT = 100-500 keV).
3) Total energies (based on detected fluences ranging from 10~3 to 10"8 erg/cm2 and
an assumption of the distance to the source).
4) Line features near 30-70 keV and near 400 keV in some burst spectra.
5) Pulsations (4-10 second periods) in a few (2-3) burst lightcurves (Mazets, et al.,
1979b; Wood, et al., 1981).
6) Low quiescent flux in energy bands from radio to frays.
7) An estimate of the recurrence rates of some GRBs of the order of 1 yr'1 (Schaefer
and Cline, 1985), based on the detection of three archived optical transient
events of Schaefer, et al (1984a).
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Because of the wide variety of detected GRB characteristics, it is possible that no single GRB theory
can explain every characteristic of every observed GRB.
3.1.1. GRB Spectral Shape and Features
The physics explaining the continuum shape and low-energy features of a GRB spectrum are in
principle independent of the physics explaining the other GRB characteristics. The energy dependence
of the GRB continuum spectra (E"1e'BkT) are consistent with the emitting material being an optically-
thin plasma. The 30-70 keV line features are consistent with cyclotron emission (or absorption) lines
from an optically-thin plasma in a high (" 1012 Gauss) magnetic field.
The energy dependence of the continuum spectra can be described by a variety of different
models. Liang (1984b) points out that single-temperature thermal bremsstrahlung or inverse-Compton
models cannot explain GRB continuum spectra because the high-energy cutoff (at a few times kT)
predicted by these models has not been observed. The thermal synchrotron model of Liang (1984a) fits
the observed spectra well out to high energies and predicts the 30-70 keV line features. However, Liang
(1984a) notes that the exponential continuum shape can be explained by any number of models. (For a
good review, see Lamb (1984)).
3.1.2. The Energy Sources of GRBs
As discussed in section 2.1.1, the observed characteristics of GRBs (short risetime, pulsations,
gravitationally-redshifted eV line) point to a neutron star as the source of the burst Various energy
sources have been proposed to power the burst, including the neutron star's gravitational and rotational
energy, the gravitational energy of impacting matter and the nuclear energy of matter on the surface of
the neutron star. These energy sources will be discussed in the sections below.
Several models of the energy source of GRBs require a companion star and/or an accretion disk.
The existence of a companion has profound consequences for the detection of a quiescent source: any
companion star or accretion disk would most likely be more visible than the neutron star primary in the
optical band, and any significant accretion onto local (d<"200 pc) neutron stars will create an X-ray flux
detectable at the Earth (see Rappaport and Joss (1985) and section 3.1.2). These models are also
important in the discussion of mechanisms producing optical burst radiation to follow in section 3.3.
Most models of the source of the total energy of GRBs are based on an assumption of the dis-
tance to the GRB source. The theories of y-ray production from a local (d < 500 pc) distribution of
GRB sources will propose total burst energies in the range of 1035-1039 erg (based on the range of
detected fluences of 10~3-10~7 erg/cm2). The theories of y-ray production from an extended-halo popu-
lation of GRBs (d > 50 kpc), or to explain GRB0528-66 (5 March 1979) as being in the LMC, derive
total burst energies of 10 -1043 erg.
It should be noted that the Eddington luminosity for a l^M^^ neutron star is ' 1038 erg/s. Any
GRB mechanism which predicts significantly super-Eddington luminosities has to contend with a frac-
tion of the total burst energy going into the kinetic energy of matter driven from the surface of the neu-
tron star by radiation pressure (Colgate and Petschek, 1981). One proposed means of avoiding this
problem is to confine the ejected matter near the surface of the neutron star with a large surface mag-
netic field, thereby increasing the y-ray production efficiency of the burst (Woosley and Wallace, 1982).
The following sections contain discussions of some of the more widely-accepted mechanisms for
the production of GRBs. Each section is based on the source of the energy of the GRB, as follows:
1) Sudden accretion of matter onto a neutron star, which liberates " 1020 ergs of gravi-
tational energy per gram of accreted matter.
2) Thermonuclear detonation of accreted matter on the surface of the neutron star,
which liberates" 1038-1039 ergs in y-rays (Woosley and Wallace, 1982).
3) Physical changes in the state of the neutron star, which may liberate large amounts
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of energy (up to " 1046 ergs).
The energies quoted here are total energies liberated by the particular mechanism. The energy of the
GRB in y-rays depends of the efficiency of the burst mechanism.
3.1.2.1. GRB Production by Sudden Accretion onto a Neutron Star
The sudden accretion of matter on to a neutron star involves the collision of a 5-10 km solid
body with a neutron star. Various theories have been put forth describing the effects of such a colli-
sion. A body approaching close enough (within ' 105 km) to a neutron star is broken up tidally and
continues to orbit the neutron star as a stream of panicles. These particles can lose enough of their
angular momentum to the neutron star's magnetic field to strike the star, releasing GM^^/R^ = 1020
ergs per gram of accreted matter in gravitational energy. Most of this energy would appear as thermal
X-rays from the heated neutron star's surface, but nuclear collisions and non-thermal radiation from
infalling and re-ejected material could lead to an appreciable y-ray flux (Colgate and Petschek, 1981).
Colgate and Petschek (1981) and Van Buren (1981) discuss event rates based on impacts of inter-
stellar asteroids onto neutron stars, while Joss and Rappaport (1983) propose the in situ formation of
asteroids in a cold accretion disk. Harwit and Salpeter (1973) and Tremaine and Zytkow (1985)
explore the energetics and event rate of collisions of comets from a comet cloud about a neutron star or
white dwarf.
3.1.2.1.1. Collision of an Asteroid with a Neutron Star
Colgate and Petschek (1981) analyze the direct collision of a 5 km body with a neutron star. In
their model, the body is tidally disrupted within * 108 cm: the resulting matter is deformed tidally and
thermally into a long (' 10 km), thin ("3 mm) curtain of matter, which strikes the neutron star surface
along a line of magnetic longitude. The total impact time of the matter is of the order of * 1 ms. The
impact sends up a plume of plasma, which then radiates in the magnetic field of the neutron star. The
total gravitational energy available for the burst is " 1040 ergs from a body with m = 5xl019g. A strong
surface magnetic field is required in this model to confine the bursting material. If no magnetic field is
present, the efficiency of the GRB would be low because the impact energy is converted to the kinetic
energy of material ejected by radiation pressure.
This model does not require any neutron-star companion or accretion disk and does not predict
any detectable quiescent Sux in any energy band. However, the recurrence rate based on the random
collison with an asteroid-sized body with a neutron star has been estimated to be low (a few times 10"7
yr'1; Newman and Cox (1980)). Calculations by Van Buren (1981) of the rate of collisions of interstel-
lar asteroids deflected by gravitational interactions with a planetary system about the neutron star
(thereby increasing the collision cross-section of the neutron-star system) have yielded slightly higher,
yet similarly low collision rates (" 10"6 yr"1).
Joss and Rappaport (1983) have proposed the possibility of the condensation of iron-nickel bodies
at a rate of up to " 1 yr"1 from a cold accretion disk about a neutron star. In their scenario, the neutron
star is in a close orbit with a low-mass companion from which matter had been accreting for several
billion years. When the companion mass drops below a certain level, the rate of accretion to the disk
and onto the neutron star drops steadily. The viscosity of the disk may then very well decrease, in
which case the disk cools slowly until the temperature is such that iron-nickel grains could condense
out of the disk. These grains would settle into a thin plane inside the accretion disk and condense into
asteroid-sized bodies by a series of inelastic collisions. The resulting body could then possibly give up
its angular momentum to the neutron star's magnetic field, causing it to strike the neutron star surface
and create a GRB as in the model of Colgate and Petschek (1981).
This scenario has many positive aspects. The recurrence rate estimated by Joss and Rappaport
agrees well with the estimates of Schaefer and Ctine (1985). The absence of accretion onto the neutron
star's surface accounts for the absence of a quiescent X-ray flux. In addition, the existence of an accre-
tion disk and companion has important implications for some theories of the generation of optical radia-
tion, as will be seen in section 3.3.
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3.1.22. Impact of a Comet onto a Neutron Star
Harwit and SaJpeter (1973) have proposed that GRB could be produced on a regular basis by
impacts onto a neutron star of comets from a comet cloud surrounding the neutron star. In their model,
comets straying within " 10s km of the neutron star are tidally broken up into a stream of smaller bodies
which spread along the comet's orbit. Comets with periastron distances much less than 105 km are
compressed and heated and spread into a set of orbits about the neutron star. Disrupted comet matter
could lose its angular momentum to the magnetic field of the neutron star and then be guided onto the
surface of the neutron star along magnetic field lines. Such a collision of a comet of mass 3xl017g
would release "3x10" erg of gravitational energy: if "3% of the available energy were released in the
GRB (a very uncertain estimate)," 1036 ergs of energy would be available for the burst
Harwit and Salpeter did not discuss a key aspect of the creation of GRBs by the impact of comets
from a comet cloud about the neutron star: the retention of the comet cloud by the neutron star during
the formation of the neutron star. Their model has been reanalyzed by Tremaine and Zytkow (1985).
Besides rediscussing the basic aspects of the collision of a comet with a neutron star, Tremaine and
Zytkow address the problem of the retention of the comet cloud during the formation of the neutron
star. They conclude that it is indeed possible to create a neutron star without losing the cloud of
comets present around the parent star, thus enabling the system to be a possible source of GRBs.
In their paper, Tremaine and Zytkow note that a cloud of comets orbit a star at a mean distance
of "20,000 AU is very loosely bound to the star (the escape velocity is of the order of 1 km/s). If, dur-
ing the creation of a neutron star from the parent star, the neutron star is given a peculiar velocity
significantly greater than ' 1 km/s, the comet cloud will not remain bound to the neutron star. Measure-
ments of pulsar radial velocities indicate that many neutron stars are created with high peculiar veloci-
ties, presumably due to asymmetries in the supernova explosion creating the neutron star. At typical
velocities of * 100 km/s, such a neutron star would escape a cloud of comets at a mean distance of
20,000 AU from the progenitor star (which has an escape velocity of the order of 1 km/s) within 103
years. Tremaine and Zytkow discuss four scenaria for the creation of a neutron star with low enough
peculiar velocity so that the comet cloud remains bound. These scenaria are:
1) The symmetric type II supernova explosion of a single massive star. Tremaine
and Zytkow quote results of calculations by Hills (1983) that imply that a good
fraction (roughly half) of the comets in high eccentricity orbits would remain
bound during a sudden mass loss by the central star. The fraction of type n
supemovae that satisfy this criteria is unknown.
2) The creation of a neutron star in a cataclysic variable due to mass accretion by the
white dwarf until its mass exceeds the Chandrasekhar limit. The result is a
binary system, generally including a neutron star and a low-mass secondary.
Those systems which would retain their comet cloud would have secondaries
with masses less than O.OSM ,^^ . (This binary system is very similar to one pro-
posed by Rappaport and Joss (1985) to explain optical flashes from GRBs (see
section 3.3)).
3) The creation of a neutron star from a white dwarf accreting matter from a giant
companion in a wide binary orbit. Tremaine and Zytkow propose that the
resulting system would be a neutron star in orbit with the white dwarf core of
the giant companion. The peculiar velocity of the resulting system would be
small due to the its large period.
4) The merging of a close pair of white dwarfs, possibly creating a Type I supernova
and/or neutron star.
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The analysis of the physics of the interaction of the comet with a neutron star is similar to the
analysis of Colgate and Petschek (1981). The comet is tidally disrupted at a distance from the neutron
star dictated by the tensile strength of the cometary material. Gravitational forces compress the dis-
rupted comet into a long, thin stream of conducting material, which can lose angular momentum to the
neutron star's magnetic field through the generation of Alfven waves. If the energy loss by the come-
tary material is not large enough to allow the material to strike the neutron star, the probability is high
that the material will impact the neutron star in a following passage. Indeed, since the maximum
impact parameter for accretion on the first encounter is relatively small, most bursts will occur when the
comet is disrupted on the first pass by the neutron star and accretes on the second pass. The total time
in which the cometary material strikes the neutron star depends on the extent of its spread during previ-
ous encounters with the neutron star. GRBs of duration 0.1 to 30 seconds are in principle allowed by
this model, with burst times less than one second restricted to comets with an impact parameter of less
than a few hundred kilometers.
The estimated rate of impacts onto the neutron star by comets "straying" near the neutron star is
' lO^yr"1 for either a solitary neutron star or one in a binary system. Tremaine and Zytkow note that
Hills (1981) has pointed out that a close encounter of the comet cloud with a field can create a rela-
tively brief period (duration " 30,000 years) of high comet influx into the neutron star system. During
these periods, the observed impact rate is enhanced: burst recurrence rates of "1 yr"1 are easily
explained by this model. As a result, the mean impact rate increases to ' 10"3 yr1 Tremaine and Zyt-
kow emphasize that these numbers are conservative and fairly uncertain, and that the rates could be
much higher.
The intriguing possibility of creating bursts of optical radiation by impacting a comet onto the
white dwarf companion of the neutron star is discussed further in section 3.3.1.
3.1.2.2.1. Unstable Accretion of Interstellar Matter
Lipunov et al. (1982) propose that interstellar material can accumulate as an envelope of matter
in the magnetosphere of a highly-magnetized neutron star. When enough matter has accumulated, the
envelope becomes unstable and accretes quickly onto the poles of the neutron star, releasing ' 1037 ergs
of gravitational energy. The accretion rate, and therefore the recurrence time, is very sensitive to the
neutron star velocity. Slower neutron stars will accumulate mass more quickly than faster ones and will
therefore recur more often. Lipunov estimates a recurrence time of (0.1 years)*(0.1V)3, where V is the
neutron star's velocity in km/sec. According to this model, then, a neutron star with V=100 km/sec will
therefore recur every " 100 years.
3.1.2.3. GRB Emission from the Detonation of Accreted Matter
Woosley and Wallace (1982) and Fryxell and Woosley (1982) propose models of GRB production
in which matter accreted onto a neutron star from a companion star or accretion disk ignites explosively
to create a gamma-ray burst Matter (mostly hydrogen) accreting from an accretion disk onto a neutron
star accumulates on the surface of the neutron star and fuses non-explosively into helium. The accreted
matter can collect in a kilometer-sized area , either due to the tunneling of the matter onto the poles of
the neutron star by the strong magnetic field or due to the presence of "wrinkles" in the magnetic field
at the neutron star surface (Woosley and Wallace, 1982). The accreted hydrogen and helium form a
"blister" on the surface of the neutron star. The blister measures tens of meters deep and has a surface
are of the order of " 1-10 km2. The matter in the blister will tend to spread over part of the neutron star
surface: the extend of the spread determines the total mass of the blister at the time of detonation, and
so the energy of the burst When the pressure and temperature at the base of the blister reach the point
where helium at the base of the blister undergoes runaway thermonuclear fusion, a blast wave of fusion
propagates through the blister, releasing lO38-!©39 ergs in yrays per km2 of accreted matter. The hot (T
= Kr-1010 °K) plasma thrown up by the explosion interacts with the magnetic field of the neutron star,
creating the GRB.
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It should be noted that matter accreting onto the surface of a neutron star will emit X-rays.
Depending on the distance to the source and the mass transfer rate, these X-rays may be detectable at
the Earth. According to Rappaport and Joss (1985, equation 4), the quiescent X-ray flux of GRB0116-
29 (10"13 erg/cm2/s; cf. section 2.2.3) is such that the recurrence time between bursts is 4X105 years if
the source is at 100 pc, 3500 years at 1 kpc and four months at 100 kpc, assuming isotropic emission.
Application of this model to GRB0116-29 (19 November 1978) presents some difficulties. The
apparent detection of two bursts from this source within 50 years imply an accretion rate which would
create the detected X-ray flux if the source is at a distance of" 8 kpc*. On the other hand, a total burst
energy of * 1038 ergs places GRB0116-29 (fluence = 3.2x10"* erg/cm2) at a distance of 50 pc from the
Earth. Since all models of optical radiation from GRBs favor a local (d < 100 pc) population of GRB
sources, it is probable that either this model does not apply to GRB0116-29 or the X-ray flux is from a
serendipidious source in the error region of GRB0116-29.
3.1 J. GRB Emission from Phase Changes inside a Neutron Star
A phase change inside a rotating neutron star is usually seen as a starquake accompanied by a
release of energy from the neutron star. Pulsar "glitches", where the period of a pulsar changes sud-
denly and discontinuously, are thought to be associated with some change in the physical state of the
neutron star. The amount of energy release in a neutron star glitch is roughly Etotal(/SP/P), where AP is
the change in the neutron star rotational period P. Pulsar glitches have been observed at intervals of
' 10 years, so each glitch model would allow recurrence times of the order of 10 years.
In pulsar-glitch models of the production of GRBs, the starquake in the neutron star causes a sud-
den change in the magnetosphere of the neutron star, which creates a strong electric field near the neu-
tron star surface. This electric field pulls charged particles from the surface of the neutron star, which
than radiate in the neutron star magnetosphere. The fraction of the energy released by the glitch that
appears in fast particles and the total energy radiated in y-rays is model-dependent
Several theories of GRB production from starquakes have been proposed, with different results.
Mitrofanov (1984) has calculated that a starquake in an old pulsar could release of the the order of 1046
ergs of the gravitational energy of the neutron star (" 10^ ergs), based on the assumption that the
change in the neutron star period is accompanied by a change in the neutron star radius, and that AP/P
= AR /R . Pacini and Ruderman (1974), on the other hand, calculate total energies of " 1035 ergs,
assuming Die GRB derives its energy from the rotational energy of the neutron star (f-^^^^ = 1045
erg for a neutron star with a period of 6s).
The starquake model of GRBs are, in principle, capable of creating the short risetimes (10-500
ms) seen in GRBs. If the source of the GRB energy is the rotational energy of the neutron star, the
characteristic timescale of radiation of energy is the time needed for an Alfven wave to cross the neu-
tron star magnetosphere, which is about 1 ms (Lamb, 1984). If the energy source is the gravitational
energy of the neutron star, the characteristic timescale of energy conversion is the orbiting time of a
particle just above the neutron star surface, which is "0.1 ms (P. Joss, private communication).
Because of the six orders of magnitude difference in the burst energy predicted by the models of
Pacini and Ruderman (1974) and Mitrofanov (1984), the mean distances to GRB sources predicted by
the two theories differs by three orders of magnitude. As a result, the two theories prefer different
source distributions: Pacini and Ruderman have proposed a local GRB source population, while
Shklovskii and Mitrofanov (1985) have proposed an extended-halo GRB source population based on the
model of Mitrofanov (see section 3.2).
'Assuming the X-rays are emitted isotropically from the neutron star if the emission occurs in a small area on the surface of
the neutron star, the distance to the source will decrease as the ratio of the emission area to the area of the neutron star. However,
any significant concentration of emission onto one spot on the surface of the neutron star would most likely be noticed as the neu-
tron star rotates; yet, no reports of pulsations in the quiescent X-ray flux have been published.
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3.2. The Distribution of GRB Sources
Since GRBs are thought to originate near the surface of neutron stars, some insight into the space
density of GRB sources can be gained by an analysis of the space density of neutron stars. Isotropy
arguments (section 2.1.4) point to a spherical distribution of detected GRB sources about the Earth.
The GRB sources are either close to the Earth (d < 100-300 pc) or in an extended halo about the
Galaxy (d = 50 - 200 kpc).
The present best estimate of the rate of creation of neutron stars is "0.03 yr'1 (Shklovskii and
Mitrofanov, 1985). If this rate has persisted throughout the life of the Galaxy (" 1010 years), there have
been NM = SxlO8 neutron stars created in our Galaxy. If only a fraction, r^g of these neutron stars
are responsible for GRBs observable by present instruments (perhaps because only a fraction of all neu-
tron stars can create GRBS, or perhaps because only a fraction of all neutron stars are close enough to
be detected in outburst), then there are fGRBNM observable GRB sources in the Galaxy.
If one can assign some sort of mean recurrence time, T , to GRBs as a population, then the
observed GRB detection rate (of the order of 30 yr"1) can be compared with the expected rate
fg^N/t . From this comparison, it is clear that if every neutron star is a potential site of a detect-
able GRiftfQjjB = 1), the mean recurrence time is " 107 years. On the other hand, if the recurrence time
of about one year calculated by Schaefer and Cline (1985) is correct, the value of f^^ is " 10~7.
Shklovskii and Mitrofanov (1985) point out that typical pulsar peculiar velocities are high (' 100-
200 km/s) and that, therefore, the galactic population of old pulsars is spherically distributed within
100-200 kpc of the center the Galaxy. It is not clear whether this statement can be made of neutron
stars in general. First, the observable pulsars make up only a small fraction (<10%) of the expected
number of young (age < 106 years) neutron stars in the Galaxy. Second, Tremaine and Zytkow (1985)
have suggested four scenaria for the production of neutron stars with low peculiar velocities (cf. section
3.1.2.2), implying that not all neutron stars are born with velocities typical of pulsars. Neutron stars as
a group have some intrinsic velocity function: the validity of the use of pulsars as a tracer of this func-
tion is questionable.
Shklovskii and Mitrofanov have used the arguments listed above and suggested that GRBs belong
to a class of "switched-off" radio pulsars. These old pulsars all have high peculiar velocites (>100
km/s) and populate an extended halo about the Galaxy at a mean distance of " 100 kpc. The old pulsars
create GRBs through the mechanism proposed by Mitrofanov (1984), described in section 3.2.3.3.
Shklovskii and Mitrofanov suggest that high peculiar velocity, early pulsar activity and late GRB
activity are intimately related: only fast, old pulsars are capable of bursting. Because the fast pulsars
are far away from the plane of the Galaxy before they start their bursting phase, no nearby GRBs can
be expected. In this case, the value of fGRB is just the fraction of all neutron stars capable of pulsar
activity and, therefore, of GRB activity. If this value is roughly 0.05 (from the ratio of the number of
known pulsars to the number of neutron stars expected to have been created in one pulsar lifetime (" 106
years)), then there are roughly 107 GRB sources; the average recurrence time is, then, "SxlO3 years.
On the other hand, perhaps most (>"50%) neutron stars are potential GRB sources, and the
observed GRBs are distributed close to the Earth. The fraction, f, of all neutron stars capable of GRBs
would be dictated by the mechanism of the burst: if, for example, all GRB source are in binary sys-
tems, then the value of f would be dominated by the fraction of binary systems which would allow and
survive the transformation of one member into a neutron star.
It is interesting to examine the specific case where t^. = 1 yr and f^,^ = 10"7. If all neutron stars
are evenly distributed within 100 kpc of the center of the Galaxy, and all neutron stars are GRB
sources, then the nearest 10'7NM GRB sources would be located within 300 pc of the Earth. If T^. = 10
yr, the distance scale increases to "600 pc. Pacini and Ruderman (1974) have suggested that GRB
sources are distributed in a disk 2 kpc thick in the plane of the Galaxy. If the radius of this disk is 15
kpc, the nearest 300 GRB sources (corresponding to T^ =10 years) are located within 70 pc of the
Sun.
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3.3. Optical Radiation from Gamma-Ray Burst Sources
Since the discovery of transient optical radiation from outbursting GRB sources, several theories
have been published attempting to explain its existence. The number of theories has remained small to
date, much lower than the number of theories originally proposed to explain y-ray emission from GRBs.
The emission of optical light is much more strongly constrained by observations than the emission of
y-rays. Specifically, any theory of optical emission from GRBs must satisfy the following requirements:
1) The ratio of gamma-ray to optical fluence, FJF , "lust be of the order of 103.
This value was determined from the three archived optical flashes found by
Schaefer (1981) and Schaefer, et al. (1984a), assuming a short (<~5 second) opt-
ical burst time. This ratio could drop by a factor of several if the duration of
the optical flashes significantly exceeds a few seconds (Rappaport and Joss,
1985).
2) The quiescent blue magnitude of the object mB>23, based on various deep
searches of small GRB error regions.
3) The duration of the optical flash, TO , must be less than " 500 seconds, based on
the limit of image trailing in the 1928 archived optical flash found in the error
region of GRB0116-29 (Schaefer, 1981).
The theories describing optical emission from GRBs describe the emission as being either 1) an
integral part of the burst emission spectrum, or 2) a by-product of the burst (such as in the absorption
of high-energy photons from the burst and their re-emission at optical wavelengths). Each of these
types of emission model brings new restrictions on the mechanism producing the optical radiation.
It has been noted by several workers in the field that if the mechanism of emission of optical
radiation is thermal, the radiation cannot be emitted at or near the surface of a neutron star because of
the neutron star's low surface area. (Katz (1985) calculated that the brightness temperature of the
archived 1928 optical flash was " 1016 °K (based on an estimate of mv=3 for TO t=ls; if TO t = 500s, Tb is
still greater than 101S °K). Because typical temperatures seen in GRBs are of the order "of 109 °K, Katz
concluded that any mechanism producing optical radiation from the surface of a neutron star must not
be thermal in nature.)
Schaefer and Ricker (1983) calculated that if the optical emission process is thermal, the emission
must come from a region of radius > 108 cm (for a GRB source distance of " 50 pc) in order to be able
to explain the optical flux at the Earth. Katz (1985) also noted that if the optical light is the result of
thermal reprocessing of ,-rays from the burst in a neighboring object (a companion star and/or accretion
disk), the quiescent temperature of the reprocessing surface must be " 1600°K to be able to explain the
20 magnitudes difference between the quiescent and outburst visual magnitudes.
Several theories for the production of optical light from GRBs have been proposed to date:
(1) Tremaine and Zytkow (1985) noted that thermal optical and UV radiation would be produced by
the impact of a comet onto the surface of a white dwarf. This interaction would lead to
optical/UV bursts with no GRB counterpart.
(2) Woosley (1984) proposed that optical light could be produced by cyclotron radiation at a distance
of ' 108 cm from a highly-magnetized, outbursting neutron star. Woosley's assumptions on the
structure and content of the neutron star magnetosphere are rather uncertain, yet are critical to the
details of his model. For this reason, Woosley states that his results are uncertain but that the
observational criteria could "in principle" be satisfied.
(3) London and Cominsky (1983) first investigated the reprocessing of y-rays from a GRB on a
main-sequence companion star. Their model, which did not work for a main-sequence
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companion, was improved by work of Rappaport and Joss (1985), whose model is able to explain
the observed characteristics.
All of these theories point to a local (" 100 pc) distribution of GRB sources. Some details of
these theories are listed below.
3.3.1. The Impact of a Comet onto a White Dwarf
An interesting possibility presented by the model of Tremaine and Zytkow (1985) is for the crea-
tion of GRBs from neutron star impacts of comets from a comet cloud about the neutron star (cf. sec-
tion 3.1.2). In the case of the formation of a neutron star by accretion of matter from a giant compan-
ion, impacts of comets onto the white dwarf remnant of the giant companion could give rise to bursts of
radiation in the LTV and optical bands from the heated surface of the white dwarf. The gravitational
energy released in the impact is inversely proportional to the radius of the star impacted, so the ratio of
optical to y-ray burst energy would be RNS^WD> OT " ^ 3> wmch ls consistent with observations. Typi-
cal quiescent absolute magnitudes of white dwarfs of M= 11-16 yield source distances of "250-2500 pc
(given that the minimum quiescent visual magnitude of a GRB source is " 23). The intriguing aspect of
this theory is that optical and y-ray bursts would not be simultaneous, since comet impacts onto the
white dwarf are independent of impacts onto the neutron star. The impact rate onto the two stars would
be comparable, so the y-ray and optical burst rates from the system would be comparable.
This theory can also easily be extended to solitary white dwarfs which have retained their Oort
cloud. The same analysis of event rates applies to a solitary white dwarf as to a solitary neutron star
the average impact rate is " 10"3 yr"1, with periods of comet storms when an average impact rate of" 1
yr"1 can easily be achieved.
3.3.2. Self-absorbed Cyclotron Emission
Woosley (1984) proposes that optical radiation emitted from a GRB is cyclotron radiation intrin-
sic to the GRB itself. In his model, gamma-rays from the burst strike and accelerate electrons in the
neutron star magnetosphere (whether from a burst wind or from accretion). These electrons then gyrate
in the magnetic field of the neutron star and emit cyclotron radiation. The y-ray emitting region near
the neutron star is optically thick to the cyclotron fundamental frequency and its first * 100 harmonics,
leading to self-absorption of the cyclotron radiation. Due to Doppler smearing of the lines and the
magnetic field gradient (assuming a roughly dipole magnetic field about the neutron star), the emitted
radiation is the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of a blackbody spectrum, spanning the energy range from the cyclo-
tron fundamental to the ' 100th harmonic.
In a dipolar magnetic field with surface strength of " 1012 Gauss about a neutron star, the cyclo-
tron energy at a distance of 10s cm is 0.046 eV (27 |im), so the emitted spectrum, which spans a factor
of " 100 in energy, covers the range of "2700 A to 27 \un, which includes the optical band. With this
model and taking into account the large uncertainties in the magnetic field strength and distribution and
the electron density distribution about the neutron star, Woosley states that the observed ratio of
of ' 103 could be achieved. The duration of the optical flash would be the same as that of the
(T <100s), and the intrinsically faint neutron star satisfies the criterion of a faint quiescent source.O(X
Because of its general applicability, the Woosley model of optical radiation from GRBs should be
valid in any case: i.e., optical radiation should be emitted from virtually every GRB at some level. The
validity of the application of this model to the optical transient events detected to date depends on
whether the observed ratio of F-/Popt can be achieved.
3.3.3. Reprocessed Gamma-Radiation
London and Cominsky (1983) have proposed that optical radiation could be produced by the
reprocessing of GRB y-rays in a close companion star. They have roughly calculated the brightness of
the absorbing surface of a close (separation " 1011 cm) main-sequence or white-dwarf companion.
They concluded that although this scenario would indeed produce optical light, it was inadequate to
explain the observed quiescent criteria. Specifically, they found that their proposed binary companion
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object was too bright and should be detectable if it were a main-sequence star or white dwarf. (As a
reference, a star of my = 23 at a distance of 100 pc has an absolute magnitude of 18. Typical white
dwarfs have absolute magnitudes of 11-16 and main sequence stars have absolute magnitudes of up to
M = 9).
Rappaport and Joss (1985) improved on the analysis of London and Cominsky by considering a
low-mass brown dwarf as a companion. They found that this system could produce optical radiation
which satisfied the observed criteria over a range of companion masses, burst energies and source dis-
tances. Their model favors a companion mass of Mc<0.05 M^^, quiescent temperature T iescent<1800°
K and bujst energy IL.<:1038 erg- the favored distances range from <"50 pc to <'250 pc for Schaefer's
three archived opt&aHransientsf(Scnaerer (1981) and Schaefer, et al. (1983)).
3.4. Discussion
The previous sections have outline the various theories for the production of y-rays and optical
bursts. Many possible stellar systems were proposed to explain GRBs and optical transients. However,
only a few stellar systems were able to act as the source of both GRBs and optical transients. These
scenaria are the most important for instruments such as the Explosive Transient Camera, since one can
hope to learn about GRB sources from optical transients directly associated with the GRB itself.
The model of optical radiation from GRBs proposed by Woosley predicts optical burst radiation
from virtually all GRBs, regardless of the GRB production mechanism. The optical burst would have a
duration comparable to that of the GRB, and the optical light curve would be very similar to the y-ray
light curve, after accounting for the smearing of the optical light curve features ove the larger optical
emission region. The Woosley model of optical radiation from GRBs would therefore predict optical
transients of short duration (a few seconds) with light curves that track the y-ray light curve well.
On the other hand, the models of Rappaport and Joss (198S) and Tremaine and Zytkow (1985)
both predict optical burst durations of tens to hundreds of seconds. All of these models require y-
ray/optical burst sources to be in binary systems. The only scenario of the model of Tremaine and Zyt-
kow that allows GRBs and optical transients from the same binary system places the neutron star in a
wide binary orbit with a white dwarf. The optical and y-ray bursts are created by the impact of a comet
with the white dwarf and the neutron star, respectively. In principle, of course, the y-ray burst could be
created by many of the y-ray production mechanisms described above. The model of Rappaport and
Joss puts the neutron star in a close binary orbit with a low-mass dwarf star. In their model, GRBs are
created by virtually any mechanism described in section 3.3. The optical radiation would be y-radiation
from the neutron star, reprocessed in the surface layer of the companion star.
Both optical reprocessing models predict similar optical burst durations, consistent with the upper
limit of Schaefer (1981). The model of Rappaport and Joss predicts optical burst duration of <500s. In
order to satisfy the constraint of FJFB = 103, the model of Tremaine and Zytkow predicts that the tem-
perature of the white dwarf surface during outburst is "9000° K, so that most of the thermal energy of
the burst emerges in the blue band. In that case, the burst duration would be * 100s (based on a total
burst energy of 1033 ergs and a white dwarf radius of 10* cm).
Both of tfiese models explicitly predict that the y-ray and optical burst rates from such systems
should be similar. The main difference between the models is the timing of the y-ray and optical
bursts. Woosley (1983) and Rappaport and Joss (1985) predict simultaneous optical and y-ray bursts,
while Tremaine and Zytkow implicitly predict independent GRBs and optical transients. The prediction
of the model of Tremaine and Zytkow that isolated white dwarfs will not be able to differentiate
between the models, since the calculated optical transient rate from solitary white dwarfs is very low
(see Chapter 10).
CHAPTER 4
The Concept of the Explosive Transient Camera
Introduction
The discovery in 1981 of an apparent optical transient associated with a gamma-ray burst error
region (Schaefer, 1981) sparked the interest in trying to detect optical light from a GRB source in out-
burst Specifically, it became clear that an instrument to monitor the full sky for optical transient
events was needed to complement the y-ray detectors currently in operation in deep space. Data taken
from y-ray and optical transient detectors operating in parallel would provide useful information about
the nature and mechanism of GRBs.
In early 1982, George Ricker and co-workers at MIT began the conceptual development of an
automated, wide-field instrument to detect celestial optical flashes from space. This instrument, dubbed
the Explosive Transient Camera (ETC), would be sensitive to increases of brightness of celestial objects
on timescales of 1-4 seconds. The design, construction and testing of a sub-unit of the plenary ETC
began in the Spring of 1983.
The ETC would be a very effective ground-based sky monitor, combining a large viewing solid
angle (" 1.5 steradians) with the large observing time available to a dedicated, automated instrument
As a detector of celestial brightenings on timescales of 1-4 seconds, the ETC would investigate an
entirely new range of parameter space in astronomy, since most astronomical measurements are made
on timescales of minutes to hours (standard imaging or spectroscopic observations) or milliseconds
(photometric studies with photomultiplier tubes). It is quite possible, therefore, that the ETC may
detect optical transients with no astrophysical precedent.
The following chapters describe the ETC test instrument and the operations of the ETC in detail.
This chapter discusses the ETC as it will stand in its final configuration; a description of the operation
operation of the ETC will follow in Chapter 5. Chapters 6 through 9 describe the test instrument and
the details of the software-controlled operation, data Sow and instrument control in the ETC.
4.1. The Plenary ETC
The plenary ETC will consist of 32 CCD cameras monitoring the night sky. Each CCD camera
consists of a wide-field lens illuminating a cooled CCD, resulting in a 15° x 20° field-of-view. The 32
CCD cameras will monitor 16 15° x 20° fields: two CCD cameras will monitor a given patch of sky. In
this way, the ETC will operate in coincidence: no optical flash detected in one camera will be con-
sidered real unless confirmed by the detection of a flash at the the same celestial coordinates in the
other camera monitoring the field. Operating the CCD cameras in coincidence virtually eliminates the
possibility of the detection of false optical flashes due to local effects, either in the CCD or in the
immediate vicinity of the cameras.
The two sets of 16 CCD cameras will be located on two sites separated by " 1.5 km on Kitt
Peak, near Tucson, Arizona. (Site 1 is located on the summit of Kitt Peak; Site 2 will be located on
the southwest ridge of Kitt Peak, near the picnic area and the NRAO 12m telescope: see Figure 4.1).
Sources of optical flashes located in the Earth's atmosphere can be recognized by virtue of the parallax
afforded by the distance between the two sites. The precision of localization of an optical flash by an
ETC camera is 1.5 arc-minutes, sufficient to recognize (and reject as non-celestial) sources of optical






Intersite communications link(Fiber-optic cables)
1.4 km
Figure 4.1: The proposed layout of the full-up ETC at Kitt Peak. Site 1, presently
the location of the ETC test unit, is the former Airglow Laboratory and
Twelve-Inch Schmidt Dome on the summit of Kitt Peak. Site 2 is to be
located on the southwest ridge at Kitt Peak, several hundred meters
east of the sites of the NRAO and McGraw-Hill telescopes. Intersite
data flow will likely be over fiber-optic cable. The Rapidly Moving
Telescope (RMT) will be located in the refurbished Airglow Laboratory
adjacent to the ETC dome at Site 1. Through the use of two sites,
terrestrial sources of optical flashes (such as satellites and meteors)




The sixteen cameras at each site will be mounted on two sidereal drives, which will track the sky
in order to avoid the smearing of stellar images (see Figure 4.2 for an illustration of the layout of eight
ETC cameras on one tracking drive). Each set of eight cameras will begin observations at a predeter-
mined hour angle east of the meridian and monitor the sky for about two hours. The drives will then
slew back to their original hour angles and monitor a new patch of sky for the next two hours.
The plenary ETC will be entirely automatic. Operations will be initiated by a human user: the
ETC computers will then be in complete control of the the ETC instrument and operations. The ETC
will operate between evening and morning astronomical twilight, and then only under photometric or
nearly-photometric conditions. The continuous monitoring of weather sensors near each site will allow
the ETC control computer to know whether precipitation is present or imminent and thus whether the
protective dome should be closed or not opened. The ETC will be able to tell whether the sky is
cloudy from an analysis of stellar brightnesses in the CCD camera images; thus, the ETC will be able
to judge the quality of the night sky and from this, to be able to determine whether observations should
commence or continue. Synthesized voice communication will allow for telephone calls for human
assistance or intervention if required.
Observations with the ETC consist of a series of contiguous, short (1-4 second) exposures of the
night sky. The observations are controlled and directed by a small, powerful microprocessor known as
the Overseer computer; the real-time analysis of ETC image data (at a rate of 105 bytes/camera/second)
is done by a Trigger processor associated with each camera. The plenary ETC will consist of one
Overseer computer, 32 CCD cameras and 32 Trigger processors analyzing CCD image data in parallel.
During observations with the ETC, all CCD images are read out simultaneously at regular intervals of
1-4 seconds. Since the duty cycle of the ETC is 100% (i.e., a new integration in each CCD commences
immediately after the readout of an image), the ETC computer system must complete its analysis and
storage of image data in less than an exposure time. When the exposure time of an image has expired,
the CCDs are read out in parallel: the output of each CCD is amplified and digitized and sent to a dedi-
cated Trigger processor, which analyzes the image for sudden brightenings by an arithmetic comparison
of the image to its immediate predecessor. The location on the CCD of any optical flashes detected by
a Trigger processor are sent to the Overseer computer, which calculates the celestial coordinates (right
ascension and declination) of the event from its location on the CCD. After all Trigger processors have
finished image analysis, the Overseer computer compares the celestial coordinates of the events reported
by the Trigger processors during the last analysis period. If the Trigger processors associated with a
pair of cameras pointing at the same patch of sky report events from the same celestial coordinates (to
a programmed precision), the reports are considered to have come from a true celestial optical flash.
In the time between the end of the analysis of the image data by the Trigger processors and the
readout of the images being exposed concurrently, the Overseer computer will record and analyze data
from any celestial flashes detected in this or previous images. The data stored from a flash are taken
from both cameras detecting the event, and include 30'x30' image subarrays centered on the flash and
on several photometric standards near the flash. These data are moved from the Overseer computer's
volatile memory and stored on magnetic tape at regular intervals. If, in subsequent exposures, the
Overseer computer determines that the brightness of a flash has returned to its quiescent level or has
subsided below the detection threshold of the ETC, it will no longer store data from that flash event
The celestial coordinates of any confirmed celestial flash will be sent upon detection to the
Rapidly Moving Telescope (RMT; Teegarden, et al., 1984) (presently under construction at the Goddard
Space Flight Center), which will be located in a building adjacent to the building housing ETC Site 1.
The RMT (see Figure 4.3) consists of a 7" telescope pointing down at a two-axis gimballed mirror,
capable of slewing to any spot on the sky within one second with an accuracy of one arc-second. The
RMT, with a one-second image sensitivity of my~14 (10a significance), will take contiguous <ls expo-
sures of the event and store data from the event until the brightness of the event drops below the detec-
tion threshold of the RMT.
Figure 4.2: A schematic layout of the future ETC tracking mount, showing






Figure 4.3: Cross-sectional view of Rapidly Moving Telescope (RMT) presently
under construction at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The two-axis
.. gimballed mirror can slew to any part of the sky within one second with
arc-second accuracy. Light is reflected from the mirror into the aperture
of a standard 7" Questar telescope and then focussed onto a
thermoelectrically-cooled CCD. The field of view of theRMT is
5x8 arc-minutes. The sensitivity of the RMT is m = 14 in a one-second
exposure (ten sigma level-of-confidence).
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4.3. The Sensitivity of the Plenary ETC
The sensitivity of the ETC can be described in two ways: 1) the sensitivity of a single camera in
imaging the sky and 2) the sensitivity of a single camera to the detection of an event. The sensitivity
of an ETC camera as an imaging device is given by the equation
*
 =
 (S + oiS+ at)* (4-!)
wherq. is the significance of the detection in a single camera,
S is the signal at the CCD (in electrons)
<TR is the CCD readout noise (in electrons/pixel),
B is the sky rate per pixel at the CCD (in electrons/second/pixel)
i is the exposure time (in seconds)
An image of signal S electrons in one CCD pixel will be detected at a signal-to-noise ratio q. in a CCD
camera of readout noise CTR and sky brightness Bt.
The sensitivity of the ETC to the detection of a brightening in a CCD image frame differs from
the qi because a difference measurement from two image frames is necessary to detect a brightening.
Because both images have an associated sky noise and readout noise, the total noise associated with the
difference between the images is larger than the total noise associated with a single image. In the cal-
culation of the total noise of the difference of two images, the sky and readout noises must be taken




where qd is the significance of a difference detection in a single camera, and AS is the signal level (in
electrons) above the sky+bias level in the CCD. (This equation is a specific instance of equation 11.1
for the situation where the star is not visible before the event).
In order to relate the detected signal S to stellar magnitudes, one must have a complete under-
standing of the effects of absorption due to the various media between the star and the CCD. A star
which is seen as N photons/s/cm2/A at the top of the atmosphere will be measured as
eaefeiewecev^A^'T electrons at the CCD, where ea, er e,, and ew are the transmissivities of the atmo-
sphere, filter, lens and window, respectively; ec is the efficiency of the CCD (in e'/photon); ey is the
averaged effect of the reduction of overall lens transmissivity due to vignetting; A is the area of the
lens; and AX is the bandpass of the filter (in A). When the fact that the point-spread-function of the
lens spreads the image charge over several pixels is taken into account, the number of electrons in the
peak pixel of a stellar image is eaeje,eweve NAAXt, where es is the fraction of a stellar image in the
highest pixel of the image (see Figure 4.4 for a schematic illustration of the transmissivity of the ETC
CCD camera system). Thus, given a detected signal of S electrons above the sky+bias level in a CCD,
the value of N can be calculated as N = S/e e^e ee AAXx. For visual magnitudes, the value of N can
be related to mv by the formula N = i.05xK?10"oSn5'i*o<o»'cm^A.
The sky rate, B electrons per pixel per second, can be calculated from the sky brightness, H
photons/cm2/s/"2/A, as B = efaewecAHtMlAX electrons/pixel at the CCD, where Aii is the solid angle
subtended per pixel. The value of H is 2.35xlO'6 in V-band (5000A to 6000A).
The values of the above variables projected for the full-up ETC are tabulated in Table 4.1 along
with the expected ETC threshold sensitivity to detected events, as calculated from equation 4.2. The
plenary ETC can be expected to detect a flash at a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 at visual magnitude my =
10.3 in a one-second exposure and at 11.3 in a four-second exposure. (A 10a flash detection in the
ETC is achieved by 7a flash detections in each of two cameras in the ETC; a 7o flash detection
corresponds to a level of confidence of 0.9999997 in a single pixel (this level of confidence does not
correspond directly to that given by Gaussian statistics: cf. Chapter 11 and Figure 11.3)). Note from
Table 4.1 that the a posteriori signal-to-noise ratio of a detected event is greater than the detection
N incident photons/cm /second
Atmospheric throughput e = 0.85
Filter transmission ef = 0.80
Transmittivity of lens e\ = 0.85
2
Area of lens = 6.8 cm
Vignetting of lens e = 0.85
Transmission of window e = 0.91W
Fraction of stellar image
in one pixel e = 0.7
CCD efficiency ec= 0.45 electrons
per photon
Number of electrons in peak pixel of a stellar image
passed to Analog Processing Unit = NAe e.e. e e e e
Analog Processing Unit Gain = .02 ADU/e
Figure 4.4: This figure schematically represents the path of photons incident to
the Earth's atmosphere in reaching the ETC as digitized data. The
values given here are those corresponding to the ETC test unit
(see Chapter 11).
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signal-to-noise ratio, because the signal electrons from the full stellar image can be taken into account.
These a posteriori detection sensitivities are also listed in Table 4.1, under "full image sensitivity".
4.4. The Sky Coverage of the Plenary ETC
The ideal arrangement of the ETC's sixteen 15x20 degree fields-of-view on the night sky is one
that maximizes the observed solid angle coverage of the CCD cameras while minimizing atmospheric
effects. The total solid angle is maximized by minimizing the overlap of adjacent fields. Atmospheric
effects, which include a reduction of atmospheric transmissivity and an increase in image and field dis-
tortion, increase with zenith angle. Atmospheric effects are, in general, minimized by minimizing the
mean angular distance of all fields-of-view from the zenith.
The mapping of the sixteen ETC fields-of-view is dependent on the structural constraints of the
ETC instrumentation. The sixteen cameras at each site are divided into eight pairs: each pair of cam-
eras is structurally required to point at the same right ascension. The relative right ascensions of all
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Figure 4.5: Possible layout of the plenary ETC camera fields-of-view on the
night sky. The view shown is a zenith projection from Kitt Peak.
Coordinates inside each field are the coordinates of the field
center. Each field-of-view has an angular size of 15 x 20 degrees.
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pairs is continually variable, as is the declination of each individual ETC camera.
The problem of finding an analytic method to find the ideal orientation of the fields-of-view was
presented to a graduate mathematics seminar led by Professor Dan Kleitman, the chairman of the
mathematics department at MIT. This group concluded was that a simple analytic solution was not
possible: they suggested that an adequate solution could be found by trial-and-error, mapping the
fields-of-view onto the night sky by hand according to the structural constraints. Figure 4.5 shows the
result of such a trial-and-error analysis: the proposed layout of the sixteen ETC camera fields-of-view.
4.5. Survey Capabilities of the Plenary ETC
The ETC will operate under photometric conditions during dark and grey time (in the period
between third and first quarters of the Moon) at Kitt Peak. Thus, the ETC could potentially observe
"180 nights per year. Given that the mean night is nine hours long, if half of these nights are clear
enough to allow observations, then the ETC will observe roughly 820 hours per year. Combining this
with the observed ETC efficiency of "75% (see Chapter 11) leads to the estimate of the time the ETC
is actually observing per year of 616 hours. The total observing solid angle of the plenary ETC is 16 x
282°2 « 4512°2 = 1.37 steradians. The total actual solid-angle-time product of the plenary ETC, taking
all above considerations into account, is 850 sr-hours per year.
An estimate of event rates from known sources of celestial optical flashes can be made form the
estimate of the observing time per year of the plenary ETC and the analysis presented in Chapter 10.
Specifically, the value of 850 sr-hrs observed per year yields direct estimates of event rates from Figure
10.6. Given the sensitivities of event detection listed in Table 4.1, the ETC can be expected to detect
optical flashes from GRBs at a rate of 0.5 per year for one-second exposures, 4 per year for four-second
exposures and 8 per year for ten-second exposures.* In addition, the ETC should detect 14, 420 and
3800 flare stars per year in one-, four- and ten-second exposures, respectively, assuming a mean flare
risetime of 30 seconds (see Chapter 10).




The plenary ETC is intended to be a completely independent, automated instrument completely
under computer control. It must be able to think and react with the flexibility of a human observer, but
more quickly and more consistently. In addition, the operation and data storage of the ETC must occur
smoothly and efficiently. As a result, controlling software for the ETC instrument is quite complex.
Through its interactions with the peripheral computers, the ETC software must control every aspect of
ETC operations. In addition, it must operate in a fashion that assures that any and every failure mode
which we can possibly anticipate is rendered "failsafe"
This chapter is intended to give the reader an overview of ETC operations, ranging from the
highest (day-to-day) level to the lowest (second-to-second) level. (Extensive details of the ETC
software are given in chapters 7, 8 and 9.)
5.1. ETC Instrument Control
All aspects of ETC operations are controlled by computer. In the plenary ETC the control sys-
tem will be set into operation by a human user, and then operate for months at a time with no
significant human interaction. The only exceptions to this complete computer control are 1) when the
system detects an instrument failure and requests human help, 2) the periodic replacement of magnetic
storage media and 3) the periodic cleaning of optical surfaces.
The computers controlling the ETC are divided into three distinct units. Each computer has a
specific set of tasks and works independently of the others. The master computer is a small, powerful
Motorola 68000-based computer known as the Overseer computer. The Overseer computer is responsi-
ble for controlling and coordinating ETC operations and thus is in a very real sense the "brain" of the
ETC.
The Overseer computer controls ETC hardware operations and data flow through two sets of slave
computers. The first, the Instrument Control Electronics (ICE), is the Overseer.computer's link to the
system's CCD cameras and most of the ETC instrumentation. The ICE is truly a slave computer, hav-
ing no independent control over any part of the system: it simply executes commands given by the
Overseer computer.
The second, the Trigger processor, on the other hand, is more of an "idiot savant": its primary
responsibility is to analyze incoming CCD data quickly and efficiently. Each Trigger processor
analyzes data from a single ETC camera: the plenary ETC will therefore include 32 Trigger processors.
Each Trigger processor accepts successive images from its associated camera and examines them for
flash events. Any potential events detected by a Trigger processor is reported to the Overseer computer
at the time of detection.
ETC operations consist of the reading out and analysis of contiguous, precisely-timed exposures
of the night sky. Data flow in the ETC is initiated by the Overseer computer, which, at the end of an
exposure, commands the ICE to read out all CCDs. The CCD image data is amplified and digitized in
the ICE and then sent to the Trigger processors, which analyzes the image for any significant brighten-
ings by, among other things, comparing it to the preceding exposure. Reports of brightening are sent
from the Trigger processor to the Overseer computer over RS-232 serial link, while image data is
transferred over a custom high-speed serial link (HSSL) at a rate of 250 kpixels/second. After the
analysis and any data storage are completed, the next image is read out for analysis.
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5.2. A Typical Observing Night
A typical observing night for the ETC is moonless and nearly photometric, and is about nine
hours long. The ETC begins operations shortly before astronomical twilight, when an on-board clock
alerts the Overseer computer that it is time to observe. The Overseer computer then commands all
sidereal drives to slew to their designated starting points, generally two hours east of the meridian, and
then to begin tracking the sky. The Overseer computer then checks all weather sensors to make sure
that it is safe to open the protective dome. If so, the Overseer computer opens the dome with a com-
mand to the ICE (a flow diagram of the setup operation is given in Figure 5.1).
Once the dome is open, the Overseer computer analyzes images of the night sky for patchy
clouds or an extended cloud cover, since any clouds in the field-of-view can create false optical flashes
by briefly covering a star in an ETC field. The Overseer computer compares the brightnesses of stellar
images in a CCD exposure to their expected brightness: if the transmissivity of the atmosphere is high
enough (>~80%) and if no individual stars are significantly dimmer than expected (e.g., due to patchy
clouds), the Overseer computer initiates observations.
A single observation cycle consists of monitoring a given patch of sky for about two hours, after
which the sidereal drives will be commanded to slew back to their initial position. A new observation
cycle then begins, with all cameras observing a new patch of sky. This method assures that the cam-
eras will always be observing at or near the meridian, so that the effects of atmospheric extinction are
minimized.
5.2.1. An Observation Cycle
An observation cycle consists of a series of short (Ms) contiguous exposures of the night sky
taken simultaneously by all CCD cameras. (A flow diagram of an exposure cycle is given in Figure
5.2; a timing diagram of an ETC exposure can be found in Figure 5.3). The exposures are timed by the
Overseer computer's high-precision countdown timer (the frame timer). Near the end of an exposure,
the Overseer computer notifies all Trigger processors that data transfer is imminent. When the frame
timer expires, the Overseer computer commands the ICE to read out all CCDs. The CCD images from
each camera are transmitted to the corresponding Trigger processor: each Trigger processor then
analyzes its image for brightenings by, among other things, comparing the image to its direct predeces-
sor (see Chapter 8 for details). Any potential flash candidate noted by a Trigger processor is reported
to the Overseer computer in the form of a candidate report, which lists the location on the CCD of the
potential flash. The Overseer computer converts this location to celestial coordinates, and stores the
coordinates in a table. By comparing the celestial coordinates of all candidate reports from a given
exposure, it can use a coincidence requirement to determine whether a legitimate celestial flash has
been detected.
Any confirmed celestial flash is added to the Overseer computer's active flash list. In the time
after the analysis of a set of images by the Trigger processors and before the next set of images is read
out, the Overseer computer collects and stores image data from each flash in the active flash list This
data, which consists of small subarrays (9x9 pixels) centered on the locations of the flash and several
nearby photometric standards, is transferred from the appropriate Trigger processor to the Overseer
computer at the request of the Overseer computer. If the Overseer computer determines that a flash has
subsided to its pre-event brightness, it removes the flash from the active flash list after this point, no
further data from the flash is collected.
The Overseer computer will report the coordinates of any confirmed celestial flash to the RMT
(see section 4.1.2), which will immediately slew to the coordinates of the flash and collect data from
the flash until the flash brightness has subsided below the detection threshold of the RMT.
This series of exposures will continue until the end of the observation cycle. The Overseer com-
puter will automatically interrupt the observation cycle periodically in order to a) check the sky condi-
tions by measuring atmospheric throughput, b) recalibrate the mapping of CCD location to celestial






Figure 5.1: Flow chart of the setup of ETC operations
Figure 5.2: Flow chart of an ETC exposure cycle during observations.
Frame timer expires Sift timer expires
Reports of any events detected
by a Trigger Processor
are sent to the Overseer computer
The Overseer Computer
may use this time to
acquire image data from
the Trigger Processors
t=0.0s
\ h—H 1 [
t=1.0s
CCD readout complete





The Overseer Computer sends
an "end-queries" command to
all Trigger Processors and
then commands the ICE to
read out all CCDs.
Sifting complete
Figure 5.3: ETC exposure cycle timing diagram. This figure schematically describes
the sequence and timing of events during a single exposure cycle. Soon after
the CCDs are read out, each Trigger processor begins the process of analysis
(sifting) of the incoming CCD image data. Any event detected by a Trigger
processor are reported to the Overseer computer, which tabulates and correlates
them as they come in. Sifting continues until completion or until the sift time
expires, whichever comes first. After the sift timer expires, the Overseer
computer has time to request data from the Trigger processors. Immediately
before the frame time expires and the CCDs are to be read out, the Overseer
Computer issues an "end queries" command to the Trigger processors,
notifying them of incoming data. (See text for details).
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In addition, observations can be unexpectedly interrupted for the following re
1) Data has been taken from the maximum allowable number of flashes. If more
than a certain number of flashes (presently 6) are detected in any observing
period, the Overseer computer must interrupt operations in order to store this
data on magnetic tape.
2) The weather sensor reports impending precipitation. A protective dome is then
automatically closed and the Overseer computer halts operations.
5.2.2. End of the night
When the Overseer computer's onboard clock reports that the observing night is over (generally
shortly after morning astronomical twilight), the Overseer computer will shut the system down. The
last data are stored onto magnetic tape, the mounts are slewed to the meridian and locked into position
and the dome is closed. The Overseer computer can then proceed with any daytime activities, which
potentially include some further reduction of stored data, the analysis of cosmic-ray interactions with
the CCDs or the transmission via modem of collected data to MIT. Otherwise, the Overseer computer
waits for night to fall, when the cycle begins anew.
CHAPTER 6
The ETC Test Instrument
Introduction
The completed ETC will consist of 32 CCD cameras and their associated hardware located at two
sites on Kitt Peak. The instrument described in this this thesis is a sub-unit of the plenary ETC,
intended to test the concept and design of the Explosive Transient Camera as a whole. The expansion
of this instrumentation to the complete, 32-camera ETC requires the construction of several copies of
this sub-unit and their integration with the ETC system as a whole.
The test unit is a four-camera "mini-ETC" set up at Site 1 at Kitt Peak (see Figure 4.1). The test
unit is controlled by a complete Overseer computer (the same Overseer computer which will control the
plenary ETC). The CCDs and ETC instrumentation are controlled by a set of Instrument Control Elec-
tronics (ICE), which respond to commands issued over RS-232 serial link by the Overseer computer.
Image data from the four CCD cameras is analyzed for sudden brightenlngs by four parallel Trigger
processors, which communicate with the Overseer computer over RS-232 serial links. (A schematic
layout of the data and communications paths in the prototype ETC can be found in Figure 6.1). The
ETC sub-unit is completely functional, and through the Overseer computer and Trigger processor
software is able to conduct observations in a semi-automatic mode.
The ETC Test Unit
The ETC test unit was constructed between May, 1983 and October, 1984, at the Center for
Space Research's Balloon Laboratory at MIT. The test unit consists of four cooled-CCD cameras
mounted on a sidereal drive, sharing a common vacuum and cooling source.
The test unit's CCD cameras were based on an existing LN2-cooled CCD camera used in X-ray
experiments at MIT. As the ETC is intended to be a completely automatic sky-monitoring instrument,
the use of expendibles (such as LN ) which require daily human maintenance must be avoided. As a
result, a closed-cycle refrigerator, which can run unattended for months or years without maintenance,
is used to cool the CCD cameras.
Detailed design for several important elements of the ETC test unit was performed by DFM
Engineering, Inc., of Longmont, Colorado. The cameras, support structure and sidereal drive were all
constructed by DFM Engineering, Inc. The test unit's CCD cameras, each with a field-of-view of 15° x
20°, are mounted on a single sidereal drive in order to track the sky during an observation. The inter-
face between the cameras and the drive is the manifold: the cameras are mounted to the manifold,
which in turn is mounted to the sidereal drive. The expansion probe of the closed-cycle refrigerator is
situated on the axis of the manifold: the CCDs in the cameras are kept at a temperature of ~-85°C by
thermal contact to the expansion probe.
A picture of the ETC test unit is shown in Figure 6.2, and a sketch of the manifold and cameras,
giving views of the insides of both, is in Figure 6.3. A sketch of the ETC prototype building and the
layout of the instrument in the building can be seen in Figure 6.4. Detailed descriptions of each aspect
of these figures can be found in the figure captions and in the text of this chapter.




















High-Speed Serial Link (HSSL)
RS-232 Serial Link
Figure 6.1: A schematic view of the ETC test unit command and data
flow. The Overseer computer controls the peripheral Trie
processors and Instrument Control Electronics over RS-2*
serial links. Mass data transfer is made over a custom


























































































































































































































CCD Camera (top view)









CCD Camera (side view)
Showing CCD cold sink
and cold strap and the
skeleton of the stainless-
steel support structure




Figure 6.3: Cross-sectional view of the ETC prototype instrument. View is
of manifold and four cameras, showing various aspects of
the instrumentation.
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6.1. The ETC CCD Camera
The ETC CCD camera consists of a cooled CCD placed at the focal plane of a 25mm lens. A
vacuum-tight aluminum camera body houses the CCD, its thermal-control heater unit, its protection
electronics and an output signal preamplifier. Signals from the Instrument Control Electronics (ICE)
reach the CCD through the connectors in the camera back plate. (A sketch of an ETC CCD camera is
included in Figure 6.3).
6.1.1. Camera Body Construction
The camera body is cylindrical, measuring 7" length by 6" diameter. Four bolts through the side
of the camera body fasten the camera body to the manifold. Small (1.5 inch) holes in the camera body
and manifold at the camera/manifold interface allow the manifold and camera to share a common
vacuum cavity as well as create room for a thermal path from the CCDs to the cooling probe inside the
manifold.
The CCD rests on an aluminum cold sink, which makes thermal contact with the cooling probe
through a braided copper strap, as described in section 6.3. The temperature of the cold sink (and
therefore of the CCD) can be measured with a thin-film, temperature-sensitive resistor mounted on the
cold sink. The temperature of the cold sink can be raised by passing current through a 25 ohm, 10
Watt power resistor mounted on the cold sink.
A thin, triangular aluminum plate with a rectangular opening for the CCD imaging area presses
the CCD against the cold sink, assuring good thermal contact This triangular plate is mounted on a
structure of thin-walled stainless steel tubing extending up from the back plate of the camera. The thin-
ness of the wall and length of the tubing create a large thermal resistance between the CCD and the
back plate.
Electrical connections to the camera contents are made through two hermetically-sealed connec-
tors in the back plate of the camera. A 32-pin connector feeds the CCD clocking signals, power to the
preamplifier and the signals to and from the CCD temperature sensor and heater from the ICE to the
CCD camera. A 6-pin connector feeds the preamplified CCD output signal out of the housing.
6.1.2. The ETC Optical System
The CCDs are Texas Instruments virtual-phase devices, consisting of an array of 390 x 584 22.3
|im pixels. They are divided into imaging and memory halves, and are operated in "frame-store" mode.
In frame-store mode, an exposure made in the imaging area can be clocked quickly (in a few mil-
liseconds) into the memory area. Then, as the first image is being read out into the processing circuitry
at a slower rate (in about 0.5 seconds), the imaging area can be collecting photons from the next expo-
sure, assuring a duty cycle of nearly 100%.
The camera lens used in the ETC survey is a commercial 25mm, f/0.85 CCTV lens manufactured
by Kowa, Inc, of Japan. It is a wide-field lens (focal plane scale = 2.3 degrees per millimeter) with a
large collecting area (6.8 cm2) due to its low f-number. Its back-focal-distance, unfortunately, is quite
low (4.5 mm), thereby requiring that the CCD imaging area be within 1.5 mm of the front plate of the
camera.
The chromatic aberration of the lens allows good focus to be achieved only with the use of a
filter (typical AX = 1000 A). Even then, the point-spread-function of the lens is such that a point source
is imaged onto two to four pixels at image center. The off-axis reduction in response of this lens is
also significant: the vignetting of the lens is " 30% at an image radius of 5 mm. The average loss of
transmissivity over the CCD due to vignetting is ' 15%. Typical images made by the ETC are shown in
Figure 6.5.
6.1 J. The Internal Electronics of the CCD camera
CCD clocking signals entering the camera body pass through the internal protection electronics.
The protection electronics prevent voltage spikes on CCD clocking lines from reaching the CCD. The
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CCD output signal is fed directly into the preamplifier inside the CCD camera. The preamplifier has a
gain of "25, and its output travels to the analog signal processor board in the ICE through the 6-pin
connector in the camera back plate.
6.2. Manifold
The manifold is a hollow aluminum cylinder, 24" long by 4" diameter, flattened on two sides.
Two holes in each flattened side locate the camera mounting points. A unique design of the interface
between camera body and manifold allow for a continuous rotation of the cameras parallel to the
flattened face while holding vacuum, so that the declination of each camera is continuously adjustable.
The cooling probe of the closed-cycle refrigerator is located along the axis of the manifold. The
mounting flange of the expansion probe of the closed-cycle refrigerator mounts with an O-ring seal to
the southern end of the manifold. To prevent cantilevering, the northern end of the expansion probe is
supported by means of a short thin-walled stainless-steel tube (for a large thermal resistance) between
the tip of the probe and the end cap of the manifold.
The manifold is bolted to a short aluminum spacer which is bolted onto the disk of the sidereal
drive. The flexible hose from the cooling probe is wrapped once around this space to assure that the
stress on the hose from the motion of the drive is longitudinal, since the hose is very sensitive to axial
twists.
6.3. CCD Cooling System
The cooling probe is the expansion head of the MFC-100 freon-based closed-cycle refrigerator
manufactured by FTS Systems, Inc. The MFC-100 is a 1/2 horsepower, two-stage closed-cycle refri-
gerator, quoted to deliver "200 Watts of cooling power at -80 C. The MFC-100 pumps liquid freon
through a flexible line to the expansion head, where it evaporates and cools the head. The gaseous
freon returns along a second, parallel flexible line to the refrigerator's condenser.
Thermal contact from the expansion head to the CCD cold sinks is made at four points on the
expansion head which appear at the camera mounting ports on the manifold. Short (4") threaded
copper rods screw into tapped bosses on the expansion head and extend " 2" into each camera housing.
A short metal strap completes the thermal path from the end of the copper rod to the CCD cold sink
(see Figure 6.3).
6.4. Vacuum System
The ETC camera and manifold system is kept at a pressure of "4x10"* Torr by a 20 1/s Vacion
pump. Rough vacuum (~5 microns Hg) is achieved using a standard LN2-trapped oil roughing pump; a
sorption pump reduces the pressure to " 10~5 Torr, where the ion pump is safely started.
The pressure of the system is reduced significantly when the refrigerator is in use, since the
expansion probe acts as a cryopump, adsorbing many of the molecules leaking into the system. On the
other hand, when the electronics inside the camera head are powered up, the outgassing of the warm
elements of the electronics raises the pressure a small, but noticeable amount (~2xlO~6 Torr).
The ion pump is mounted at the back of the sidereal drive. A flexible metal hose connects it to
the manifold. Vacuum access to the manifold is a 2.75" Conflat flange located at the southern end of
the manifold.
6.5. Sidereal Tracking Drive
The sidereal drive is a polar-mount tracking drive for small telescopes designed and built by
DFM Engineering of Boulder, Colorado (this drive is in its concept a twin to the 2.4m telescope
recently constructed at the McGraw-Hill Observatory on Kitt Peak). The unit has a 14" steel disk
which is friction-driven by one of the two rollers upon which it rests: one roller is driven by the track-
ing motor, the other by the slewing motor. The manifold bolts directly to the steel disk.
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The tracking drive motor is a standard 1 RPM DC motor. The rate of tracking can be varied by a
thumbwheel switch mounted on the drive. The slewing motor is a 0.88 amp Slo-Syn stepper motor,
which is controlled by a stepper motor controller circuit in the ICE. The maximum slewing rate is
greater than 40 degrees/minute. Both motors and the clutches associated with each are controlled by
the Instrument Control Electronics.
The angle of the friction disk about the polar axis can be measured through a synchro shaft
encoder mounted directly onto the southern end of the polar axis of the drive. The shaft encoder
delivers three 400 Hz signals, mutually 120° out of phase, to a synchro-to-digital converter (SDC) in the
ICE. The SDC can calculate the absolute angle of the shaft encoder to 14-bit precision from the rela-
tive amplitudes of the three signals.
Electrical connections between the ICE and the tracking drive pass through a 14-pin cable. This
cable contains signals for clutch control, motor control, synchro input and output The drive is powered
with standard 115 VAC; the stepper motor is powered by a 24 Volt, 6 amp power supply located near
the sidereal drive.
6.6. Thermal Analysis of the ETC
The operating temperature of the CCD is determined by the cooling rate of the closed-cycle refri-
gerator and the ambient wanning of the chips and how each varies with temperature. The rate of cool-
ing is determined by the cooling power of the MFC-100 and the thermal resistance of the metal strap
between the cold copper rods and the CCD cold sink. The ambient wanning of the chip is due to heat
gain through conduction and radiation from the walls of the camera. The final temperature of the CCDs
cannot be calculated exactly because the variation of the cooling power with final temperature is not
known. The various rates of heating and cooling are analyzed in Appendix F. This analysis shows that
the heat gain by the cold surfaces in the CCD cameras is insignificant when compared to the cooling
power of the MFC-100 at -80°C. Therefore, the minimum temperature of the CCDs should be well
below -80°C.
6.7. ETC Site 1
The ETC test unit is located in the former twelve-inch Schmidt observatory, a two-story circular,
building on Kitt Peak, near Tucson, Arizona. The second story is covered with a 16' dome with a 42"
slit The angle subtended by the open slit is "24°, (as seen by the ETC cameras), which is slightly
smaller than a single ETC camera's field-of-view. Because the diagonal angular length of an ETC field
is 25°, partial occultation by the dome can occur for some camera orientations. The ETC test instru-
ment views the sky through this slit: the dome is rotated at appropriate intervals to prevent substantial
occultation of a camera's field-of-view by the dome. For the plenary ETC, the dome will be replaced
by a roll-off roof to allow coverage of the entire night sky. Schematic views of the ETC dome and
contents can be seen in Figure 6.4.
The ETC instrument is mounted on a 2' x 2' concrete pier in the second story. The Instrument
Control Electronics and ion pump are located near the test instrument in the second story. The vacuum
roughing stages are located on the first floor and are plumbed to the upstairs vacuum through a network
of vacuum plumbing. The closed-cycle refrigerator is located on the first floor the flexible hose to the
cooling probe feeds through a 6" hole in the floor between.
The first floor is primarily occupied by the Overseer computer, Trigger processors and all user
peripherals (e.g. color graphics display, printer, terminals, magnetic tape drives, etc.). Cables leading to
the ICE are fed through holes in the ceiling.
.North
-North
A: Two cross-sectional views of the ETC building at Kitt Peak, each
highlighting different aspects of the ETC instrumentation
Apple Macintosh Tormina! hookup(connected to Overseer Computer) ,„ overseer Computer















C: View of second story from above.
Figure 6.4: Schematic representation of the ETC test instrument within
its building at Site 1 on Kitt Peak.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.5: Two ten-second exposures made with ETC camera C. The images
were made through a) the ETC 25 mm lens, as described in section
6.1.2, and b) a high-quality 75 mm lens. The vertical streaks visibile
in Figure 6.5a are due to a column defect in the CCD in camera C.
CHAPTER 7
The ETC Overseer Computer
Introduction
The Overseer computer is a fast, powerful microcomputer that is the center of organization for
the ETC. It controls the ETC through software written in C. Through RS-232 serial links, the Overseer
communicates with and controls the peripheral instrumentation of the ETC. The Overseer computer is
capable, through its sophisticated control software, of making the ETC a completely automated observa-
tional instrument
This chapter describes the Overseer computer hardware and software i~ some detail. The full
complement of Overseer computer software is located in Appendix A.
7.1. Overseer Computer Hardware and Peripherals
The Overseer computer is a powerful microcomputer based on the single-board, Motorola 68000
microprocessor. It is the third "generic" computer developed and constructed at the Center for Space
Research at MIT for use in X-ray and optical astronomy. The Overseer computer consists of eight
Multibus computer boards, which, together, control the Overseer computer operation, data flow and
several peripheral units responsible for data storage and display.
The Overseer computer consists of the following hardware:
1) A PM68K 8 MHz, 68000-based CPU board.
2) A Rodime RO204 20 Mbyte, 5.25" Winchester disk.
3) A Konan Taisho disk-controller board, which controls the system's Winchester
and floppy-disk drives.
4) A Texas Instruments TMM40020-04 512 kbyte memory board, used as CPU core
memory.
5) A high-speed serial link (HSSL) receiver board, used for the high-speed (2
Mbits/second) acquisition of image data from the Trigger processors.
6) A second TMM40020-04 memory board, used as dedicated memory for the
HSSL.
7) Two Central Data Corporation octal serial I/O boards. Through these boards, RS-
232 serial connections can be made to sixteen peripheral units, including termi-
nals, modems and other computers (specifically, the ICE and Trigger processors
- - see chapter 5). Data rates can be varied between 110 and 19200 baud.
8) An Omnibyte OB68K230 parallel I/O board, which allows for communication
with any peripheral over parallel interface.
9) A Ciprico Tapemaster tape drive controller board, which controls the Cipher tape
drive used for mass storage of image data.
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10) An AED 512x512 color graphics monitor for the inspection of CCD image data.
Images are transferred to the AED over parallel interface.
11) A GC-1000 WWV receiver. The GC-1000 receives WWV signals and can com-
municate the time to the Overseer computer via serial link.
12) A Tandon 101-4 5 1/4" floppy disk drive.
13) A Cipher F880 1600 bpi streaming magnetic tape drive.
The Overseer computer runs Pacific Microcomputer's Unix Version 7 operating system. Pro-
grams written in C and 68000 assembler control all aspects of the Overseer computer. The high-speed
serial link (HSSL) receiver card, the only completely custom-built card in the Overseer computer, is the
receiving end of a high-speed data link developed at MIT. The transmitters are mounted on the
Triggers and are used to transfer image data to the Overseer computer at "250 kpixel/second. More
details on the Multibus HSSL can be found in section 8.1.2. The HSSL has its own 512 kbytes of
RAM for image data storage.
Three custom-built circuits on the OB68K230's prototyping area play key roles in the operation
of the ETC. One circuit is used to transmit image data to the AED color graphics unit. A second cir-
cuit makes use of signals available on the OB68K230 board. These signals, when sent to a Trigger pro-
cessor, reset the Trigger processor to its start-up state. The third circuit taps a high-precision (4 (is)
timer on the OB68K230 board and makes it available to the Overseer computer for the precise timing
of CCD images (the frame timer).
7.2. Interprocessor Communication
The Overseer computer communicates with both the Instrument Control Electronics and the
Trigger processors in its execution of ETC operations. All communication with the ICE and the
Trigger processors takes place over RS-232 serial link at 4800 baud. The Overseer computer has the
control software for the ICE and the Trigger processors stored on disk: when necessary, the Overseer
computer downloads the software to the particular unit over RS-232 serial link. A schematic diagram
listing possible Overseer computer commands or requests to the Trigger processors and the ICE is given
in Figure 7.1.
7.2.1. Overseer computer-ICE communication
The primary communication between the Overseer computer and ICE is in the form of commands
to the ICE. Most Overseer computer commands to the ICE require no response from the ICE. In the
interest of time, there is no handshaking between the Overseer computer and the ICE in time-critical
situations (since the Overseer computer can generally establish independently whether a command to
the ICE was properly executed). The only situation where a handshaking by is used is to inform the
Overseer computer that a command which takes substantial time to execute (such as the slewing of the
sidereal drive) has been completed.
7.2.2. Overseer Computer-Trigger Processor Communications
Communications from the Overseer computer to a Trigger processor are divided into two types:
those during the analysis of image data by the Trigger processors ("sift" mode - - see section 8.3.1) and
those after the analysis, where the Overseer computer can make requests for data from the Trigger pro-
cessors ("query" mode).
Sift mode in the Trigger processors is initiated by a command from the Overseer computer
immediately before reading out the CCDs. In sift mode, the Trigger processors analyze incoming data
and report any events to the Overseer computer via serial link. The Overseer computer's job during sift




Send subarrays from (x,y) from current recent
and old frames.
Send subarrays from predefined location *N
from current recent and old frames.
Send an entire current recent or old frame.
Send row and column vectors from threshold
frame (cf. Appendix E).
REQUESTS FOR DATA FROM TRIGGER PROCESSOR
Assign CCD location (x,y) to location *N.
Calculate threshold frame from current image.
Set sift time, threshold offset or brightened delta.
"COMMANDS TO TRIGGER PROCESSOR
Trigger
Processor
I Slew the mount N steps! I
1 Read out the CCDs. j
Return shaft encoder angle.
Return CCD temperatures.
Return CCD heater current
Return DAC settings.
Return dome encoder value.




Figure 7.1: Schematic summary of Overseer communications with the ICE
and Trigger Processors.
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more detail on Trigger processor analysis procedures, see Chapter 8). A single handshaking byte is
returned to the Trigger processor after every candidate report for efficiency.
After transmitting the sift-termination report, which marks the end of sift mode in the Trigger
processors, the Trigger processors are automatically in query mode and are open to requests from the
Overseer computer. The commands from the Overseer computer now take the form of requests for data
or organizational commands. The requests for data include:
1) Send an image subarray of any size from any part of the CCD.
2) Send 9x9 image subarrays from a predefined location corresponding to either a
flash or a standard star.
3) Send an entire image.
4) Send the row and column vectors whose vector sum make up the threshold image
(cf. section 8.3.2.1 and Appendix E).
All image data is transferred to the Overseer computer over the high-speed serial link at 2
Mbits/second.
The organizational commands from the Overseer computer to the Trigger processors include the
following:
1) Assign to a given location (x,y) on the CCD a number corresponding to a standard
star image located at that spot on the CCD.
2) Calculate a threshold frame from the frame presently in memory (cf. section
8.3.2.1 and Appendix E).
3) Set the parameters used in the analysis of image data by the Triggers: sift time,
threshold offset, and brightened delta (see Chapter 8).
7.3. Overseer Computer Utility Routines
Overseer computer utility routines are larger subsections of the ETC Overseer computer software
which are too detailed to be included in the general overview of chapter 4, yet play a major role in the
operation of the Overseer computer during observations. A description of these routines follows.
7.3.1. Timekeeping
The Overseer computer has two system clocks. The first clock, associated with the CPU board of
the Overseer computer, keeps year, month, day and time to a precision of 5 milliseconds. This clock is
used for recording the time of events. It can be set by the user or, via software, with the GC-1000
WWV receiver. The GC-1000 clock receives WWV time signals and can transmit the precise date and
time over RS-232 serial link on command. Thus, the Overseer computer can set the day-date clock
from information received from the GC-1000 WWV clock.
The second system clock is used for timing CCD exposures: the Overseer computer's day-date
clock is inadequate for this task because of low precision and its long access time. For these reasons,
the 10 MHz clock from the Overseer computer's parallel I/O board (the OB68K230) is used for expo-
sure timing. The OB68K230's timer has a precision of 4 microseconds and can act as a countdown
timer, so that once the timer is set (for example, at the beginning of an exposure), it will count down
until the time has expired, and then restart itself. The Overseer computer only needs to watch the timer
and read out the next exposure when the frame timer expires.
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Time in the ETC is stored in "modified Julian day" format for simplicity: a four-byte modified
Julian day gives the year, date and time to a precision of one second. The modified Julian day is the
Julian day minus 2400000.5 (Nautical Almanac, 1985): for reference, 12.00 UT on 1 June 1985 is
modified Julian day 46216.5.
7.3.2. Astrometry
The Overseer computer must have a precise knowledge of the mapping of pixel location to celes-
tial coordinates in each CCD in order to judge the validity of an optical flash based on whether it has
the same celestial coordinates in two cameras. The Overseer computer can make a reasonably good
estimate of this mapping given the details of the optical system: the focal length of the lens, the pixel
size on the CCD, any first-order distortions in the lens and the angle of the rows and columns of the
CCD with respect to lines of right ascension and declination. The sub-pixel precision necessary for the
ETC is achieved by calculating the parameters of the astrometric mapping using the centroided location
of several ("20) SAO standard stars in the field of the CCD and the celestial coordinates of those stars.
The mapping used in the ETC is a simple linear relation between pixel coordinates (x,y) and the
reduced coordinates (^,T|). The reduced coordinates are calculated from the celestial coordinates (0,8)
in the tangent-plane approximation, given the celestial coordinates of the field center (cto,8o), as in
Podobed (1965, p. 180).
__ cos(80)sin(a-ao) _
The mapping of pixel coordinates (x,y) to reduced coordinates (£,T|) is
x = a^b^+cw (7.2a)
y = a2+b£+c2T\ (7.2b)
The values of the parameters of the mapping (a,,, and b iw) can be roughly estimated from
details of the CCD optical system. For example, if a CCD has one axis oriented east-west, then (a^)
are the coordinates of the center of the CCD, bj and c2 are the focal-plane scale and b2 = ct = 0.
The Overseer computer calculates the precise values of the astrometric parameters from the
estimated values of these parameters in the following way. The Overseer computer has a rough idea of
the celestial coordinates of the center of each CCD, since the declination of each camera is specified in
software and the right ascension can be calculated from the hour angle of the camera and the sidereal
time. The hour angle of the camera is easily calculated from the value of the synchro shaft encoder
mounted on the polar axis of the drive: the mapping of shaft encoder units to hour angle is specified in
software and does not change. Given these celestial coordinates of the center of a CCD, the rough cal-
culation of the parameters of the astrometric mapping is sufficient to allow Overseer computer to esti-
mate the locations on the CCD of several ("20) SAO stars to an accuracy of " 10'. In order to deter-
mine the locations of these stars on the CCD more precisely, the Overseer computer then acquires small
image subarrays of each SAO star from the appropriate Trigger processor. The Overseer computer can
then determine the location of each standard star on the CCD to a precision of "0.1 pixels with a sim-
ple interpolation algorithm (see Appendix D). The Overseer computer is now able to calculate the
values of the astrometric parameters from a least-squares fit of the precise locations of the SAO stars to
the celestial coordinates of the SAO stars. If the least-squares fit yields an rms deviation of predicted
stellar coordinates from actual stellar coordinates of more than 0.5 pixels, the star with the highest resi-
dual to the fit is discarded and the least-squares fit is repeated. After iterating the above procedure until
the rms deviation is below 0.5 pixels, the celestial coordinates of any stellar image on the CCD can be
calculated by 1) determining the location of the image on the CCD precisely and 2) inverting equations
C-3
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7.1 and 7.2 to map the precise image location onto its celestial coordinates with a final precision of
better than 0.5 pixel.
The celestial coordinates of the SAO stars used in the above procedure are found in a file on disk
which contains a portion of the SAO catalog. The celestial coordinates in the SAO catalog file are
epoch 1950.0; therefore, all celestial coordinates used in the ETC are epoch 1950.0 for simplicity. The
effects of stellar proper motions of the stars and differential precession across the field are insignificant
when compared to 3' pixels. The effect of precession is ignored, since precession only introduces a
rotation into the astrometric mapping, which is accounted for by the cross terms in the fit parameters.
7.3-3. Data Storage by the ETC
The data from flashes detected by the ETC is stored in an extensive data storage structure,
diagrammed in table 7.1. The stored data includes:
1) 9x9 pixel subarrays about the flash event and local photometric standards from
immediately before the detection and for the course of the flash.
FLASH EVENT DATA STORED BY THE ETC
Data stored per
observation cycle
Number of flashes detected.
Data from all detected flashes.
Data stored from each
detected flash
Number of exposures taken of the flash.
Data from the flash.
Data stored from
each flash
Subarrays from standard stars
from old, recent and current frames.
Coordinates and position of flash
in both cameras detecting.
Threshold frame information
(see Appendix E).
Data from all exposures.
Data stored from
each exposure
Time of the exposure
Data from each camera
Data stored from
each camera
Subarrays around flash location.
Subarrays around locations of
standard stars.
Table 7.1: List of data stored from a flash event detected by the ETC.
2) Flash information, including the time of the flash, which CCD cameras detected it,
the precise location of the flash on the detecting CCDs and the calculated flash
coordinates.
During observations, the ETC stores data onto magnetic tape at thirty-minute intervals, including
any data taken from detected flashes in that thirty-minute period. In addition, the ETC will always
store data indicative of the operating conditions of the ETC in that period, regardless of whether flashes
were detected (see table 7.2).
This archived information includes all pertinent information about the configuration of the CCD
cameras, readout and sift times, and throughput and vignetting information. The ETC also regularly
stores subarrays around five standard stars in the field of each CCD at the beginning and end of each
thirty-minute observing period as an after-the-fact check of sky conditions.
ETC OPERATIONAL DATA STORED AT REGULAR INTERVALS
Archives All system constants (see section 7.1.5.3.10)
Start and end times of cycle
Coordinates, positions and magnitudes
of all SAO standards used in each FOV
Subarrays about all SAO standards at start
and end of cycle
Camera data Right ascension, declination of field center
Focal length, f-number, area of lens
Angle of CCD, angle of camera to north-south
CCD gain, noise, bias level, total noise
Trigger processor constants
CCD temperature
Trigger processor data Sift time
Mount data Synchro units to hour angle
calibration information
Right ascension of mount
Hour angle at start and end of observations
System data Exposure time
Interval at which to slew the mounts
Interval at which to redo astrometry
Table 7.2: Instrument Status Data Stored by ETC
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7.3.4. The ETC Overseer Computer Software
The Overseer computer software is completey written in C. It is divided into 19 modules, each
restricted to a particular aspect of the Overseer computer software. Some overlap of functions is, of
course, unavoidable. Nonetheless, the modulization of the code is an attempt to enhance the organiza-
tion, readability and maintainability of the code.
This section will describe each module in some detail: further details can be found in the code
and documentation found in Appendix A. All module names begin.with two capital letters in order so
that subroutines can be identified with the modules they are found in. (The ".c" suffix indicates a
module written in C).
The modules are broken up into control, I/O and utility routines. Control routines are primarily
concerned with the actual operation of the instrument and the flow of the data, and use utility routines
to assist them. I/O routines are used to communicate with other processors.
7.3.4.1. Control Routines
The ETC control routines are listed and briefly described below:
•) STart.c is the execution module: it simply executes ENtry, which is the real
entry-level module.
•) ENtry.c is the primary user-interation module. Here the user chooses whether to
stan automatic observations (through Operations) or human-aided observations
(through USer), or to do some preliminary image location work (IMage).
•) OPerations.c is the node at which the Overseer computer software is directed into
its various day-to-day modes. For example, during the day Operations will exe-
cute the "wait until dark" routine. When it gets dark, Operations will first exe-
cute the "set up the mounts" code, followed by the observation code. Any panic
or failure flags in the observation code will return control of the code to OPera-
tions.
•) OBservations.c is the module which controls all aspects of observations. It coordi-
nates exposures, sets up and reads from Trigger processors, watches the and
looks for peripheral failures. At the end of an observation cycle, it returns con-
trol to the module from which it was entered.
•) USer.c is the semi-automatic observation control code used in observations with
the ETC test unit. It executes the observations automatically, but requires user
assistance during setup to position the mount, to line up the cameras properly
and to determine observation thresholds.
•) IMage.c is a collection of user-interactive code used in determining the celestial
coordinates of a CCD field center, in focussing a camera and in testing certain
sift parameters.
7.3.4.2. I/O Routines .
The three I/O modules in the ETC Overseer computer software are:
•) COsmacJO.c contains all software used in communication with the ICE, including
downloading software.
•) TRigger_IO.c contains all software used in communication with the Trigger
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processors, including downloading software.
•) EXternal_IO.c contains code to communicate with external instruments, such as
theRMT.
7.3.4J. Utility Routines
The ETC Overseer software's utility routines are a collection of useful subprograms which are
used during the execution of ETC operations.
•) AStrometry.c consists of all astrometry routines for the ETC, including code to
calculate the astrometric mapping parameters, given precise locations and coor-
dinates of astrometric standards, as well as code to calculate celestial coordinates
of a stellar given the precise location on a CCD, and vice versa (see section
7.1.4.2).
•) DAytime.c contains code to determine whether it is day or night and code to wait
for night if it is day.
•) DEclarations.c contains look-up tables regarding the cameras and their operating
parameters.
•) DOme.c contains code to move and read out the location of the ETC building's
dome.
•) JPD.c is a module devoted to the software contributions of John Doty. These rou-
tines include faster algorithms for time-critical ETC operations, such as a fast
median-filtering routine and a fast standard star choosing algorithm.
•) PHotometry.c contains the system's photometry routine, which calculates the
brightness above background of any array passed to it. It returns the sum over
all pixels in the array of the difference between the brightness of the pixel and
the sky+bias level in the same pixel.
•) SAo.c contains all code pertaining to the SAO stars used as standards by the ETC.
It is primarily used to select SAO stars for use as standards in a given field.
•) UTility.c is a collection of various routines with general applicability. The reader
is referred to Appendix A for more detail of its many features.
•) WEather.c contains weather-detection software and is presently not implemented
•) WWv.c is a module designed to read the precise time from the GC-1000 clock
into the Overseer computer's day-date timer.
•) The modules Globals.c and extern.h contain all initial declarations of system glo-
bal variables.
•) The module constants.h contains all system-wide fixed constants.
CHAPTER 8
The ETC .'rigger Processor
Introduction
The ETC Trigger processors are responsible for real-time data reduction of in ETC. The Trigger
processors are powerful microprocessors dedicated to the quick, efficient analysis of CCD image data
taken by the ETC. Each Trigger processor is responsible for the analysis of the image data from one
CCD camera: the job of a Trigger processor is to cull through the CCD image data and report
significant brightenings to the Overseer computer. Through the Trigger processors, the rate of data
leaving the ICE ('100 kbytes/second/camera) is reduced by four to six orders of magnitude before
entering the Overseer computer. This efficient, dedicated method of data analysis is what makes the
ETC a viable instrument for real-time astronomy at the one-second timescale.
8.1. Trigger Processor Hardware
A Trigger processor in the ETC test unit consists of three Multibus (reference) boards in its own
enclosure:
1) An Omnibyte OB68K1A 10 MHz microprocessor.
2) A Texas Instruments TMM40020-04 512 kbytes memory board.
3) A custom Direct Memory Access (DMA) board with a High Speed Serial data
receiver/transmitter Link (HSSL).
The data from each ETC camera is transferred to Trigger processor memory over the HSSL receiver at
'250 kbytes/second. Image data from the CCDs is processed as it streams in. Information about an
event detected by a Trigger processor is sent to the Overseer computer via an RS-232 serial link on the
OB68K1A board.
8.1.1. The Omnibyte OB68K1A
The Omnibyte OB68K1A single-board processor is a Motorola 68000-based microprocessor and
supports code written in C and 68000 assembler. Two on-board EPROMs provide the OB68K1A with
a power-up operating program, known as ETRM (ETC Trigger ROM Monitor), accessible by the
Overseer computer via RS-232 serial link. Through ETRM, memory locations and I/O registers in the
Trigger processor can be accessed by the Overseer computer or a human user. The Trigger software is
stored as a file in the Overseer computer and is downloaded using ETRM: the executable Trigger
software is stored in RAM on the OB68K1A board, via RS-232 serial link.
The Omnibyte OB68K1A board also includes a timer chip with which the Trigger processor times
the data analysis process (the sift timer: see section 8.3.1). The precision of the on-board timer is better
than 0.01 seconds.
8.1.2. The Multibus DMA/HSSL board
The Direct Memory Access/High Speed Serial Link receiver/transmitter board consists of discrete
circuitry linked to DMA circuitry which interacts through the Multibus with the Omnibyte OB68K1A
board. The DMA/HSSL board is used for fast, uninterrupted transfer of data to and from the Trigger
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processor's memory. Direct Memory Access (DMA) circuitry makes possible the hardware-controlled
storage of data without wait states or software control. The High-Speed Serial Link (HSSL) allows for
transfer of image data at a rate of 2 Mbits/second. The Trigger processor HSSL receiver circuitry
accepts image data from the ICE, while the transmitter sends requested image data to the Overseer
computer. Together, the DMA and HSSL are an efficient method of mass data transfer and storage
which does not require any software intervention. This leaves the Trigger software free to analyze
CCD image data as it streams in, making it possible to detect events before all the data has been
received.
The DMA controller is based on the Motorola 68450 DMA chip. The controller has four
transmitter/receiver channels and is controlled by bitwise manipulation of the 68450 registers. In the
case of incoming data, the DMA circuitry is responsible for the control and organization of data and
address bytes, making sure that each incoming byte goes where it is supposed to be in RAM. For out-
going data, the DMA circuitry must acquire the data from the requested memory locations and feed
them to the data transmitter circuit in the correct order.
8.1.3. Trigger Processor Memory
The Trigger processor memory is broken up into the following sections:
1) Eight kbytes of read-only-memory (ROM) on two ROM chips on the Omnibyte
board. ETRM firmware (sectin 8.1.1) is located in this ROM, so that the the
Overseer computer can communicate with the Trigger processors through ETRM
immediately after power-up.
2) 32 kbytes of RAM on the Omnibyte OB68K1A board. The executable Trigger
software is stored in this memory.
3) 512 kbytes of RAM on the TMM40020-04 Multibus memory board. This memory
is used for frame and data storage and is large enough to hold four full 400x292
byte ETC frames.
8.2. Overview of Trigger Software
The software for the Trigger processors was written as part of a senior thesis project by Steven
Rosenthal of MIT. It includes the code setting up the OB68K1A environment, the DMA control code,
the ETRM firmware (the ETC Trigger ROM Module, described in section 8.1), as well as all of the
real-time analysis software.
8.2.1. Trigger processor memory allocation
The Trigger processor memory is large enough for four 400x292 CCD images. The Trigger pro-
cessor 512 kbyte memory is broken up into four image regions, with the remaining 45 kbytes of
memory used for data storage. The four image areas are named the current, recent, old and threshold
frames. In the current frame is stored the most recent image to enter the Trigger processor (data
flowing into the Trigger processor is always stored in the current frame). The recent frame generally
contains the image taken immediately prior to the current frame. During sifting, the current frame is
compared to the recent frame. After sifting, as is explained below, the current frame becomes the
recent frame, and the recent frame is overwritten with an incoming image.
The old frame is a frame of data taken at some point and set aside in memory, expressly desig-
nated to be the old, or archival, frame. It can be used as the comparison frame during sifting, but it
generally is viewed as archival information. The threshold frame is a construction which is used in the
first level of sifting (see section 8.3.2.1). It consists of a sky frame with the stars artificially removed.
Frames being analyzed are compared to the threshold frame. The method of calculating the threshold
frame is explained in detail below and in Appendix E.
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The frame labels (current, recent, old and threshold) are not fixed to a memory location in the
Trigger processor, but rather are names which can be dynamically attached to any of the four areas of
memory. For example, in the sifting process, the current frame is always being compared to the recent
frame. When the analysis of the current frame is over and a new image is to be read in, the current
frame becomes the recent frame. Rather than move the data from the current frame into the memory
locations associated with the recent frame, the names of the memory locations are simply swapped: the
next image read in goes into the current frame, overwriting the old recent frame, while the old current
frame is the new recent frame. In this fashion, the analysis of consecutive images can proceed quickly
and without lengthy transfers of data within Trigger processor memory.
8.3. Trigger Processor Operations
The Trigger software runs in one of two states. In sift mode, the Trigger processor waits for CCD
image data to come in across the HSSL from the ICE. As soon as the first byte of data enters the
Trigger processor, analysis of the data begins. If, during the analysis, the Trigger processor discovers a
candidate flash event, it will report the event (in the form of a candidate report) to the Overseer com-
puter over the RS-232 serial link. The analysis continues until the entire image has been analyzed or
the time allotted for analysis has been exceeded. In either case, the Trigger processor issues a sift-
termination report to the Overseer computer the sift-termination report indicates any errors that
occurred in the analysis.
After the issuance of the sift-termination report, the Trigger processor automatically enters query
mode, its other mode of operation. During sift mode, no communication is possible between the
Overseer computer and Trigger processors, except for candidate and sift reports, since any communica-
tion can slow the processing of incoming data by the Trigger processor. The only exception to this is a
handshaking byte sent from the Overseer computer to the Trigger processor after a candidate report In
query mode, the Trigger processor awaits commands or requests for data from the Overseer computer.
During this period, the Overseer computer can check or change the operational parameters of the
Trigger processor, as well as request transmission over the HSSL of arrays of data from any of the three
data frames stored in Trigger processor memory. When appropriate (usually immediately before the
next CCD image is to be read into the Trigger processor), the Overseer computer returns the Trigger
processor to sift mode with the issuance of an "end queries" command.
If for some reason the software in a Trigger processor halts, the Trigger processor is left in a
non-communicative, non-productive state: the Trigger processor will have to be reset, the Trigger
software re-downloaded and re-executed. A signal on the RS-232 serial link acts as an Overseer
computer-activatable reset. The reset is generated on the parallel I/O board of the Overseer Computer
(see section 7.1), and is sent to the halted Trigger processor over an RS-232 serial link, followed by the
reloading of the Trigger software.
8.3.1. Sift Mode
In sift mode, the Trigger processor single-mindedly devotes itself to the analysis of incoming
CCD data. As soon as the Trigger software recognizes the reception of the first byte of data from the
CCD, it begins the process of data analysis; the DMA hardware in the HSSL stores the data automati-
cally as it streams in. At the same time, the Trigger processor starts an internal countdown timer (the
sift timer) which indicates the time at which sifting will be terminated, whether all the data has been
analyzed or not The sift timer, in conjunction with the Overseer computer's frame timer (section
7.3.1), assures that a known amount of time is spent in both sift and query modes, and that these times
will not change from exposure to exposure.
At the onset of sifting, the Trigger processor allows data from several rows of the CCD image to
stream into memory before beginning actual data analysis, to permit the sift algorithm to reference data
in adjacent rows. The analysis of CCD data then begins. Because the HSSL transfers CCD data by
DMA, the continuing storage of CCD image data proceeds without interrupting the analysis processes.
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The analysis of a CCD image consists of sequentially passing each pixel of the image through the
"sifter", which is described in the following section. The analysis of this image, known as the current
frame, requires a threshold frame (see section 8.3.2.1 and Appendix E), as well as an image against
which to compare the current frame to detect any brightening. This image, the recent frame, is the
image taken immediately before the current frame.
If any portion of a CCD image is considered an event by the Trigger processor, the Trigger pro-
cessor issues a candidate report to the Overseer computer over RS-232 serial link. This report consists
of seven bytes and communicates the column and row numbers of the event, interpolated to a within a
fraction of a pixel and reported in centipixels (.01 pixels), as well as the value of the triggering pixel in
both the current and recent frames. The format of this report is included in Table 8.1. Upon receipt of
the candidate report, the Overseer computer transmits a handshaking byte to the Trigger processor. The
Trigger processor must receive this byte before it can issue any further reports. The handshaking byte
is implemented to avoid having so many candidate events report to the Overseer computer that the
Overseer computer falls behind in receiving incoming bytes and, as a result, does not receive all the
report data.
When the Trigger processor's internal sift timer expires, the Trigger processor issues a sift-
termination report to the Overseer computer over the RS-232 link and enters query mode, regardless of
whether the sift has finished If the sift is still in progress, it is terminated immediately. Use of DMA
by the HSSL assures that any data still coming in over the HSSL are stored correctly in the Overseer
computer memory. A sift-termination report consists of three bytes which indicate the type of sift and
the status of the sift when the sift timer expired. The format of the sift-termination report is included in
Table 8.1.
The first byte of the sift-termination report includes a three-bit binary error code which indicates
any errors in the sift Each of these bits, the lowest three bits in the byte, indicates an error in the sift
when it is transmitted in the high state. The information passed is 1) the sift was aborted before com-
pletion (bit 0), 2) too few bytes were received (bit 1) and/or 3) no sifting was done (bit 2). (See
Appendix B for more detail). The possible errors are:
0: Sift completed, no errors. The Trigger processor received all the image bytes and
successfully completed the sift procedure in the allotted time.
1: Sift incomplete. The sift process was interrupted by the sift timer. The last two
bytes of the sift-termination report indicate the number of rows successfully
sifted
2: Not enough data. The number of bytes received by the Trigger processor is not
the same as the number of bytes expected This error usually indicates a prob-
lem with the ICE or, more likely, the HSSL.
3: Sift incomplete and not enough data (see 1 and 2).
4: No sift. The Trigger processor had no image against which to compare the current
image during the sift Sifting was not attempted but the image was placed in
memory for use in future sifts.
5: Not possible.
6: No sift and not enough data (see 2 and 4).
7: Not possible.
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Column number of event in centipixels
Row number of event in centipixels
Value of event pixel in recent frame
Value of event pixel in current frame
Value of threshold offset
Three-bit error flag (see section 8.3.1)
Row number of sift termination
(0 if sift completed)
Table 8.1: Format of Trigger processor Reports to the Overseer computer
8.3.2. Sifting
The real-time analysis, or sifting, of the CCD images is done with a series of sift algorithms
which, together, represent all of the criteria for recognizing an event in the ETC. Each algorithm, or
level of sifting, is a test of whether an image pixel meets a certain criterion. A pixel meeting the cri-
terion of a given level is passed to the next level for further testing; a pixel rejected by any level is not
analyzed further and the sifter proceeds to examine the next pixel. Any pixel passing all sift levels is
considered by the Trigger processor to be an event candidate and becomes the subject of a candidate
report to the Overseer computer.
Since an ETC image of 10s bytes must be analyzed in about one second, an average of 5-10
microseconds of sifting time is allowed per pixel. Because this time is so short, the first level of sifting
is a quick, simple algorithm which rejects most pixels in an ETC image. The small fraction of the
image pixels which pass the first level of sifting are analyzed in increasing detail (at the cost of a
higher analysis time per pixel) by the next levels of the sifter.
The following subsections describe each level of sifting in detail, proceeding in the order of lev-
els encountered by a triggering pixel.
8.3.2.1. Level 1: Threshold Comparison
The first level of sifting is a check of whether the brightness of a pixel exceeds the expected sky
brightness in a statistically significant way. This level is passed if the value of the current image pixel
is greater than the value of the same pixel in the threshold frame, which is located in a specific area in
Trigger processor memory. The value of each pixel of the threshold frame is the sum of the sky-plus-
bias level in the image frame (in the absence of stars) and a constant integer offset, the threshold offset
(specified by the Overseer computer).
The threshold frame is constructed at the request of the Overseer computer by the Trigger proces-
sor before the beginning of an observation cycle from a normal ETC image through the process of
median filtering. This method, described in detail in Appendix E, removes all high-spatial-frequency
images (such as stars) from the CCD image, leaving an image of the sky without the stars. The value
of the threshold offset reflects a statistical criterion programmed into the ETC software. The value of
threshold offset is determined by the level of statistical significance: the Overseer computer calculates
the value of threshold offset from the total noise per pixel of the CCD image. The value of threshold
offset is added to the value of each pixel of the median filtered image to create the threshold frame.
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Use of a threshold frame permits high speed processing of incoming CCD image data. Because
the threshold offset is already added to the median filtered image, the Level 1 test consists of a single
comparison of single-byte values. The Level 1 test requires a processing time of 4.8 microseconds per
pixel.
The pixels which pass Level 1 have a value exceeding the starless sky value by a few ADU.
These pixels are usually a part of a stellar image, a "hot" CCD column or a cosmic ray. The fraction
of a full image's pixels passing Level 1 and thereby reaching Level 2 is dependent on the value of
threshold offset and the number of bright stars in the field of the CCD: the fraction is of the order of
"0.01 to "0.03.
8.3.2.2. Level 2: Brightening Test
The second level test checks whether a pixel is significantly brighter than the same pixel in the
recent frame. The second level is passed by those pixels whose value in the current frame exceeds
their value in the comparison frame by ah amount greater than a constant known as brightened delta,
which is specified by the Overseer computer. The value of brightened delta is calculated in the same
way as the value of threshold offset (see above). The pixels that pass Level 2 are potentially very
interesting to the ETC: they consist of cosmic rays, hot pixels and, hopefully, flash events. The frac-
tion of incoming pixels passing Level 2 depends very much on the value of brightened delta and the
total noise associated with the image: it will generally be <" 0.005.
8.3.2 J. Level 3: Centering Test
A flash event may cause several adjacent pixels to brighten enough to pass Level 2. Since the
sifter should only issue one candidate report per event and report the center of the event, the Level 3
test checks the pixels neighboring the current pixel to determine whether the current pixel is the center
of the event.
The third level of sifting is passed if the current pixel brightened more than any of its immediate
neighbors. The fraction of incoming pixels passing Level 3 is "0.5.
8.3.2.4. Level 4: Anti-streak Algorithm
The fourth level of sifting is a test of whether the current pixel is part of a streaked image. This
tests for meteor trails and perhaps fast satellite or airplane trails. The Level 4 sift tests all pixels on the
perimeter of a seven-by-seven pixel box centered on the pixel under consideration: if any of these pix-
els pass the Level 2 brightening test (section 8.3.2.2), the image is considered a streak and the pixel
being analyzed is rejected. If any part of the box is off the edge of the CCD, the pixel is rejected.
Estimates of the rate of meteors which have trails short enough (in angular size) to falsely satisfy
the anti-streak algorithm are given in Chapter 10.
8.3.2.5. LevelS: Bright Star Test
This level was devised when it was noticed that pixels surrounding bright stars were frequently
the subjects of candidate reports. These brightenings were interpreted as being due to a shifting of the
stellar image on the CCD, perhaps due to of local atmospheric effects or the effects of high shot noise
near bright stars in the CCD. In order to recognize this effect, Level 5 checks whether the value of any
of a pixel's immediate neighbors exceeds the value of the pixel by more than three times brightened
delta (generally "20 ADU).
8.3 J. Sift Parameters
The performance of the Trigger software can be controlled by the Overseer computer by changing
one of several sift parameters during query mode. These adjustable parameters include:
1) The variable threshold offset is the criterion used in the first level of sifting (see
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section 8.3.2.1).
2) The variable brightened delta is used in the second and fifth sifting levels (see sec-
tions 8.3.2.2 and 8.3.2.5).
3) The sift time is the upper limit on the amount of time allowed for sifting. The
amount of sift time needed is dependent on the values of threshold offset and
brightened delta, and should be sufficiently shorter than the exposure time to
allow time for requests for data by the Overseer computer.
8.3.4. Query mode
Query mode is the free time between the termination of sifting and the next "end-queries" report.
This time is available to the Overseer computer for 1) changing Trigger processor parameters, 2) mak-
ing requests for data, or 3) requesting calculation of a threshold frame. A list of possible requests was
given in section 7.2.2 and Figure 7.1.
CHAPTER 9
The Instrument Control Electronics
Introduction
The Instrument Control Electronics (ICE) are a set of custom-built analog and digital electronics
which control the instrumentation of the ETC. Through the ICE, the Overseer computer or a human
user can interface with and control the ETC instrument (e.g., read out the CCDs, measure and adjust the
CCD temperature, slew the telescope drive and read the hour angle of the mount). Such software mani-
pulation of the instrument hardware is essential to the automated ETC.
9.1. Instrument Control Electronics Hardware
The ICE are controlled directly by a single-board microcontroller, known as the "COSMAC"
board, which is based on the RCA 1802 "COSMAC" microprocessor. Overseer computer communica-
tion with the ICE occurs over an RS-232 serial port on the COSMAC board.
The ICE are divided into two groups: the "digital" and "analog" electronics. "Digital" electron-
ics consist of all those boards sharing a common bus with the COSMAC microprocessor board. The
COSMAC bus is a well-defined standard, allowing for 16-bit wide memory addresses, 8-bit data and
eight I/O lines for communications with other boards sharing the bus. All boards sharing this bus are
directly controlled by the COSMAC.
The "analog" electronics are primarily concerned with CCD clock generation and CCD signal
processing and transmission. The CCD clock generation ("driver") and CCD signal processing ("ana-
log") boards are very noise-sensitive, since any noise present on these boards reduces the quality and
consistency of the CCD images. For this reason, the analog electronics are physically separated and
RF-shielded from the digital electronics to reduce the extent of infiltration of digital noise. The output
and input signals from the Analog Electronics to the CCDs are wired directly from the analog back-
plane to the cable connectors leading to the cameras.
The sections that follow give a general description of the function and layout of each board in the
Instrument Control Electronics. More attention will be paid to the Analog Electronics, since they are
more specific to the operation of low-noise CCD cameras and generally the more intricate boards of the
ICE. A schematic diagram of the boards and the data and signal flow in the ICE is given in Figure 9.1.
9.1.1. Digital Electronics
The ICE digital electronics consist of several boards which are necessary for primary computer
and CCD control (the COSMAC, memory, sequencer and DAC boards). In addition, the digital elec-
tronics include boards which control details of die ETC instrumentation (CCD temperature control, shaft
encoder readout, clutch control, stepper motor control and dome control boards).
9.1.1.1. COSMAC Board
As mentioned above, the COSMAC controller board is based on the RCA 1802 "COSMAC"
microprocessor. The COSMAC is an eight-bit, bit-level controller higher-level control is made possi-
ble by a FORTH-like language developed for the COSMAC. This code is stored in a set of four "boot
ROMs", so the COSMAC is in a user-accessible state immediately after power-up.
The COSMAC board contains a UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) for serial
communication at data rates from 300 to 9600 baud. Higher level instruction code can be created for
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CCO Output Signals from Cameras (4)
CCD Clocking Signals to Cameras (4)
CCO Temperature Control Signals
and Output to and from Cameras (4)
One par of boards per
four camera*
Two boards per four cameras
One board per four cameras
To ETC Sidereal Drive
Figure 9.1 : Layout of the Instrument Control Electronics into Analog and
Digital electronics
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the COSMAC and loaded into the COSMAC from another processor (e.g. the Overseer computer) over
the RS-232 serial link. The collection of higher-level code for the ETC's Instrument Control Electron-
ics, known as the operating system, contains intermediate level building blocks, the Sequel compiler
(see section 9.1.1.3) and upper-level instrument control code. A copy of the basic operating system and
command definitions can be found in Appendix C.
9.1.1.2. COSMAC Memory Board
The COSMAC memory board provides 16K of RAM to the COSMAC board through 8 2K RAM
chips. The COSMAC memory board also houses the four 2K "boot ROMS" which store the COSMAC
start-up instructions. The memory available to the COSMAC is allocated in part to certain peripheral
boards of the Digital Electronics: the major portions of the COSMAC memory are reserved for the boot
ROMs and the Sequencer compiler (see section 9.1.1.3). In addition, many small control functions of
the Digital Electronics are accessed through memory locations, rather than through the available I/O
lines. A map of the functions of memory locations of the ETC four-camera test unit is shown in Table
9.1 (see the appropriate subsections for details of the control functions).
9.1.1.3. Programmable Sequencer
The Sequencer is responsible for the creation of the timing of the CCD clocks (see discussion of
the CCD clocking in sections 9.1.2 and Figure 9.2). The sequencer, based on the Signetics 8x300 bipo-
lar microcontroller, is run at 8 MHz, producing pulses 250 ns wide. The sequencer can produce up to
16 distinct streams of programmable timed pulses. The streams are generated by the sequential reading
and execution (in 250ns steps) of 16-bit memory locations. The state of each of the 16 bits reflects the
state of the appropriate stream in any given 250 ns time period: if a bit is high, the stream level is high.
The programming and sequential execution of the sequencer memory locations is done through a
high-level language called Sequel, developed at MIT by John Doty, which runs in the COSMAC
environment The Sequel program as well as the stream execution memory are stored in fast-access
RAM on the sequencer board.
In addition to the creation of the three clocks used to drive the CCDs, the sequencer is also
responsible for timing operations in the analog processing of the CCD signal. The timing of the hold
pulse in the analog processing chain is controlled by a sequencer stream (see Figure 9.2).
The signals from the Sequencer are fed to the Analog Electronics through a 26-pin flat ribbon
cable to any of the driver boards. Since all the CCDs in the ETC test unit are timed identically, the
sequencer signals are bussed along the Analog backplane to all the driver boards. Sequencer signals to











Table 9.1: COSMAC Memory Map
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9.1.1.4. DAC Board
The DAC board produces the analog voltages used in clocking out the CCDs (see section 9.1.2
and Figure 9.2). It is filled with 24 Digital to Analog Converters (DACs), each of which will produce a
0 to 10 Volt analog DC output based on an eight-bit digital input The 24 DACs provide voltages to
two cameras (three DACs per each of three tri-level CCD clocks and two bias voltages per CCD). The
DAC signals are brought to each driver board on 26-pin flat ribbon cable connectors.
9.1.1.5. CCD Temperature control
The CCD is cooled to " -90° C by a closed-cycle refrigerator. The temperature of the CCD can
be held constant by passing a controlled amount of current through a power resistor mounted on the
CCD cold sink. The temperature of the CCD is read via a thin film detector (a temperature-dependent
resistor). The temperature of the CCD is controlled by an analog feedback loop which regulates the
current through the power resistor to within ±1°C.
9.1.1.6. Stepper motor driver board
The slewing of the ETC telescope mount is done with a 0.88 amp stepper motor mounted on the
telescope drive. The stepper motor driver board is designed to provide power to any winding or any
combination of windings of a stepper motor given the appropriate low-level software command Thus,
the motor can be stepped by a series of commands powering the windings of the stepper in the correct
sequence. The stepper motor in the ETC is stepped as quickly as the software will allow ("500
steps/second), which is sufficent to slew the mount at a rate in excess of 40 degrees per minute.
9.1.1.7. Synchro readout board
The synchro readout board services the synchro shaft-angle encoder on the ETC tracking mount.
It utilizes a CMOS synchro-to-digital converter, which converts the three 400 Hz signals from the syn-
chro shaft-angle encoder on the polar axis of the telescope mount to a single 14-bit absolute shaft angle.
This angle can be calibrated to give the absolute hour angle of the telescope mount A 14-bit S/D gives
an angular resolution of 1.3 arc-minutes, which is comparable to the angular size of an ETC pixel.
9.1.1.8. Clutch control board
The clutch control board controls the motor clutches in the telescope drive. The drive has a slew-
ing motor, a tracking motor and a clutch associated with each. In order to prevent both clutches from
being engaged at the same time, they are controlled by a single double-pull, single-throw relay on the
clutch control board.
9.1.1.9. Dome Control Board
The dome at ETC Site 1 is equipped with an incremental encoder designed and built by Gerard
Luppino of MIT. The output of the incremental encoder is monitored by circuitry on the dome control
board. The dome encoding circuitry allows the determination of the location of the dome to 10-bit pre-
cision ("21 arc-minutes). The dome control card also includes circuitry which controls the two relays
controlling the motion and direction of motion of the dome.
9.1 J. Analog Electronics
The primary function of the analog electronics is the acquisition, processing and transmission of
image data from the CCDs. The clock signals used in reading out the CCD are created on the driver
board using the timing signals from the sequencer and the voltages from the DACs. Each clock requires
three DAC signals and two sequencer streams. When the CCDs are read out the CCD output signal is
amplified by a preamplifier inside the camera housing and sent to the analog processing, board. Here
the signal is sent through a delay line and several stages of amplification and digitized to 12 bits.
These 12 parallel bits are sent to the High Speed Serial Link (HSSL) where they are converted to eight
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serial bits and transmitted to the appropriate Trigger Processor. A schematic layout of the analog pro-
cessing circuitry can be found in Figure 9.2a.
9.1.2.1. Driver Board
The driver board creates CCD clocking signals by combining voltage levels from the DAC board
according to timing signals from the sequencer. The CCD clocking signal is created by combining
three analog voltage levels. One voltage level is always present in the clocking signals: the other two
voltage levels are added to the clocking signal depending on the states of the two sequencer streams.
The combination of the sequencer streams' timing and the three analog voltages allows for the produc-
tion of the tri-level clocks used in reading out the CCDs. (See Figure 9.2c for a simplified schematic
illustration).
Each driver board includes drivers for three separate CCD clocks and a bias voltage for the on-
chip FET circuit. DAC and sequencer signals travel to the board over two flat ribbon cables. The CCD
clocking signals are taken directly from the analog backplane to the cable connectors leading to the
CCD cameras.
9.12.2. Analog Board
When a CCD is read out, the output signal is passed through a preamplifier in the CCD camera
housing. The preamplified CCD signal is then fed directly to the analog processing board. The CCD
image information in the signal is separated from the signal background by an analog delay line and a
balanced difference amplifier via correlated double sampling (see Figure 9.2b). The image signal is
then passed through a software-controlled programmable variable-gain amplifier (PRAM), the gain of
which is controlled by a sequencer stream, which is controlled by the COSMAC. The signal out of the
PRAM is re-amplified, digitized to 12 bits and passed to the High Speed Serial Link.
9.1.2J. High Speed Serial Link (HSSL) board
The HSSL board accepts the 12-bit digital output from the Analog processor and converts it to an
eight-bit serial stream readable by the HSSL receiver in the Trigger processor (see section 8.1.2). The
twelve-to-eight-bit conversion is done through UV-erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory chip
(EPROM) on the HSSL board, which maps its 12-bit input onto its 8-bit output based on a lookup table
stored in its memory.
The high-speed serial link is based on the National Semiconductor DP8342/3 serial
transmitter/receiver pair. The transmitter accepts 8-bit parallel data and transmits in a serial form read-
able by the receiver in the Trigger Processor. The receiver then translates the serial data back into
parallel data. The transmitter/receiver pair in the ETC are run at 20 MHz, resulting in a 2 Mbit/second
data transfer rate.
9.2. ICE Software
The Instrument Control Electronics are entirely controlled by low-level commands to the COS-
MAC microprocessor. A bit-level operating language was developed for the COSMAC microprocessor
by Robert Goeke of MIT. This FORTH-like language was built upon to form a mid-level language,
whose commands form the basis of the ICE software operating system.
The ICE control software consists of about four dozen mid-level commands to other boards on
the COSMAC bus. Most commands involve the movement of data to and from locations in the ICE
memory. The rest are commands to the sequencer, either to read out the CCDs or to change the CCD
signal creation and analysis environment
The ICE operating system and working software can be found in Appendix C. The bulk of the
code defines the COSMAC software environment and the Sequel compiler ETC control code is


















Historically, it has generally been true that important scientific discoveries are made after the
introduction of new instrumentation that opens the door to the investigation of an as-yet-unexplored
physical regime. As a detector of optical flashes with risetimes of the order of one second, the ETC is
investigating a relatively untouched region of parameter space in astronomy. The ETC has the potential
to discover an entirely new class of astrophysical phenomena, characterized by brightness changes on
the timescale of one second.
While the potential new discoveries of the ETC cannot be predicted, the detection of fast optical
transients from astrophysical objects can be foreseen. The rate and brightness of optical flashes from
GRBs and flare stars can be estimated from previous theories for expected transient optical radiation
from the sources. By the same token, the rate and brightness of optical flashes from terrestrial sources,
such as meteors and satellites, can be estimated.
As a bank of solid-state, electronic detectors, the ETC is also susceptible to local events which
mimic optical flashes, such as cosmic rays and shot noise in the CCD. This chapter includes a discus-
sion of the sources of events as seen by the ETC and estimates their expected rates. The results are
graphed in Figures 10.3-10.7.
10.1. Rate of Optical Flashes from Gamma-Ray Burst Sources
The expected rate of optical events from GRB sources is very uncertain at present, due to the
lack of solid data on optical flashes from GRBs. A rough estimate can be made by convolving 1) the
logN-logS curve for detected GRBs (Jennings, 1982), 2) the ratio of FyTB = 750 (for short ('5 second)
optical bursts; Rappaport and Joss, 1985), 3) an estimate of the B-V for such a burst (Rappaport and
Joss, 1985) and 4) an assumed fraction of GRBs which emit optical light.
The convolution of the log N(>S)-log S curve for GRBs (see section 2.1.4) and the ratio of
gamma-ray to optical fluence is straightforward, as it is a simple recalibration of the axes of the log
N(>S)-log S curve, based on the duration of the optical flash. Since the burst duration is rather loosely
constrained by observation (ttxirat<500 seconds), the optical event rate was calculated for burst times of
1, 5 and 30 seconds. The calculated rates of optical transient events from GRBs, assuming B-V = 0.0,
are plotted in Figure 10.1.
An estimate of the B-V value of an optical burst from a GRB source requires an assumption of
the mechanism for the production of optical light from GRBs. If the optical radiation is gamma-
radiation reprocessed on the surface of a companion star, an assumption of the burst temperature of the
companion is sufficient to give a value for B-V. Rappaport and Joss' (1985) value for a typical burst
temperature, Tb = 8500 degrees K, yields the value for B-V of -0.15; the resulting curve is not
significantly different from the B-V = 0.0 curve which is plotted in Figure 10.1.
Finally, since no observer can make a statement at present about the fraction of GRBs which emit
optical light, the plots in Figure 10.1 assume that all GRBs produce optical light
10.2. Rate of Optical Flashes from Comet Impacts onto White Dwarfs
Tremaine and Zyktow (1985; see Chapter 3) have proposed that optical burst events could be
created by the impact of a comet onto a white dwarf. The comets, which are bound in a cloud about
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Figure 10.1: The expected rate of optical transient events associated
with GRBs, based on a ratio of gamma-ray to optical
fluence of 750 and optical burst times of 1, 5 and 30s.
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the white dwarf, impact the white dwarf at an average rate of 1.2xlO~3 yr'1. If, as proposed in a
scenario by Tremaine and Zytkow, the impact of a comet (mass = 1016 g) heats the surface of a typical
(M = O.SM^J white dwarf to 30000°K, resulting in a burst duration of " 10s, the absolute magnitude of
the burst would be My = 9.9 (Lang (1980), pp. 564-5). Given that the space density of white dwarfs is
0.03-0.1 pc"3 (say 0.05 pc'3), the rate of optical flashes with mv<9.9 is 2.3X10"6 sf 'hr'1. Assuming the
white dwarfs are isotropically distributed, the log N(>S) - log S relation for white dwarfs will follow an
S"3/2 dependence. The rate R(m<mJ of optical flashes brighter than magnitude mo from white dwarfs is
included in the plots in Figures 10.7, 10.8 and 10.9.
The rate of optical flashes expected from white dwarfs increases if one assumes that the missing
mass in the Galaxy ("0.1 M
 lar pc ) consists solely of O.SM^^ white dwarfs. In this case, the space
density of white dwarfs is 0.2 pc, and the rate of optical flashes' with my < 9.9 is " 10'3.
10.3. Rate of Optical Flashes from Flare Stars
Flare stars are a class of red (primarily M) stars which exhibit frequent brightenings with rise-
times of from a few to hundreds of seconds. These flares are brightest (in magnitudes) in the UV
(where the star is not very bright), decreasing in brightness with increasing wavelength, until they are
virtually undetectable in the red. The frequency of the flares has been empirically determined to be an
exponential function of the quiescent absolute magnitude of the star, with fainter flare stars flaring more
frequently (Gurzadyan (1980)). Observed flare stars have absolute magnitudes ranging from 8 to 15 and
are generally found within 50 pc of the Sun. (A complete review of flare star observations and theory
can be found in Gurzadyan (1980)).
Observed flare stars have the following properties, based on information given in Gurzadyan
(1980):
1) The rate of flares from a given star is a function of its absolute magnitude My: log
f = 1.78 + O.USM flares/hours.
2) The probability of a flare star flaring by more than an amount AV can be roughly
modelled as In P(AV) = -a AV, where 1.4<a <2.2.
3) The rate of flares of a given Am in V-band is roughly one-quarter of the rate in
U-band.
4) Most flare stars are of spectral type M.
5) About 40% of all M stars within 6.5 pc of the Sun have been observed to flare;
about 3% of all M stars within 20 pc have been observed to flare. This is evi-
dently a selection effect,
Given these observational constraints, an estimate of the rate of flares versus peak flare magnitude
can be made with a simple Monte Carlo analysis. In this procedure, the volume of space inside 20 pc
is randomly filled with 1000 M stars, according to the density distribution of M stars in Allen (1976).
Each star is assigned an absolute magnitude M, distance r, apparent magnitude m (based on Mj) and a
flare probability (per hour) based on the absolute magnitude M. In the Monte Carlo simulation, all stars
are checked at regular time intervals (small compared to the smallest flare period). It is established
whether each star flared in the preceding interval by comparing a random number to the individual flare
probability. If so, the change in visual magnitude during the flare is determined from the rough proba-
bility distribution quoted above. The magnitude, distance, flare magnitude and time of each flare are
recorded: after the Monte Carlo simulation has ended, these data are used to determine the rate of flares
(in sr^hr"1) above a threshold magnitude p_
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Such a Monte Carlo simulation of flare stars was executed, based on the observed flare star
characteristics listed above. The value of a was assumed to be 1.8, and the fraction of M stars that
flare was assumed to be 0.5. The simulation was executed in shells of volume about the Sun in order
to observe the dependence of flare rate on distance from the Sun. The shells used were 0-20 pc, 20-50
pc, 50-100 pc and 100-200 pc, with each shell being observed for 100000 flares. The flare rates from
the various shells were summed to give flare star rates for populations of stars within 20, 50, 100 and
200 pc of the Sun. The results of these simulations are included in Figure 10.2. The straight line in
Figure 10.2 represents an extrapolation of these curves to an infinite spherical distribution about the
Sun. It is interesting to note how quickly the various curves converge to the infinite-distribution (S"3/2)
rate: for the sensitivity of the ETC (mv=ll-12), the majority of flare star events will come from stars
within 100 pc of the Sun.
In order to account for instrument sensitivity, the Monte Carlo simulation was modified to calcu-
late the rate of flare events exceeding 400e" (a sensitivity of m~ 10.8). This curve is displayed in Figure
10.3.
The uncertainty in the flare star event rate reflects the uncertainty in the observed flare star
characteristics. The fact that the value of a is seen to lie between 1.4 and 2.2 affects the event rate by
a factor of ~e°'4=1.2. An additional element of uncertainty is introduced with the assumption that 50%
of all M stars exhibit flares: the fraction is seen to be at least 0.4, yet could be as high as 1.0, so the
flare rate calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation could be low by a factor of 2 because of this
assumption.
A factor which has not been included in these calculations is the fact that the ETC is sensitive to
changes in brightness in of the order of Ms. If the risetime of an optical burst is significantly longer
than this, the sensitivity to the burst will drop, since only a fraction of the increase in brightness will be
observed in a single exposure. If the rise of brightness to peak is roughly linear, the effective magni-
tude of the burst (as seen by the ETC) is increased by -2.5 (^1^ /t^, where ttt and trige are the expo-
sure and risetimes, respectively.
This effect is potentially greater for flare stars, which have typical risetimes of 10-60 seconds,
than for optical flashes from GRBs, which may have risetimes of the order of seconds. If we take a
typical flare star risetime to be 30 seconds, the decrease in detection sensitivity of a one-second expo-
sure is 3.7 magnitudes. The effects of the typically long flare star brightening times is taken into
account in Figure 10.4, which assumes a flare star risetime of 30 seconds. (It is important to note that
30 seconds is a rough median risetime and that actual event risetimes vary over almost two orders of
magnitude (Moffett, 1974)).
This effect is, in principle, the same for optical bursts from GRB sources; yet, because of the
absence of reliable data on GRB-related optical transient risetimes, the magnitude of the effect is
difficult to estimate. This effect is taken into account in Figure 10.7, 10.8 and 10.9, assuming an opti-
cal burst time of five seconds.
10.4. Terrestrial Sources of Optical Flashes
The primary known sources of terrestrial optical flashes are satellites and meteors. These flashes
would be a particular problem for a single-site ETC, which would not be able to use parallax to discern
the terrestrial origin of optical flashes from these sources. The streak-rejection algorithm in the Trigger
software (section 8.3.2.4) is capable of rejecting fast satellites and most meteors. However, any source
of optical transient radiation with an angular speed small enough to pass the streak-rejection test, such
as slower satellites or head-on meteors, would be considered real events by a single-site ETC.
This section describes the rough calculation of event rates due to these sources.
10.4.1. Meteors
A meteoroid is a particle or group of particles, ranging in size from 0.001 cm (micrometeoroids)






Figure 10.2: The results of the Monte Carlo simulation of flare star event rates
discussed in section 10.3. The curves are the flare event rates from
populations of flare stars .located within 20 pc, 50 pc, 100 pc and
200 pc of the Sun. The straight line is the extrapolation of these
curves to an infinite spherical distribution of flare stars about the Sun
(log N ~ (-3/2)log S).
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Figure 10.3: The effect of considering a detection threshold on the rate of detection
from the 200 pc flare star population of Figure 10.2. The lower curve is
of flare stars events by the ETC. The upper curve is the rate of events
the convolution of the upper curve with a detection threshold of 400
electrons (m = 10.4).
uFigure 10.4: The effect of a long flare star risetime on the rate of detected events in
the ETC. The lines are the event rates from an infinite distribution of
flare stars (Figure 10.2), adjusted for the amount of brightening
detected in one exposure time. The flare star risetime is assumed to
be 30 seconds: the three curves plotted are detection rates in 1s, 4s
and 10s exposures, assuming a linear rise to peak.
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atmosphere and is partially or totally vaporized, creating a luminous trail sometimes visible with the
naked eye. Upon entry into the Earth's atmosphere, the meteoroid is heated by contact with air
molecules and begins to melt and evaporate at a rate dependent on the meteoroid temperature and
mass. The rate of emission of meteoroid vapors determines the luminosity of the meteor trail.
A meteor can create a false trigger in the ETC if the angular size of the portion of the trail bright
enough to trigger the ETC is smaller than the streak criterion in the Trigger software (section 8.3.2.4).
The angular length depends on the angle of incidence of the meteor into the atmosphere, the peak
brightness of the meteor, the meteor velocity and the image exposure time. The rate of triggering
meteors is a convolution of the probability of a meteor of a given brightness creating a false event in
the ETC and the flux of meteors of that brightness entering the atmosphere.
10.4.1.1. Meteor light curve
The "typical" meteor light curve has been modelled by Oepik (1958). (Since meteors come in a
variety of types, sizes and brightnesses, no one type can be considered "typical"; however, most of the
meteors in the magnitude range of '2 - 10 are considered to created by the steady ablation of matter
from a melted meteoroid, the rate of which was roughly modelled by Oepik). From his model, the
meteor light curve has the form j a X(l-X)2, where j is the brightness of the meteor and X = e"^3,
where Ah is the change in altitude of the meteor and a is the scale height of the atmosphere at the alti-
tude of ablation. From this light curve, Oepik calculates the relative intensity of the meteor to be j/j2 7 o r j JUHX
= —-X(l-X)2. Expressed in magnitudes, Am = m - m^ = 2.51og(X(l-X)2) + 0.83. Observations of
meteor light curves have substantiated this model (Bronshten, 1983).
From the above relation, given a detector sensitivity p, and the peak effective magnitude, meff, of
the meteor as seen by the detector (taking image exposure time into account), one can calculate the
length of the trail (in scale heights) that has a magnitude brighter than p.; i.e., the length, Ah/a, of the
trail with Am < m^ - \i.
10.4.1.2. Meteor Geometry
The geometry of the incident meteor is shown in Figure 10.5. A meteor which enters the atmo-
sphere with zenith angle Z which creates a visible trail over a range of altitudes Ah at a mean altitude
H will create a trail of angular size 0 = tan'^Ah tan(Z)/H). The probability of a meteor entering the
atmosphere with a zenith angle Z is proportional to cos(Z)sin(Z) (Oepik (1958), p. 67): the probability
of the meteor entering the atmosphere with zenith angle less than Z is sin2(Z).
Given a detection threshold magnitude, \i, some vertical length, Ah, of the trail of a meteor of
peak effective magnitude meff will be brighter than p. In this situation, there will be a range of zenith
angle Z which creates a visible trail length 0 < 0Q. For a given threshold magnitude p, the rate of
meteors with trails brighter than |i yet with an angular size 0 less than a threshold 0Q is determined by
convolving the rate of meteors of effective magnitude m^ with the probability associated with the zen-
ith angle Z.
10.4.1 J. The Effective Magnitude of a Meteor Trail
The effective peak magnitude of a meteor of actual peak magnitude m . is given by m^ = m
 k
- 2.51og(t/T), where t is the time the meteor spends in a single pixel and x is the image exposure time.
The time spent by a meteor in a single pixel depends on the velocity V of the meteor: the value of t is
Vsin(Z)/Ha, where a is the angular size of a pixel. The value of meteor velocity V is typically "40
km/s; the value of H ranges between 80 km and 100 km.
10.4.1 J.I. Meteor flux
The flux of meteors in the magnitude range -2.4 to +12 has been measured by Cook, et al. (1981).






Figure 10.5: The geometry of a typical meteor trail. A meteor entering the
atmosphere at altitude H with a zenith angle Z will subtend an
angle 0 = arctan(L sin Z /H), where L is the length of the meteor
trail. If the angle is less than the anti-streak criterion for the ETC
(presently 13 arc-minutes), the meteor will trigger a single-site ETC
as an event. A two-site ETC will be able to reject the meteor by virtue
of its parallax over the 1.4 km baseline between the sites.
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log/j (cm~ls~l) = -17.89 + 0.534ffiB
(This equation is consistent to within a factor of "2 with values found in Allen (1976)). This value can
be converted to meteors/frame/second by assuming a typical altitude of 90 km:
fB {frame'1*-1) = 8.35*10-* 10°534mfl
Given the typical colors of a typical meteor (B-V = -1.41 (Allen, 1976)),
fv (frame-1*-1) = 1.47*10*
For the ETC, one frame has a solid angle of .086 steradians, so the calibration of frame'V1 to sr"
'hr'1 is a multiplicative factor of 41900. The flux of triggering meteors in sr^hr"1 are
fB (sr-lhr~l) = 0.350 x
fv(sr-lhr-l) = 0.062 X
10.4.1.4. The Net Rate of Head-on Meteors
The total flux of triggering meteors was calculated by considering the threshold magnitude, p, and
effective magnitude of a meteor, mefft based on the zenith angle Z and its associated probability. The
results for a typical meteor velocity and several exposure times are graphed in Figure 10.6.
It should be noted that a meteor can create a trigger not only if it comes into the atmosphere with
a low zenith angle Z, but also at larger values of Z, when the section of the meteor trail brighter than
the threshold magnitude is small enough to trigger the ETC. This effect is noticeable as an increase of
20-30% in the event rate at fainter threshold magnitudes (\i > 10).
10.4.2. Satellites
The impact of satellites on the ETC could be very large, yet the magnitude of their effect is
difficult to calculate. A tumbling satellite can create a false optical flash in the ETC by momentarily
reflecting sunlight and appearing to the ETC as an optical glint. The ETC would also consider a mov-
ing, non-glinting satellite to be an event if the length of the satellite trail in a single exposure is less
than the ETC anti-streak criterion.
The problem of glinting or moving low-Earth-orbit satellites will presumably disappear once the
ETC has spread to two sites at Kitt Peak. (The 1.5 km baseline between the two ETC sites on Kitt
Peak allows the recognition of terrestrial sources of optical flashes at altitudes of up to 3000 km). A
single-site ETC, however, would possibly have to contend with a major fraction of satellite-induced
events without the benefit of parallax. Presently, a non-glinting, moving satellite will be detected as an
optical flash by a single-site ETC if its angular motion in a single exposure is less than 13 arc-minutes.
This means that faster satellites (those in lower orbits) are more likely to be rejected by the anti-streak
algorithm.
One method of reducing the event rate due to moving satellites might be to increase the exposure
time, so that low-Earth-orbit satellites would always be rejected. Another possibility is the a posteriori
rejection of satellite events based on three or more collinear glints in a single frame. Nevertheless, the
problem of glinting satellites remains a problem until the second ETC site is ready, since, to a single-
site ETC, a short glint looks like a point flash of light
10.4.3. Instrument-related Spurious Events
There is a finite probability of the detection of spurious events due to non-optical effects in the
CCD detectors. One source of such false triggers is statistical fluctuations due to shot noise in the





The calculated rate of false events due to head-on meteors (see
section 10.4.1). The rates assume a meteor velocity of 40 km/sec
and exposure times of 1s, 4s and 10s. The criterion for being
detected as a head-on meteor by the ETC is an angular extent of
less than 13 arc-minutes.
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triggers is the interaction of cosmic-rays with the CCDs in the ETC cameras. A cosmic ray passing
through a CCD ionizes the silicon it encounters, thereby freeing typically "400 electrons (for a 3|im
path length in silicon). A cosmic-ray interaction can mimic an optical flash in a single CCD camera
(400 electrons corresponds to a star of m = lO.j): properly placed cosmic rays in two CCD cameras can
therefore create a false event in the ETC.
The calculation of the rate of false events due to coincident cosmic rays in two cameras is
straightforward. The flux of cosmic rays on Kitt Peak is 5-10 per cm2 per minute. The rate per
22.3^m pixel per hour is 1.49xlO'5. The probability per CCD (of 105 pixels) of a false trigger is
2.23x10 /hour. At 0.086 steradians per CCD, the cosmic-ray spurious event rate for the plenary ETC
will be 2.6x1 O^/hr/sr, independent of sensitivity. This rate is included in Figures 10.7, 10.8 and 10.9.
10.5. The Rate of Events Due to All Considerations
The total rate of events due to celestial and terrestrial sources of optical flashes is presented in
Figures 10.7, 10.8 and 10.9. The exposure times assumed in these figures are one, four and ten
seconds. The duration of optical flashes from GRB sources is assumed to be five seconds in all three
figures. Superimposed on each of these graphs is the sensitivity of the plenary ETC to optical flashes in
one year of observations. Also included in each figure is a curve representing the sensitivity of the
observations made by Schaefer, Vanderspek, Bradt and Ricker (1984), which had been the most sensi-
tive wide-field search for optical flashes before the ETC.
Caption to Figures 10.7.10.8 and 10.9
Figures 10.7,10.8 and 10.9 display the expected rate of optical
transients from known terrestrial and celestial sources in one-, four-
and ten-second exposures in the plenary ETC, as described in Chapters
4 and 10. Included are the rates of optical transients due to GRBs (as
discussed in section 10.1), assuming both one-second and five-second
burst durations, flare stars (section 10.2), assuming a thirty-second rise to
peak, and comet impacts onto solitary white dwarfs (section 10.3). In
addition, the rates of "false" optical transients due to head-on meteors
(section 10.4.1) and cosmic rays (section 10.4.2) are included. The
three-sigma Poisson sensitivity of the plenary ETC in one year of observations
is indicated on each plot (see Chapter 4), as is the sensitivity of the
Two-Schmidt survey of Schaefer, Vanderspek, Bradt and Ricker (1984).
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Figure 10.7: The expected event rates in one-second exposures in the plenary ETC.
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Figure 10.9: Expected event rate in ten-second exposures in the plenary ETC.
CHAPTER 11
Results of Observations with the ETC
Introduction
The ETC test instrument was set up at Kitt Peak in October and November of 1984. During the
following December, January, and early March, the Overseer software was tested and refined. In late
March and mid-May, 1985, observations of portions of the night sky were made with the ETC test unit.
The goals of the observations with the ETC test unit were 1) to test the concept and operation of the
Trigger and Overseer software, 2) to explore the limits of operation of the ETC software package, 3) to
test the durability and reliability of tli. -. -i instrument itself, and, of greatest astronomical interest, 4) to
carry out the most sensitive wide-fiela •piical flash search to date. These goals were achieved during
the observation period. The following morions describe the tests of the ETC hardware and software; in
addition, the observations with the ETC test instrument and the results of the observations are dis-
cussed.
11.1. Observations with the ETC Test Unit
The "shakedown" observations with the ETC test unit were made in December, January, March
and May, 1985. The quality of the observations software progressed from "very crude" in December to
"working and useable" in March of 1985, to "quite satisfactory" in May of 1985. Observations made
after 23 March 1985 are particularly useful in the sense that the software was working well enough that
events could be detected and all data would be stored. Before 23 March 1985, the quality of the data
stored made its astronomical use very difficult.
11.1.1. Description of the ETC Test Unit Hardware
The test observations were made with just two of the four available cameras (cameras B and C of
A, B, C and D) due to a malfunction in camera D's support hardware. Camera A, though useable, did
not have a coincidence "mate", so that it could not be used to survey an independent part of the sky.
Each camera was equipped with a 25 mm lens and a filter covering either the V-, R- or I-band. The
filters were necessary because the chromatic aberration of the lenses made wide-band focus impractical
(even with the filter, the point-spread-function of the lens was such that a stellar image was smeared
over three or four pixels).
The hardware (including Overseer computer, Trigger processors and ICE) in the test unit were as
described in chapters 6 through 9. The HSSL transmitter in the ICE was equipped with an EPROM
which mapped the 12-bit output of the analog processing board to an 8-bit format according to a half
linear, half logarithmic mapping known as the "linlog" mapping (see section 9.1.2.3). The linlog func-
tion maps the values 0 '50 on the input to 0-150 on the output (linearly) and the values 151-4095 on th
input to 151-255 on the output in logarithmic steps, such that each output step above 150 ADU
corresponds to 0.0341 magnitudes. (A plot of this mapping can be found in Figure 11.1.) The linlog
mapping gives the ETC a full 12 bits of dynamic range: with this mapping, the ETC is sensitive to faint
events, which would have peak brightnesses of less than 150 ADU (150 ADU corresponds roughly to
an 8th magnitude star in a ten-second exposure), while retaining sensitivity to flare events of Am >
"0.25 from bright stars (mv < '8). In order to utilize the full range of the linear portion of the map-
ping, the Overseer software adjusts the sky+bias level in each camera to be between 20 and 50 ADU








Figure 11.1: The mapping of the 12-bit output of the analog processing
board to the 8-bit image data used in the ETC. The mapping
is stored on a UV-eraseable programmable read-only memory
chip (EPROM). The 12-bit input to the EPROM (in units of
linear ADUs) is mapped onto its 8-bit output (in linlog units)
with the linlog mapping. Input values between 0 and 150 are
mapped linearly onto output values 0 to 150. Input values between
151 and 255 are mapped logarithmically onto 151 through
255, so that each output step corresponds to 0.0341 magnitudes.
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11.1.1.1. ETC Camera Sensitivity and Gain
The sensitivity of the ETC test unit to detected events can be calculated from equation 4.2. How-
ever, in order to have a good understanding of the system sensitivity, the gain (in ADU/e') and readout
noise (in e") of each CCD camera must be well determined. Therefore, the gain and readout noise of
each CCD camera was measured in three different ways: through a light-transfer curve (LTC), from the
brightness of stars of known magnitude in the CCD, and from the dark-sky brightness.
The light-transfer curve (LTC) method requires the measurement of the total noise in the CCD at
various light levels (the noise is the standard deviation of the values of the difference between two con-
secutive frames at the same light level). Since the total noise is given by o^. = Signal(ADU)/g +
tf^jom, several data points allow for an estimate of the system gain (g) and readout noise (0*^^ )^.
The second method involves calculating of the relation of the brightness of stellar images (in
ADU) to their visual magnitudes. This was done with SAO standard star images on a full CCD image
recorded at Kitt Peak for both cameras B and C, and both analyses yielded mappings of the form
log(#ADU) = constant - mv*(0.4±0.02), as was to be expected. Given the transmissivities of the atmo-
sphere and the CCD camera optical system, and the efficiency of the CCD, the system gain can be cal-
culated from this mapping.
The third method requires measuring the brightness of a moonless sky, also on a stored image.
From a comparison of the measured dark sky brightness (in ADU/pixel/second) with the actual sky
brightness (in photons/pixel/seconds) the gain can be calculated, given the tranmissivity of the optical
system and the CCD efficiency.
These three methods were used in the calculation of the gain and readout noise of each CCD
camera. The results are summarized in Table 11.1. From the analysis, the values of 62 e'/ADU and 51
e'/ADU were adopted for cameras B and C, respectively. The readout noise was determined from the
LTC to be 70 e" in camera B and 52 e" in camera C.
The values of the various parameters of the ETC optical system implicitly used in the calculation
of the sensitivity of the ETC test unit (equation 4.2) are listed in Table 11.2. The values of I-band lens
throughput and CCD efficiency are estimates, due to incomplete data in that wavelength band. The















67 ± 15 eVADU
63 ± 6 eVADU
Camera C gain
46 ± 7 eVADU
^ut = 1-01 ADU)
48 ± 18 eVADU
58 ± 6 eVADU
Table 11.1: Results of Gain Calibration of the ETC Cameras
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these values are for sea level and differ somewhat from the values at Kitt Peak. The window transmis-
sivity was calculated from the Fresnel equations, which give the reflection losses at each surface of the
window. The values for the sensitivity to a detected event in each of the cameras at a signal-to-noise
level of 10 are also listed in Table 11.2.
11.2. Testing and Operation of the ETC Software
During testing of the ETC test unit, the Overseer software was run in "user" mode, which allows
for automatic observations and data storage after human-aided setup. User mode allows the observer to
change observational parameters in order to test the performance of the instrument The following sec-
tions describe "user" mode in detail: the methods used in the testing of the limits of the Overseer and
Trigger software are described in section 11.2.2.
11.2.1. User Mode
The "user" mode of ETC observations was developed as a preliminary to full instrument automa-
tion. User mode allows the observer to specify every aspect of the ETC observations, in order to test
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Table 11.2: ETC Prototype Optical Characteristics
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the quality and speed of the Overseer and Trigger software, whereupon the ETC observes the sky
without further interaction by the observer. An example of the observer's interactions with the ETC
software's user mode is shown in Figure 11.2: the details of user mode are given below.
Upon entering user mode, the software asks the observer to move the telescope drive (manually
or through the slewing motor) to the right ascension appropriate to the observations. Once the right
ascension is correct, the software asks the observer to input the exposure time, sift time and the statisti-
cal criteria used in the calculation of the thresholds used in the Trigger software (see section 8.3.2).
The Overseer computer then measures the sky+bias level of each CCD from images taken by each cam-
era: the bias level is adjusted (if necessary) until the sky+bias level is between 25 and 60.
Once the sky+bias level is correct, the observer has the opportunity to save full images from all
cameras onto disk files. The observer is then asked to rotate the dome slit until the cameras view the
slit center. The relationship between the dome azimuth and the dome encoder value can then be cali-
brated. Next, the Overseer computer then calculates the values of threshold offset and brightened delta
(see Chapters 7 and 8) from the observer-specified statistical criteria and a measurement of the total
noise per pixel in each camera.
At this point, the observer participates in precisely calibrating "pixel address" to celestial coordi-
nates for each CCD camera in turn. The Overseer computer roughly calculates the coordinates of the
center of a camera field from its knowledge of the date, time and location of the site, the hour angle of
the sidereal drive (through the absolute synchro shaft encoder mounted on the drive) and the declination
of the camera (specified in the software). The Overseer computer then calculates the expected locations
of 16 SAO standard stars in the field based on these rough coordinates: these locations are circled over
an image of the sky taken by that CCD camera and displayed on the color graphics monitor. The
observer is requested to tell the Overseer computer how far the circles are from the actual locations of
the SAO standard stars. This is an iterative process, which ends when the observer reports that the
SAO stars are all circled. The Overseer computer then calculates the precise position of the stellar
images on the CCD and calculates the precise astrometric mapping of the CCD location to celestial
coordinates (see section 7.1.4.2).
Once all the CCD fields are calibrated, the threshold frames are calculated by the Trigger proces-
sors from actual image frames. The Trigger processors are then initialized: at this point, the sequence
of observation cycles can begin. The observation cycles run completely automatically, so no observer
need be present An observation cycle consists of twenty minutes of observations, followed by data
storage (see section 7.4.2), a check of the sky+bias level, a recalculation of the astrometric mapping and
a recalculation of the threshold frames. If the sky+bias level in a CCD has changed significantly, the
bias level in the CCD is adjusted automatically. The recalculation of the astrometric parameters is
necessary due to a slight ("30') misalignment of the polar axis of the telescope drive; however, the
misalignment is small enough that the Overseer computer can recalibrate the mapping without the assis-
tance of an observer. This periodic recalibration is also necessary because of the effects of atmospheric
refraction, which vary with hour angle.
The sequence of observation cycles continues indefinitely until 1) sunrise, or 2) the hour angle of
the mount exceed six hours. In all, the net efficiency of ETC observations, including startup and recali-
bration pauses, is 75%: i.e., three-quarters of the time the observation software is running in the
Overseer computer, the ETC is taking and analyzing images of the night sky. An individual observa-
tion cycle is halted when data has been taken from six prospective candidate events: the data are then
stored and the observation cycle is immediately restarted.
11.2.2. The Testing of the ETC Software
During testing of the .ETC software, the values of threshold offset and brightened delta were
varied to determine their effect on the performance of the software. No attempt was made to unduly
minimize the rate of "false" (statistical) events: the values of threshold offset and brightened delta were
set as low as possible to maximize the chance of detecting a real event The lower limit on the values
of these two variables (which were generally set equal to one another) was the point where the sift
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Figure 11.2: A transcription of the observer-computer interaction during the




algorithm was unable to complete the sifting of a typical frame in the time allotted, because of the large
number of pixels passing the first level of sifting (see section 8.3.2.1). The sift time was then increased
to allow further decrease in the values of the detection variables until the amount of time left to the
Overseer computer for data transfer (data transfer time = exposure time - sift time) was too small and
exposure time limits were exceeded when the Overseer computer attempted to collect data from the
Trigger processors. It was determined that the present Overseer software requires "0.6 seconds per
flash to acquire data from two Trigger processors. The bulk of actual observations was performed with
ten-second integrations, with sift times of four to six seconds. The values of threshold offset and
brightened delta were adjusted until the rate of single events from a given camera was between 10 and
20 per exposure. These observation settings assured that >90% of all exposures were "good" (an expo-
sure was considered "good" if the sifting completed with no errors and the Overseer computer had
sufficient time to collect all the image data).
11.3. Details of Observations with the Test Instrument
The observations with the ETC test instrument were conducted between 24 March and 1 April
1985 and again between 12 May and 28 May, 1985. The observations were made primarily in V-band,
with some bright-time observations in R- and I-band. A list of the times and filters of observation can
be found in Table 11.3.
Cameras B and C were used in coincidence with a total field overlap of 236 square degrees (after
accounting for imaging area lost to CCD defects, pixels disregarded by the Trigger processors, a small

































































Table 113: Dates and Times Observed with ETC Prototype
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occultations). A total of 41.1 hours were observed in V-band, 8.3 hours in R-band and 6.9 hours in I-
band. The solid-angle-time product observed, then, was 2.95 steradian-hours in V-band, 0.60 steradian-
hours in R-band and O.SO steradian-hours in I-band.
The choice of fields observed by the ETC test unit was affected in part by the potential for detec-
tion of possible sources of optical transients. The declination of the center of each camera was +25°±
2°: the right ascensions of the center of the fields observed were within a few minutes 1011, 12h, 15h and
17h. Generally, the fields were chosen to be near the meridian at certain hours of the night, (in order to
reduce the effects of occultation by the dome and extinction by the atmosphere) but some effort was
made to include potential sources of optical flashes. One of these fields (12h) contained the error circles
of three gamma-ray bursters (GRB1200+21 (24 November 1978), GRB1152+20 (1 January 1979) and
GRB1140+20 (2 May 1979); Baity, et al., 1984), while another (17h) contained the flare stars V475 Her,
Ross 867 and Ross 868 (Gurzadyan, 1980).
Observations were made primarily during dark or grey time (roughly six days on either side of
new moon). The sky brightness during bright time was found to be so high that the vignetting of the
lens (see section 6.1.1.2) becomes significant If the sky brightness at the center of the CCD is 200
ADU per pixel (a typical value during bright time), the sky brightness at the edge of the CCD is 140
ADU, due to the 30% vignetting of the lens. Since the Overseer Computer will set the bias level of the
CCD to a point where the sky+bias level at the center of the CCD is "40, a large area near the edge of
the CCD will have sky+bias levels less than zero, rendering it useless for observations. Raising the bias
level to bring the values of the edge pixels above zero would bring the values of most of the CCD pix-
els close to the logarithmic section of the linlog mapping, thereby reducing the sensitivity of the CCD
as a whole. In addition, the increased sky noise during bright time significantly reduced the overall
sensitivity.
11.4. Results of the Observations with the ETC Test Unit
A total of 725 coincident events were reported during the observations with the ETC test unit.
These events were categorized by hand, primarily through the analysis of the 9x9 pixel image subarrays
of the event location from before and during the flash event The data fell into several categories,
based on the event profiles. The event categories are:
1) Satellite events: a satellite passing through the field-of-view created the event A
satellite is confirmed by second and third triggers from its trajectory, (see sec-
tion 11.6 for a further discussion)
2) Inconsistent coordinate events: the events in the two cameras were obviously unre-
lated. This is usually determined by the relative positions of bright objects in
the 9x9 image subarrays of the event from the detecting cameras.
3) Cloud triggers events: the events (always in groups of five or six, because the
maximum allowed number of events per observation cycle is six) were due to
patchy clouds. These events were recognized a) because of the low number of
"good" integrations in that observation cycle and b) from notes made at the time
in the observations log.
4) Occultation events: the event occurred in a portion of camera which was partially
obscured by the dome.
5) General brightening events: the event was induced by a sudden increase in the
background light level in the CCD, due to such causes as a flashlight in the
dome, a passing car with its lights on, or distant lightning.
6) Streak events: the image has a streak-like appearance, but no second trigger to
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confirm it to be a satellite.
7) No trigger events: the data stored show no evidence of an event having occurred.
This is currently an unsolved bug in either the Overseer or Trigger software.
8) Statistical events: the event was created by statistical variations in the brightness
of a corresponding pixels in both detecting cameras.
A breakdown of the freqency of these types of event is given in Table 11.4, based on 16,700 exposures
taken during the test observations.
11.4.1. Statistical Events
After the events of types 1-7 had been identified in the ETC data bank, a total of 355 statistical
events remained. These events are subclassified into four groups, based on their morphology:
1) Class 1 events occurred when the brightest pixel in a stellar image brightened in
both detecting cameras.
2) Class II events occurred when the brightest pixel of a stellar image brightened in
one detecting camera while an immediate neighbor pixel brightened in the other.
3) Gass III events occurred when a pixel neighboring the brightest pixel of a stellar
image brightened in both cameras.
4) Class IV events occurred when background pixels brightened in both cameras, or
when a pixel near, but not immediately neighboring a very bright star triggered
in both cameras.
Most of these events barely exceeded the event thresholds, and all but a few of these events showed no
appreciable light curve in both cameras. Because of the high CCD readout noise (50-70 e'/pixel), it is





















































Table 11.4: Breakdown of Events Detected by the ETC Test Unit
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rate of these events (355 events in 16,700 exposures, or " .021 events per exposure) are shown below to
be comparable to the expected rate of correlated events due to statistical fluctuations in the CCD. The
calculation of the expected false event rate is based on the fact that the ETC software does not detect
sudden brightenings of image pixels, per se, but rather large differences in the value of image pixels
from one image to the next
11.4.1.1. The Difference-Sensitivity of the ETC
When discussing the statistics of an ETC event, one must take into account that the ETC instru-
ment is not level-sensitive, but difference-sensitive. The ETC is not an instrument monitoring a sky of
static brightness levels with a noiseless CCD, waiting for a pan of the sky to increase its brightness by
more than a certain amount in a single exposure time; rather, the ETC is monitoring a sky where the
brightness levels vary from frame to frame due to shot noise and readout noise, waiting for the
difference between two frames to exceed a certain amount in a single exposure time. The difference-
sensitivity of the ETC has significant implications for the sensitivity and expected statistical trigger rate
of the ETC.
The first implication of the ETC's difference-sensitivity is the fact that the event sensitivity is
lower than the sensitivity of a camera to the detection of a stellar image by a factor of" V2, as briefly
mentioned in chapter 4. This is due to the fact that the readout and shot noises must be taken into
account twice in the calculation of the total noise associated with an event, because two frames are
involved in the event detection. The equation giving the level of significance, q^, of a detected event is
where S,.ore and SaJ. are the total signal above the bias level (in electrons) in a given pixel in two




 (2(S»./or. + a2,) + AS)* (1U)
The second and more important implication of the ETC's difference-sensitivity is that the
significance of a detected event is not simply that determined by Gaussian statistics: that is, an event
that showed a brightening corresponding to a statistical significance of NCT, where a is the total noise
(the denominator of equation 11.1), cannot be assigned a confidence level associated with the Gaussian
probability of an N<r event occurring randomly. The problem, again, is the fact that the ETC detects an
event when the value of a pixel increases by a certain value from one exposure to the next. This means
that an Na event can be created if, for example, the pre-event pixel value is Na/2 below the mean
value and the event pixel is Na/2 above the mean value. The probability of this situation occurring
randomly is (po(N/2))2 (where po(x) is the probability of an event of >xa occurring according to Gaus-
sian statistics), which is significantly greater than po(N) for most values of N. In assigning a
confidence level to an event, one must therefore not use the Gaussian probability function pG(x), but
rather the probability function pA(x), which is defined as
P&(x) = \j>rob(<y)prob(>(x+y))dy
where prob(<y) is the Gaussian probability of an event being less than ya (including the probability of
an event being below average) and prob(>(x+y)) is the Gaussian probability of an event being greater
than (x+y)a. The function pA(x) gives the probability that the difference between a pixel's value in
consecutive images will have a significance greater than xa. The value of p^(x) exceeds the value of
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Figure 11.3: The relative probability of a random event in the ETC. The curve
marked "Gaussian probability" indicates the probability of a pixel
value being N sigma abpve its mean value. The curve marked
"Difference probability" indicates the probability of the difference
in the value of a pixel in two consecutive measurements being
greater than N sigma (see section 11.4.1.1).
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11.4.1.2. Calculation of the expected statistical event rate
The expected rate of false ETC events due to Gaussian variations of the values of image pixels
can be estimated, given the function p^(x) and the distribution of the pixel values in a typical ETC
image. The distribution of pixel values in a CCD image can be divided into three populations, each
with a different rate of statistical brightening. The pixels with values between a few ADU above the
median of all pixel values in an image and ' 140 ADU are parts of stellar images and, because of their
larger shot noise, are more likely to create a statistical event than pixels with values near the median
value. However, 90% of the image pixels have values within 5 ADU of the median, so the net rate of
statistical events from these two populations is balanced somewhat. (Empirically, it was determined
that the majority of statistical events occurred near stellar images; cf. Table 11.4). Those pixels with
values greater than ISO are in the range of pixel values where each step is logarithmic, and therefore
significantly larger than those in the linear range: statistical events with values greater than 150 are
therefore very rare.
The expected rate of events was calculated with a computer program which, using a full ETC
frame from either camera, calculates the probability of detecting a correlated event in the two cameras,
based on the values of the total noise and the detection threshold in each camera. The program reads
the values of the image pixels in order, calculating for each the total noise, a, (based on twice the sig-
nal shot noise and readout noise) in both cameras (after converting the pixel value in the one camera to
the equivalent value in the other camera by multiplying by the ratio of the camera gains). From the
ratio of the detection threshold value to the total noise in a pixel the probability of a random fluctuation
in that pixel leading to an event in a single camera is calculated, using the p^(x) function described
above. The probability of a correlated event due to random fluctuations is just the product of the two
single-camera probabilities. The probability is calculated for all pixels and summed to give the proba-
bility of statistical triggers per exposure.
A direct comparison of the results of this computer analysis with the observed rate of correlated
events is complicated for several reasons. First, the observations were made under many different sky
conditions (dark time, grey time, bright time) and at various values of detection thresholds in both cam-
eras (typical values were 7 ADU in camera B and 6 or 7 ADU in camera C). Those observations made
under bright sky conditions (partial moon) suffer from a higher sky noise and therefore would be
expected to have a higher rate of statistical events. Observations made under brightening sky condi-
tions (during sun- or moonrise) are also expected to have a higher event rate because the sky brightness
is increasing slowly during observations, thereby increasing the fraction of pixels able to pass Level 1
of sifting (see chapter 8 and below).
In addition, the rate of statistical events from pixels with values near the median value is
significantly reduced by the fact that there is a probability of " 50% that the pre-event pixel value is
below its mean value, in which case a typical brightening will not pass Level 1 of sifting.
Nonetheless, in order to show that statistical fluctuations are sufficient to account for the rate of
correlated events observed in the prototype ETC, the program described above was run with a dark-time
image with both detection thresholds set at 7 ADU (so that a AS>8 ADU will trigger - - a typical situa-
tion during test observations). The rate of correlated events based on camera B and converting to cam-
era C was .063 per exposure and the rate based on camera C was .048 per exposure, averaging to .05
per exposure. Taking into account that about half of the pixels with values near the median value will
not trigger because they are not able to pass Level 1 of sifting (as discussed above) reduces the
expected event rate by "20%, to 0.045 events per exposure. This is more than sufficient to account for
the bulk of the 355 "statistical", "stellar" and "other" events, which occurred at a rate of '0.02
events/exposure.
A final complication of this analysis process is that the Overseer software allowed fluctuations to
be considered a correlated event even if the celestial coordinates differed by up to two pixels. This
means that a pixel in one camera can trigger not only with its direct counterpart in the other camera,
but also with neighbors of the counterpart. The program described above was modified to deliver the
probability of a correlated flare with the nine nearest pixels in the other camera: the result was an
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increase in the expected event rate by a factor of 2-3. Because the actual software allowed correlated
events to occur not from the nearest nine pixels, but rather from an area of <2n pixels, the actual effect
is more modest The expected increase in event rate is '75%, raising the expected rate to "0.08 events
per exposure.
11.4.2. Satellite Detections by the ETC Test Unit
The high frequency of detection of satellites by the ETC was somewhat surprising. It had been
assumed that low-Earth-orbit satellites would be moving too fast to be accepted as ETC events, due to
the fact that their long trails on the CCD would be noticed by the Trigger processor streak-rejection
algorithm (section 8.3.2.S). Generally, the detected satellite trails were indeed long enough to have
tripped the streak rejection algorithm, yet none of the perimeter pixels had brightened sufficiently. This
may be attributable to statistical fluctuations in the perimeter pixels. Indeed, the bulk of the satellite
trail across the CCD very likely was rejected as a streak; only those few images of the satellite trail
where the perimeter pixel was lower than it should have been due to statistical fluctuations escaped
rejection. (A typical satellite triggered the ETC an average of six times during its traversal of a fiel±
during this time, roughly 200 exposures were made of the field).
A total of 29 satellite trails were detected by the ETC during prototype observations. The satel-
lites were divided into those with a roughly east-west trajectory and those with trajectories making an
angle of roughly 60° with east-west. Judging by the times of detection and angles of the paths of some
of the trails, several trails may have been made by the same satellite. Data from two typical satellite
detections are shown in Figure 11.4.
The satellite trails detected were made by satellites of visual magnitudes from 6 to 9. The angu-
lar speeds of the satellites at the time of detection were consistent with circular orbital periods of 4 to
12 hours: it should be noted, however, that no estimate of the orbital eccentricity was made from these
detections, so that estimates of orbital periods are uncertain.
The rate of expected satellite events ("0.01 per ten-second exposure) will pose a problem for the
plenary ETC, since the associated event rate is very large compared to celestial event rates. (The rate
is one event per IS minutes, on the average, but the events are clumped in groups and trigger at a rate
of one event per one or two minutes in these groups). One solution is to lower the streak-rejection cri-
terion from 7 to 5 pixels (cf. section 8.3.2.5): this criterion would have rejected a significant number of
the satellites detected during the observations with the test instrument. Another possibile means of
rejecting satellite events is for the Overseer computer to monitor the coordinates of reported events: if
any three are shown to be collinear, they would be considered having been due to a satellite crossing
the field.
11.5. Interpretation of Results
The observations with the ETC test instrument yielded no optical flashes which could not be
explained by local, terrestrial or statistical sources of optical transient events. The total solid-angle-time
product observed by the ETC in the visual band is 2.9 steradian-hours. Given the ten-second sensitivity
of the ETC test unit to detected events (my = 9.9: a 10a criterion), the test observations were expected
to have detected 1.5 flare stars and 0.008 optical transients from GRB sources (see Figure 11.5). The
test results define a 3a Poisson upper limit of 2.2 optical flashes per hour per steradian at my =10
(Gehrels, 1985). This result is superimposed on the graph in Figure 11.5.
The results of the observations with the ETC test unit have no significant impact on
differentiating between the models of optical transient events described in Chapter 3. However, the
observations made with the ETC test unit make up by far the most substantial wide-field survey of the
night sky for short-timescale optical transients. The 3o Poisson upper limit of <2.2 flashes per hour per
steradian is an order of magnitude lower than the 3a upper limit of <22 flashes per hour per steradian
determined by the previous best effort of Schaefer, Vanderspek, Bradt and Ricker (1984). It should be
noted that this upper limit result was determined with one-sixteenth of the plenary ETC in five weeks of
observation! The results achievable by the plenary ETC in one year of observation should be a factor
(a)
(b)
Figure 11.4: Two views of ETC data collected during March and May, 1985. Figure 11.4a is a display
of all image data collected after the detection of an optical flash event. The data displayed
are 9x9 pixel image subarrays about the locations of the flash event and five SAO standard
stars in each camera. In Figure 11.4a, the left-hand six rows contain data from camera B and
the right-hand six rows contain image data from camera C. Of each set of six rows, the upper
five rows contain images of SAO standard stars and the lowest row, set apart from the
others, contains data from the flash location. The images are order chronologically from
the left. The far left column contains the 'old' images, taken at the beginning of the
observation cycle. The next column contains the 'recent1 images, taken immediately
before the detection of the event. The remaining columns contain data taken at and after
the flashevent. All exposure times are ten seconds. Figure 11.4a shows the detection of an
east-west-moving satellite; Figure 11.4b, a close-up of another set of flash data, shows the
detection of a satellite withan inclination of -60 degrees. Both satellites are of roughly 6th to
8th magnitude.
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of 160 better than the results presented here, and a factor of 1600 better than the efforts of Schaefer,
Vanderspek, Bradt and Ricker (1984)!.
The observations with the test unit indicate that the flash background rate (the rate of flashes from
non-cosmic sources) is dominated by satellite events. The plenary ETC, with its capability of recogniz-
ing a satellite by its trail across a CCD as well as by the use of parallax, will be able to reduce
significantly the event rate due to satellites. The detection of these satellites indicates that the events
detected by Pedersen, et al. (1985), may have been created by a satellite. The angular speed of a typi-
cal satellite (detected by the ETC) is " 70"/second. The longest dimension of the photometer aperture
used by Pedersen was "80": therefore, optical events with durations less than 1.2 seconds could be
created in Pedersen's photometer by the passage of a typical satellite.









The expected rates of optical flashes in ten-second exposures in the
ETC test unit. The curves represent the expected event rates due to
GRBs (section 10.1), flare stars (section 10.2), comet impacts onto
white dwarfs (section 10.3), and head-on meteors (section 10.4.1)
and the upper limit on the event rate due to cosmic rays
The three-sigma Poisson sensitivity of ETC observations to date are
indicated, as well as the sensitivity of theTwo-Schmidt survey,




Although the four-camera ETC test instrument was able to operate successfully in a semi-
automatic mode during the test phase, there are a number of weak links in the ETC instrumentation.
These weak links must be corrected before the ETC can be expected to operate for long periods without
an observer on site. The general problem with the ETC instrumentation is that several of its com-
ponents are not reliable: under certain situations, the state of the instrument hardware cannot always be
consistently predicted, plans for the correction of the problems. In addition, the weak spots in the ETC
software, which all center around its operational speed, will be mentioned.
12.1. General Plans for the Improvement of the ETC
The observations made with the ETC test instrument revealed several areas for general improve-
ment in the ETC. These improvements include:
1) The Overseer computer disk memory will be upgraded by at least 20 Mbytes to
allow for more disk data storage, so that the interval between successive data
storage onto magnetic tape is longer.
2) The Overseer computer core memory will be upgraded to at least 2 Mbytes to
increase the speed of the Overseer software.
3) A Cipher Floppy Tape unit will be introduced as the medium for mass data
storage. The Floppy Tape unit stores data onto standard 1/2" cartridge tapes.
4) The Trigger processors will be replaced by Heurikon HK68 single-board micro-
computers with built-in DMA. The Heurikon board will include 1 Mbyte of
hard memory to allow for substantial data storage in the Trigger processors.
5) The HSSL will be replaced by a new, more reliable fiber-optic link.
6) The ETC CCD cameras will be replaced by thermoelectrically-cooled CCD cam-
eras designed by Gerard Luppino of MIT. The use of these cameras will elim-
inate the problem of the bulky coolant hose associated with the closed-cycle
refrigerator. In addition, since each camera is cooled individually, a single cam-
era can be warmed and brought to atmospheric pressure without affecting the
operation of the other CCD cameras. In addition, the preamplifiers, which had
been housed inside the CCD cameras, will be moved outside of the CCD hous-
ing, removing both a source of heat and a source of noise from inside the CCD
housing.
7) The ETC CCD cameras will be outfitted with new, better lenses. These custom-
built lenses will allow one- or two-pixel focus over a broad band (3000 A) of




The following sections will discuss specific problems encountered during the test phase of the
ETC instrument.
12.2. The ETC Electronics
The majority of the problems with the ETC electronics are related to reliability. Specifically,
1) Some parts of the Instrument Control Electronics, which are located in the second
floor of the ETC dome, tend to stop working correctly when the ambient tem-
perature drops below "0°C. The symptoms indicate that the problems are not
construction-related (e.g., a cold solder joint on a circuit board), but rather are
related to design flaws or the choice of chips used in the boards. The intermit-
tent nature of these problems has hindered their exact localization to date.
2) The High Speed Serial Link (HSSL) receivers in the Trigger processors occasion-
ally lose data. This problem is due to improper ground return wiring of the
receiver chips in the HSSL receiver. Although the rate of data loss has been
reduced (less than .1% of all frames are affected, and the presence of the prob-
lem is always apparent), it still should be eliminated completely.
3) One of the Digital-to-Analog converter (DAC) boards has a tendency to drop out
of operation altogether every few weeks. This problem has not yet been
definitively located, but the application of pressure on one or more chips on the
board generally solves the problem. This problem is most likely due to the use
of a prototype construction technique in fabricating the DAC boards, a method
which has occasionally resulted in reliability problems in the past.
4) The ICE in general have a problem with the loss of static-sensitive CMOS chips
because of electrostatic discharges. Although the loss rate due to static electri-
city is low, it must be reduced to zero in the plenary ETC.
The solutions to these problems which have been proposed to date are:
1) Put the ICE in a warm place. The locations of the sources of the problems of
cold-sensitivity to date have not yet been found. Even if they were, the problem
could occur in other locations in the ICE. The best solution is to create a warm
area in the dome for the ICE.
2) The problems with the HSSL receivers is not so severe as to warrant major revi-
sions of its construction. However, the new fiber-optic HSSL should eliminate
all the problems associated with the present HSSL.
3) Recently, printed-circuit DAC boards were constructed for use at MIT. These
boards do not have the problem of loose sockets and should prove to be error-
free in use in the ETC.
4) Much effort must be yet put into static protection of the ICE. The carpeting in the
second floor of the ETC dome must be covered with static-free matting to guard
against accidental static discharges to the electronics.
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In addition to the above reliability problems, two specific aspects of the ETC electronics should
be improved. First, the effective CCD readout noise is higher than specified for the CCDs. This
increased noise is due to improper "tuning" of the CCD analog electronics. Future ETC CCD camera
systems should be thoroughly "tuned" before they are sent out into the field. The latest generation of
CCD electronics has a much better noise performance than the present ETC cameras: system noises of
less than 20 e" with good charge transfer efficiency are being achieved regularly.
Second, the dome encoding scheme should be improved. Presently, it is a relative encoder, with
no absolute zero point This situation makes it necessary to rotate the dome to a specific position regu-
larly in order to zero the encoder. This problem will be corrected in the Fall of 1985 by encoding the
dome absolutely.
12.3. The ETC Instrument Mechanical Hardware
The current ETC mechanical hardware also has a number of problems which will hamper pro-
gress towards automation. The major problems are:
1) The vacuum cavity which is shared by the four ETC cameras and the manifold is
not leak-free. The system maintains a good vacuum (with the closed-cycle refri-
gerator on) for ten days to two weeks at a time, but then can spontaneously
return to near atmospheric pressure with little warning. Evidently, the cooling
probe acts as a cryopump when cold, adsorbing molecules leaked into the system
onto its surface. When the surface of the cooler is saturated, the pressure
increases slowly due to a leak in the system, until the ion pump shuts off, result-
ing in a rapid pressure rise.
2) The telescope mount is misbalanced, primarily due to the weight of the coolant
hose wrapped around the axis of the manifold. The result is that it is very
difficult to slew the telescope mount at hour angles of more than * 3 hours.
Proposed solutions to these problems are:
1) A new camera/manifold system will be used in future ETC cameras. The present
system relies heavily on rubber O-rings between flat aluminum faces. The
improved system will utilize steel knife-edge vacuum interfaces with rubber
gaskets, so the vacuum integrity of the system will be much improved.
2) The cooling system in future ETC cameras will not require stiff cooling hoses.
The new cameras, designed by Gerard Luppino, are cooled by thermoelectric
coolers and will not impede the slewing of the mount Without the coolant
hose, which tended to accumulate ice when cold, balancing the telescope will
also not be as difficult a problem as it is now.
Another advantage to the new ETC camera/manifold design is that access to the camera interiors
will be much simpler than it is now. The method of cooling individual cameras will allow one camera
to be taken off line without warming the others.
12.4. ETC Software
The main problem with the ETC software is that it is not fast enough to support one- to three-
second integration times. There are several bottlenecks in the software which slow it down substan-
tially:
1) Whenever a candidate report, is received by the Overseer computer, the location of
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the event is converted into its celestial coordinates. The conversion of event
location to celestial coordinates involves calculating of " 10 trigonometric func-
tions, with each function requiring 10 milliseconds. Thus, each candidate report
requires'0.1 seconds to be fielded.
2) The transfer of event image data between the Trigger processors and the Overseer
computer takes ~ 0.6 seconds per flash event per exposure.
The next revision of the ETC software will transfer more of the computational burden from the
Overseer computer to the Trigger processors, which should improve overall system speed. Specifically,
1) Each Trigger processor will be given the parameters of the astrometric mapping of
its associated camera, so that it may calculate the celestial coordinates of each
candidate event itself. In this way, the Overseer computer will act as a book-
keeper of candidate events, and not as a calculator. In addition, the coordinates
will be calculated in the form of three-vectors, which avoids the calculation of
slow trigonometric functions.
2) Each Trigger processor will store image data in its own memory structure during
observations. At the end of an observation cycle, each Trigger processor can
then transfer its image data to the Overseer computer without time pressures.
Some general areas for the improvement of the ETC software are:
1) The sifting algorithms do not reject signal fluctuations in bright stars. Some
method of recognizing the higher shot noise in bright stars must be devised.
2) The criteria for coincidence of celestial coordinates must be tighter than in the test
observations, in order to reduce the rate of statistical false triggers.
3) The calculation of the precise celestial coordinates of the center of each CCD,
presently observer-aided in "user" mode (see Chapter 11), must be made
automatic. A field-finding algorithm, used by the third Small Astronomical
Satellite (SAS-3), will be altered for use in the ETC.
CHAPTER 13
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